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COVER LETTER 

 

September 17, 2021 
 
Kayla Turner 
Governance and Community Engagement Manager 
Town of Norman Wells 
PO Box 5 
Norman Wells, NT 
X0E 0V0 

 
Dear Ms. Turner, 
 
Sub: Final 2021-2026 Economic Development Strategy 

    
Innovative Business Solutions Ltd. (“IBS”) is pleased to have been afforded an 
opportunity to develop and present the Economic Development Strategy document 
for the Town of Norman Wells for the period 2021 to 2026. The Economic Development 
Strategy document shows that, although the Town of Norman Wells might be facing 
economic challenges, these challenges are not insurmountable and there are several 
economic opportunities that can be taken advantage of to enhance the economic 
base and contribute towards sustainable prosperity for the Town, its businesses, and 
residents. 
 
I would like to thank the Mayor, Council, the Economic Development and Tourism 
Committee, local businesses, organizations, and the residents of the Town of Norman 
Wells for all the constructive discussions, surveys, feedback, and unwavering support that 
we received while undertaking this project.  

 
It is my sincere belief that the adoption and implementation of this Economic 
Development Strategy will help to revive and grow the Town of Norman Wells’ economy, 
increase tax base, create jobs, raise standards of living, and bring about a sense of pride 
and belonging to all the residents.  
 
Yours truly, 

 
 
Dave Ramsay 
Vice President, Innovative Business Solutions Ltd 
Management Consultants of the North 
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Confidentiality Agreement 

The undersigned reader acknowledges that the information provided by the 
Town of Norman Wells in this document is confidential. Therefore, the reader 
agrees not to disclose it without the express written permission of the Town of 
Norman Wells. 

It is acknowledged by the reader that the information to be furnished in this 
document is in all respects confidential in nature, other than information which 
is in the public domain through other means and that any disclosure or use of 
same by the reader may cause serious harm or damage to the Town of 
Norman Wells. 

Upon request, this document is to be immediately returned to the Town of 
Norman Wells. 

 

___________________ 

Signature 

________________________________________ 

Name of representative of the financial institution 

___________________ 

Date 
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1. Executive Summary 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Town of Norman Wells, the regional hub for the Sahtu region, 
commissioned Innovative Business Solutions Ltd. (IBS), a leading management 
consulting organization based in Yellowknife, to develop a five (5) year 
economic development strategy document for Norman Wells for the period 
2021- 2026. The main purpose of the project was to update the 2017 Economic 
Development Plan and address concerns about the negative economic 
outlook of the Town’s economy, by identifying and recommending strategic 
goals that will revive and strengthen the economic base of the Town and in 
addition, contribute to sustainable prosperity for its businesses and residents 
alike. The project objectives included the reduction of the Town’s 
dependence on the oil and gas sector and progression towards sustainable 
economic activities such as tourism, local entrepreneurship, cultural heritage, 
use of renewable resources and energy.  

The project approach was undertaken using three fundamental phases which 
included the pre-strategy development phase, which was framed and 
informed by the Town’s vision, mission, values, goals, objectives, SWOT analysis, 
literature review, online surveys, interviews, consultations, and other related 
documents. The respondents indicated some of the major challenges as 
remote location, lack of all-weather road and the need for proper housing, 
while they identified some of the key economic opportunities/drivers as 
attracting more people to settle in the Town, sustainable development and 
growing in a way that suited the community’s needs. The second phase, which 
is the strategy development/formulation, included issue prioritization, 
developing strategic goals, objectives, and strategies. This phase also 
comprised of the alignment with the Town of Norman Wells goals, roundtable 
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discussions, consultations and adoption of the final strategic goals, objectives, 
and strategies. The final phase will comprise of implementation, monitoring 
and evaluation.  

The plan to achieve economic self-sustenance for the Town of Norman Wells 
was arrived at and based on five (5) interdependent strategic goals aimed to 
ensure the economic revival and prosperity of the community. The Five (5) 
Strategic Goals, which were identified are as follows: 

 Strategic Goal 1: Town of Norman Wells emerges as a vibrant hub for 
regional entrepreneurship and sustainable economic development; 

 Strategic Goal 2: Town of Norman Wells is known as a great place to live, 
visit, and invest; 

 Strategic Goal 3: Infrastructure, including community amenities in the Town 
and region, are improved, and developed based on community needs; 

 Strategic Goal 4: Norman Wells is recognized as the centre for post-
secondary education, training, and development; and 

 Strategic Goal 5: Key economic sectors are flourishing and integrating. 

The above stated goals, related objectives and strategies are realistic and 
achievable, and will, once adopted, set the roadmap for the Town to 
turnaround its economy, grow and achieve economic prosperity. The 
economic strategy document is, a living document, which can be amended 
to reflect changes in the town’s direction and operating environment. The plan 
will need to be implemented, monitored, and evaluated to assess its 
effectiveness.  

In conclusion, it is important to note that there is no single economic 
development opportunity that will offset the impact of the possible closure of 
Imperial Oil, however an integrated approach is required to promote 
development across a range of sectors and economic opportunities. 
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2. Introduction 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.1 Background Information for the Town of Norman Wells 
 

Historical Background Information  

Norman Wells is a remote community located along the Mackenzie River and 
is isolated as it does not have an all-weather road but is served by a winter 
road during winter and sits along a major barge route on the Mackenzie River 
during summer. The airport serves the community all year round.  

“Norman Wells” or “Le Gohlini” in Dene literary means “Where the Oil is”. 
Norman Wells, being naturally endowed with rich deposits of oil and gas was 
the first community to be established solely to support non-renewable resource 
development such as oil production, unlike other communities along the 
Mackenzie River, which originated on account of fur trading.  

Since the discovery of oil in the town in the early 1700s, Imperial Oil was the first 
oil producer to acquire the claims in 1918. Imperial built a small refinery in the 
early 1920s, with limited operations and was responsible, as an oil producer, to 
supply oil to nearby communities for nearly 50 years. In the 1930s, production 
was scaled up to support the new mining activities in Port Radium and 
Yellowknife.  

The Sahtu Dene and Metis achieved a historical milestone on June 23, 1994, 
when the negotiated Sahtu Dene and Metis Comprehensive Land Claim 
Agreement (SDMCLCA) was signed by the Government of Canada (Canada), 
Government of Northwest Territories (GNWT), and the Sahtu Tribal Council (later 
replaced by the Sahtu Secretariat Incorporated (SSI)) to clarify the land title, 
and to enshrine the ongoing role of Dene and Metis people as stewards of the 
land (Sahtu Renewable Resources Board, 2020). The agreement recognizes 
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Sahtu ownership of major land parcels within the region (41,437 square 
kilometres of land in the Sahtu Settlement Area, 1,813 square kilometres of 
which includes mines and minerals). 

 

Present Day 

The Town of Norman Wells, as the regional hub for the Sahtu Region, has 
important facilities such as a modern airport, health centre, educational 
facilities, government services and recreational facilities, and provides 
additional essential services to many surrounding communities. The current 
population of Norman Wells is approximately 800 residents, the largest in the 
Sahtu Region, which also hosts four other communities namely:  Tulita, Deline, 
Fort Good Hope and Colville Lake. In addition to being a major hub for oil and 
gas production, the town also serves as the operating base for the regional 
offices of the GNWT and several businesses.  

Imperial Oil Ltd. is a major employer and significant economic contributor to 
the Town’s economic revenue base and economic activity. However, given 
the current constraints in oil production, crude oil prices and weak demand 
coupled with uncertainty surrounding the COVID-19 pandemic, Imperial Oil’s 
operations have been adversely affected.  

It is of vital importance that the Town of Norman Wells and all its key 
stakeholders agree on a revitalization and diversification economic plan to 
reduce its dependence on the oil and gas sector and move towards 
sustainable economic activities which would include tourism, renewable 
energy, traditional economy, preservation of its culture, promotion its naturally 
endowed landscape, and expanding its role as a regional hub. 

In addition, the SDMCLCA also provides for the following provisions: 

 Resource Royalties: Canada must pay Sahtu quarterly, a percentage of 
resource royalties received from resource development projects 
undertaken in the Mackenzie Valley; and 

 Economic Measures: Government (Canada) economic development 
programs in the Sahtu Settlement Area, will take into consideration the need 
to support the Sahtu traditional economy, encourage the development of 
commercially viable Sahtu businesses and enterprises, provide the Sahtu 
with business and economic training and educational assistance; and 
encourage Sahtu employment in major projects and developments in the 
public service and public agencies. Canada and GNWT will, when 
contracting and procuring goods and services, utilize best practices and 
procedures to maximize employment and business opportunities for 
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aboriginal people, as well as for local and regional small to medium-sized 
businesses within the Sahtu Region. 

 

2.2 Project Objectives 
 

The Economic Development Strategy project involved the development of a 
five-year report for the Town of Norman Wells (2021 to 2026). The purpose of 
the economic strategy, which included the update of the Town’s previous 2017 
economic development strategy, was to address concerns about the 
economic outlook for the Town of Norman Wells, by strengthening the 
economic base of the Town and contributing to sustainable prosperity for its 
residents and businesses.   

The Strategy will include:  

 The goals for economic development; 
 Specific strategies through which those goals will be realized; 
 An implementation plan which prioritizes the strategies/priority actions that 

will be taken in the short-term and long-term to achieve the strategic goals. 
The strategies will define, for each action, timeline, the funding source (if 
any) and the responsibility/lead or ‘champion’; and 

 Performance measurement necessary for assessing progress made once the 
strategy is implemented. 
 

The implementation plan of the Economic Development Strategy must be 
specific, measurable, achievable, realistic, and timely, as it is intended to help 
create a conducive environment required to attract and retain investment 
that will, in turn, create employment, diversify the Town’s tax base, and 
generate wealth for current and future generations. 

 

2.3 Our Approach 
 

Essentially, the economic development strategic planning is a process that 
involves defining where the Town of Norman Wells wants to go and create a 
roadmap for getting there. Consequently, our approach was undertaken 
using three fundamental phases as shown in the figure below.  
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Figure 1: Phases of Economic Development Planning Process 

 

This Economic Development Strategy process was framed by the Town’s 
mission, vision, values, goals, and objectives set out in the 2019 Strategic Plan 
document and informed by extensive research, surveys, and analysis, with 
input from the Town’s stakeholders. The figure below outlines the Economic 
Revival Strategy Framework. 

Figure 2: Economic Revival Strategy Framework 

 

2.4 Work Done to Date 
 

IBS worked closely with the Economic Development and Tourism Committee 
(EDTC) of the Town of Norman Wells during the project. We attended an online 
committee meeting and presented survey results for review by the EDTC and 
Council. For the duration of the project, we were in constant touch and 
communication with the Governance/Community Engagement Manager, 
Kayla Turner, who is also a member of the EDTC. We interacted with the EDTC 
to: 

Phase 1: 

Pre-strategy 
development 

Phase 2:

Strategy 
Development 
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Implementation & 

post-strategy 
implementation 

•SITUATION ANALYSIS
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Strategies

•Action Steps
•Consultations/Roundtable with 
Mayor, Council, Economic 
Development Committee, 
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Policies

ADOPT
•MONITORING & 
EVALUATION

•Implemention
•Monitoring
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EVALUATE
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 Obtain resources documents on the 2017 Economic Development Strategy, 
2019 Strategic Plan, 2021 draft community plan, asset management plan 
and other related documents; 

 Request survey links to be sent out to all participants; 
 Present results of the main and youth surveys; and 
 Set up meetings with the EDTC for the inception meeting and roundtable 

meetings with the Mayor, Council, Key Community Leaders and Business 
leaders. 

During the preparation of the draft economic development strategy, we 
conducted: 

 A review of research reports, economic development strategies, 
literature review and other relevant documents relevant to the Town of 
Norman Wells and more generally the North, Canada, and the World; A 
list of some of the documents reviewed is provided in Appendices 4, 5, 6 
& 7; 

 In-person interviews and telephone interviews were carried out with 
Major, Council and Business Leaders as shown in Appendix 1; 

 Two surveys were carried out online, the main survey had 59 responses, 
while the youth survey received 20 responses. Refer to Appendices 2 & 3.  

 

2.5 Structure of the Document 
 

Chapter 3 highlights the Town of Norman Wells Vision, Mission, Goals and 
Objectives, an overview of economic conditions, results of interviews, surveys 
and literature review, SWOT analysis and implications of economic 
development. 

Chapter 4 first looks at several key principles on which the strategy is based, 
and then presents the economic development strategy including goals, 
objectives, and strategies. Chapter 5 outlines the implementation plan and 
performance measurement strategy for assessing the progress made.  

The last chapter provides a listing of key interviewees and a summary of 
responses (Appendix 1), the main economic development survey results 
(Appendix 2), the youth engagement survey results (Appendix 3), list of 
literature reviewed (Appendix 4), a list of documents reviewed from the Town 
of Norman Wells (Appendix 5), Other References and Sources used (Appendix 
6) and an overview of leading economic sectors and economic parameters 
(Appendix 7). 
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3. Situational Analysis 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.1 Vision, Mission, Goals and Objectives for the Town of Norman 
Wells 

 

The Town of Norman Wells has adopted, in its 2019 Strategic Plan Document, 
a vision, mission and several goals and objectives. 

 
The Vision of the Town of Norman Wells is: 
The Town of Norman Wells has a diverse economy and is a place of equal access 
and opportunity which values sustainable growth, safety, community 
engagement...for all residents and visitors. We see our community as being a 
welcoming regional hub which works with other Sahtu communities for the benefit 
of our Town and the Region. 

 

The Mission adopted to the Town is that: 
To ensure that everybody in the Town of Norman Wells has the opportunity to 
succeed, raise a family and stay long term. 

 

Goals and Objectives for the Town of Norman Wells 
The following are the goals and objectives of the Town of Norman Wells as 
outlined in the 2019 Strategic Plan document. 
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Table 1: Goals and Objectives for the Town of Norman Wells 

No. Goal Strategic Objectives 

GOAL #1 Create a 
strong 
organizational 
environment 
that supports 
and values its 
employees, 
thereby 
ensuring that 
the 
organization 
will be ready 
and able to 
respond to the 
needs of the 
community. 

 Recruit and retain the people we need, identify 
proactive recruiting strategies 

 Develop and reinforce the need for innovative 
compensation and benefits packages to attract 
and retain talent 

 Support employees with professional 
development, mentoring and coaching 
programs 

 Promote work-life balance and wellness 
 Become a Safety leader 
 Develop mechanisms for open and transparent 

communication between and among 
employees and the community members 
through regular dissemination of relevant 
information that is shared in an accessible, 
timely and inclusive manner. 

GOAL #2 Support and 
promote a 
strong, 
dynamic, and 
innovative 
local 
economy 

 Identify local economic strengths and leverage 
opportunities through working with our 
stakeholders 

 Advocate as the Sahtu Regional Hub for 
sustainable transport of goods to and from our 
community. 

 Establish and lead initiatives to position the Town 
of Norman Wells as a community of choice 
among populations that tend to leave the 
community to access required services and 
opportunities. 

 Develop and lead capital infrastructure 
initiatives that address community needs, reflect 
sustainable planning practices and future 
demand considerations, with a commitment to 
fiscal responsibility. 

 Support the creation and retention of diverse 
opportunities by becoming a destination of 
choice for entrepreneurship, including helping 
existing businesses thrive and grow. 
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No. Goal Strategic Objectives 

GOAL #3 To promote a 
caring 
community 
where people 
can make 
strong 
connections 
with others 
and lead safe, 
healthy, and 
productive 
lives. 

 Work with partners to create a safe, inclusive, 
and accessible community. 

 Support and facilitate community access to 
services related to health, wellness, personal 
development, and education. 

 Deliver accessible, inclusive, and age-friendly 
series, programs, and facilities. 

 Promote, facilitate, and participate in the 
development of an affordable, welcoming, and 
safe community. 

 

IBS considered the Economic Development Strategy 2017 and considered the 
mission, vision, goals, and objectives for the Town of Norman Wells, and 
combined the findings of the community engagement via interviews, survey 
and round table meeting, extensive relevant literature review and in-depth 
research to identify the key factors for the Economic Development Plan 2021. 

The solutions hinge on the following key factors: 

Linking infrastructure to economic development 

Proper infrastructure is essential to ensure all-round economic development. 
The lack or inadequacy of proper infrastructure impacts all sectors of the 
economy and is responsible for the increased cost of living in the community 
and doing business, which impacts adversely on economic growth. 

There are some inherent challenges like extreme climate and remote location 
which pose problems to infrastructure development. It is, therefore, essential to 
adopt a three-pronged strategy for Norman Wells: 

 Identify the inherent challenges for infrastructure development – IBS was 
able to identify the major challenges being faced by Norman Wells; 

 Find innovative and customised solutions to overcome these inherent 
challenges. For example, link the jobs available at Imperial with courses 
offered by Aurora college to build up skillset within the community and 
reduce dependence on outsourced workers; and 

 Seek proper intervention and adopt policies for future infrastructural 
development based on solutions identified to overcome challenges. We 
have proposed implementable steps for each strategic goal identified, to 
assist the process of Economic Revival and Development.   
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The Pivotal role of natural resources  

Abundance or lack of Natural resources can be a decisive factor affecting the 
economic growth of a region. Norman Wells is endowed with an abundance 
of rich natural resources. It is therefore important to extensively research the 
complete potential of the available resources. Necessary plans must be made 
to harness these resources fully and create developmental plans based on 
their availability. The steps would be: 

 It is important to conduct thorough research on the availability of natural 
resources to realistically estimate potential non-renewable resource reserve 
levels; 

 Identify developmental activities based on a realistic assessment of 
available reserves;  

 Explore options of diversifying in renewable resource development options 
like solar, water (Mackenzie River), wind or forest, which are renewable and 
more sustainable; and 

 Create plans for developmental activities like investing in human capital, 
build entrepreneurial options locally, equitably using available community 
resources, among others, with proper emphasis on balancing economic, 
environmental, and social considerations. 

Economic development through diversification and sustainable gains 

Diversification is the key to economic growth for any region. The economy of 
Norman Wells was heavily dependent on the oil industry till the recent past. It 
is important to look at renewable and sustainable resource-based industries. 
Diversification of the economy will ensure all-round economic development 
and, also help to engage the various skill sets within the community.  

Some options of diversification available are: 

 Development of new types of tourism-based businesses (eco-tourism, art-
tourism, festivals and fairs, cultural events) and upgrade of existing ones 
(better offers or product packages for specific tourist targeted groups like 
student excursion groups, families, honeymooners, and more 
advertisement) to attract more tourists; 

 Investing in modern future orientated business enterprises like e-commerce, 
internet-based, green, and renewable energy; 

 Set up land fills and waste management facilities; and 
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 Establish organic farms, or enterprises to sell local produce or local 
delicacies like cured meat products, fish, set up small household farms – 
bees, poultry, etc.
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3.2 Current Economic Climate 
 

• Oil and Gas Production: Imperial Oil, which has been operating in Norman 
Wells for over 100 years (the 100th anniversary was celebrated in August 
2020), continues to be one of the town's major economic drivers, employing 
approximately 65 direct employees and 50 contract workers, the large 
percentage of whom are Norman Wells residents. However, due to the 
recent decline in oil prices, it has scaled down operations. Over the last few 
years, as a cost-cutting measure, Imperial has resorted to ‘temporary 
workers’ who are flown in and out for the duration of their employment, 
contributing significantly to the declining population of the town. The Town 
of Norman Wells, Imperial Oil, the Norman Wells Land Corporation, and the 
Federal Government of Canada are key stakeholders in the revival of the 
Town of Norman Wells and are pivotal to ensure the continuity of operations 
of Imperial Oil. 

• Tourism Industry: The Town of Norman Wells, also known as the aviation hub 
of Sahtu, provides a driving tourism option for campers, nature enthusiasts, 
and cultural tourists. Its eastern border is formed by “Great Bear Lake”, the 
world's eighth largest lake, and the heartland of the Northwest Territories'. 
The Mackenzie River, North America's second longest, runs through the area. 
AS per data available from Industry, Tourism and Investment, Government 
of NWT, Norman Wells attracted 1500 tourists in 2015 and 918 in 2016. No 
data is available for the subsequent years.  

• Population Estimate: According to the NWT Bureau of Statistics, the 
population estimate as of July 1, 2020, for the Town of Norman Wells is 735 
people. The data also depicts that over the past 5 years from 2016 to 2020, 
the population of Norman Wells decreased by 11%. The proportion of 
people moving away from the town is significant and consistent, and it is 
and will have a dramatic impact on the demographic profile of the 
community. Furthermore, 79.31% of the population are in the working-age 
group between 15 to 60 years old, while 20.69% make up the younger 
population which will be a part of the labour force in less than 2 decades. It 
indicates that the proportion of youth in the population is quite low 
indicating concerns of future transitions of employment, tax base, and 
community leadership roles as well as maintenance of a sustainable 
population. A declining population means slower economic growth or even 
a fall in output. 

• Labour Force and Employment Rate: In 2009, 5.3% of the population was 
unemployed while this percentage dropped to 4.2% in 2019.  This indicates 
that the unemployment rate in Norman Wells is on a declining trend, which 
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is good news. The participation rate in Norman Wells has shown some 
fluctuations since 2009 but overall, this also posses a growth as the rate was 
85.8% in 2009 compared to 84.7% in 2009.The participation rate shows the 
percentage of people who are either employed or are actively looking for 
work. An increase in participation rate implies that higher proportions of 
people residing in Norman Wells are contributing to the labour force and the 
community's economy. Furthermore, the employment rate in Norman Wells 
has grown from 80.3% in 2009 to 82.2% in 2019.  

• Income Distribution: Most inhabitants at Norman Wells are above the low-
income cut-off, or the income a person must earn to be part of the low-
income group. However, a significant proportion of the population is also 
below the 2015 median income of $154,624. In Norman Wells, the median 
household income was $154,624 per year, in 2015, which was greater than 
the national household median income of $56,516. The significant reason 
behind the existence of income inequality is the educational attainment 
which further gives rise to unemployment. As the gap widens between the 
education “haves” and “have-nots,” those with inadequate education are 
faced with reduced career opportunities in low-wage jobs. The Town of 
Norman Wells has the highest median household income in comparison to 
the whole of Canada. However, despite having such a high median 
income, the average cost of living in Norman Wells is reported to be very 
high. This could be attributed to remote location and absence of all-
weather road which makes it costly to transport all commodities to the Town 
and contributes to the high costs. 

• Education: The community is a part of the Sahtu Divisional Education 
Council, and the Mackenzie Mountain School is currently run by the Norman 
Wells District Education Authority. The school, which has 150 students, offers 
classes from Junior Kindergarten to Grade 12. There is also a presence of 
Auroral College in the community with a community learning centre and a 
career centre. Higher education concerns are more immediate since 
students’ graduation rates are low in the town. According to the 2016 
Census, the 115 residents in Norman Wells have graduated high school. 
Residents who have not completed any credentials are the second largest 
category, with 105 people responding. Consequently, this downgrades the 
quality of future labour supply and affects growth and productivity in the 
wage and the non-wage economies. 

• Housing: The housing market is of primary concern to the community as it is 
affected by economic and accessibility difficulties. The Town does not 
currently have a shortage of land for future residential construction, but the 
residents prefer that existing housing stock be used, rehabilitated, and 
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maintained first. According to the 2016 Census, 55 dwellings needed major 
repairs whereas 255 needed regular or minor repairs. The Town's ability to 
create new homes and maintain existing ones is hampered by the need to 
acquire housing supplies from the south that are both costly in terms of 
transportation and by the intrinsic value of the supplies. 

• Health: Several looming health issues will become more evident as the 
percentage of the aged population increases. According to the 2020 
statistics report of NWT, 252 residents were below the age of 25, while 483 
were above 25. It indicates the aged population in the Town of Norman 
Wells is almost double as compared to the young population. To serve the 
long-term interests of the aged population, a new health centre and long-
term care facility have been opened in the Town of Norman Wells. The 
facility has 18 bedrooms for individual residents, which are divided between 
two houses. Those houses each have a kitchen, fireplace, living room and 
patio.  

• Waste Management: The waste collection operation in Norman Wells is well-
organized. Residents are responsible for taking their non-hazardous solid 
waste to the bins, which are in centralized neighbourhood blue bins. Green 
Enterprises NWT is now hired by Norman Wells to empty the bins and deliver 
the waste to the Solid Waste Disposal Facility every week. The Recycle 
Depot, located at 39 Mackenzie Drive, collects returnable beverage 
containers and electronic waste voluntarily. This recycling program is 
managed by the GNWT. Compost and other recyclable materials (such as 
plastic, tin cans, cardboard, mixed paper, and glass) are not separated 
from municipal garbage. The daily per capita waste generation rate of 4.8 
kg at this facility was computed between the years 2007 and 2015.  

 

3.3 Economic Outlook 
 

Given the picture of the current economic situation within the Town of Norman 
Wells, the Economic Outlook section is dedicated to the discussion of how 
Norman Wells can change the current situation to achieve growth and 
prosperity, and more importantly the impact of such changes.  

• Oil and Gas Production: Imperial Oil, once the major employer and driving 
force behind the town’s economic prosperity is in process of scaling down 
its activities due to the increasing cost of operations and fluctuating oil prices 
in the global market. The potential decision of Imperial pulling out of the 
town threatens not only the town’s tax revenues but its mere existence since 
both are contingent upon the company’s ongoing operation. This has a 
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considerable negative impact on the town’s socio-economic environment 
and in short, could threaten the very existence of the town as well as the 
entire region. Therefore, the Town of Norman Wells must explore strategies 
to support the ongoing operations of Imperial Oil and engage in 
consultation on how to implement policies that make it profitable for 
Imperial to continue its operations. 

• Declining Population: Another impacting factor is the present low 
population of the town. In the mid-1980s the town was home to about 3000 
residents. The population has shown a steady decline in the past decade 
and recently, due to the scaling down of operations by the largest employer 
of the region, Imperial Oil, there has been a significant decline in the 
population of the community. Presently Norman Wells is home to about 800 
members nearly 2000 fewer residents from its peak. The situation points to 
the importance of developing a sustainable community that can attract a 
stable population, which is one of the key foundational factors of 
sustainable long term economic growth. As the population grows, and 
commercial activity through the means of tourism and other entrepreneurial 
activities increase, the town will start to experience better tax profits which 
will in turn finance major infrastructure projects like maintenance of roads, 
building multiplex and other facilities such as libraries, gyms, colleges which 
are essential to the retainment and engagement of the town’s population. 

• Need of Infrastructural Development: Infrastructure promotes inclusive 
growth which can reduce poverty directly or indirectly because 
infrastructure development creates jobs and economic activities. Therefore, 
it is essential to develop the infrastructural facilities of the town such as the 
construction of a multiplex, family recreational centre, camping sites, waste 
and landfill management, reduction of water tax rates, boosting tourism-
related entre-potential of the region, all-weather road, and bridge over the 
Bear River, helping small local businesses to grow, proper daycare facilities 
to enable more women to enter the workforce, etc. Proper infrastructure will 
invite more visitors and encourage people to set up residence, stimulate 
new business establishments, and improve the quality of life for the 
community holistically. 

• Affordable and Accessible Housing: There is a clear need to provide 
affordable housing for all the residents in the Town of Norman Wells. Our 
research has pointed to the fact that despite the existence of many empty 
houses, there is a large housing crisis. One of the reasons is the existence of 
corporate-owned housing stock (Imperial Oil), which has resulted on 
account of pulling out of 35 families from the community. 
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    Overall, this indicates the under-utilization of available housing stock in the 
community, which could be addressed to mitigate the housing crisis. It is 
essential to make efficient use of existing houses to attract a more 
permanent body of population who can consider Norman Wells their long-
term home. 

• Training and Skill Development Programs: The Town seems to lack adequate 
higher education, specialized training or skill development programs as is 
evident from the statistical data available from the previous Census as well 
as the survey responses, particularly the Youth Engagement Survey 
conducted by IBS. Residents need to travel out of town to get access to 
proper training facilities. This has caused many people to settle out of town. 
This also causes the shortage of skilled technicians or mechanics within the 
community resulting in the need to outsource to suppliers who are out of 
town. Investing in developing the local higher education options and 
entrepreneurial skill set (to set up small or medium businesses) will help to 
strengthen the community, engage the youth, and create future leaders, as 
also ensure that no brain drain, or skill drain occurs in search of profitable 
employment options. 

• All Weather Road Connectivity: The absence of an all-weather road to 
Norman Wells is a major obstacle on the path of economic development. 
The lack of all-weather road hampers the movement of resources increases 
transportation cost and time (if river route is used) and contributes to the 
remoteness of the community. It also contributes to the overall increased 
cost of living in the community as most supplies must be airlifted or brought 
in by barge, which is ultimately borne by the residents of the town. 

    The town would do well to work with the key stakeholders of federal and 
regional branches of the government to discuss the needs and work toward 
the concretization of a plan that can grant the community an all-weather 
road, one of the instrumental infrastructural requirements in the community 
presently. 

• Employment Opportunities: In the town, most of the services available are 
owned by non- residents, who may not see the need to employ the locals, 
causing the revenue generated to go out of the community. This is also 
interlinked to the non-availability of skilled and appropriately trained labour 
force within the community necessitating the need to ‘bring in skilled 
outsiders’ to complete the jobs. It is therefore essential to invest in training 
options to ensure the availability of suitable labour force, promote local 
businesses, generate local employment opportunities, and ensure the 
revenue accrued stays in the community. A growing employment rate 
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reflects positive economic conditions in the community and implies that 
individuals looking for employment are being efficiently matched to 
employers who are looking for employees, an important measure of 
efficiency in the economy. 

 
3.4 Interviews with Key Stakeholders 
 

IBS interviewed several residents of the Town of Norman Wells to understand 
the socio-economic environment of the town as also obtain their views on their 
definition of economic revival. The list of interviewees and the summary of the 
feedback obtained are provided in Appendix 1 at the end of this document.  

Feedback obtained from the interviews with the residents of the Town of 
Norman Wells can be encapsulated into the following key points: 

• Continuity of Imperial Oil’s Operations: Imperial Oil’s existence is linked to the 
growth of the Town, as it is the major taxpayer and employer, apart from the 
government sector. It is, therefore, in the Town’s best interests to ensure 
continuity of its operations. It is imperative that the Town of Norman Wells works 
closely with its key stakeholders including Imperial Oil and the Land 
Corporation, to find sustainable economic solutions to keep the operations 
running. 

Interviews with representatives of Imperial Oil revealed that they are expecting 
to continue operations for a few more years based on the economic life of the 
remaining oil reserves. However, new drilling options can be explored to 
increase longevity as well as attract more oil, gas, or mining Corporates to 
Town.  

• Development of local entrepreneurship and sustainable economic growth:  
The Town needs to explore and develop other sources of economic 
development such as tourism, and local entrepreneurship to ensure that more 
residents are engaged in revenue generation within the economy. This would 
reduce dependence on outsourcing and out of town entrepreneurs 
controlling the business environment of the Town. Sustainable growth means a 
harmonious balance between development and environmental concerns. It 
also means development that could sustain community development in the 
long term. 

• Positive population growth: The town must ensure more people move to the 
community and stay in permanently. This can be done by ensuring friendly 
immigration policies, ensuring better availability of affordable housing, 
investing in improving infrastructure for the Town and introducing more family-
friendly and youth inclusive activities in the community. Also, improvement of 
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local human resource skills, creation of more employment opportunities, and 
finding innovative use for available community resources would ensure 
sustainable and holistic community life. 

• Economies of scale and improvement in overall quality of life: Positive 
population growth will justify investment in infrastructure such as the all-weather 
road, and the multiplex which will help in future community development.  

Economies of scale are cost advantages organizations experience when 
production becomes efficient, as costs can be spread over a larger amount 
of goods and services. A business's size is related to whether it can achieve 
economies of scale - larger companies will have more cost savings and higher 
production or service levels. When small and medium-sized businesses pool 
their resources together in small communities, it leads to economies of scale.  

Entrepreneurial development of small and medium businesses would also lead 
to better economies of scale, aid in economic revival and reduce the overall 
cost of living, ultimately creating an overall improved quality of life within the 
community.
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3.5 Survey Results 
 

Importance of Surveys as a Community Engagement Tool 

The process of economic development starts with the community, whereby a 
community plays a vital role in identifying and initiating their solutions to 
economic, social, and environmental issues to build healthy, economically 
sustainable communities. Community engagement through the incorporation 
of the voice of the community’s residents is an essential step in planning a 
revival strategy. Thus, the goal of the survey design was to engage the 
maximum number of residents and youth in the Economic Revival Strategy, as 
it is vital to incorporate the vision of the residents who would eventually enjoy 
the benefits from the implementation of a well envisioned strategic plan. While 
the detailed results and interpretations are provided in the appendix section, 
we discuss in the next section the key findings from these surveys. 

 

Main Economic Development Survey 

Key Findings: 

• Residents are young in general, (by age), and have plans to reside and 
develop the community which is a very positive aspect and signifies the 
interest of the young adult residents in the community. Presently Norman 
Wells is more of a transient community and this needs to be addressed; 

•  Education level of the overall population is low, and one of the current 
challenges is to ensure skills development to create a local workforce; 

• Main occupations are in the Government Sector and with private businesses 
including the oil and gas and mining industries; 

• Top three choices for supporting economic development were attracting 
more people to settle in the Town of Norman Wells, sustainable 
development, and growth of the community in a way that supports and suits 
the goals of the community; and 

• The major challenges being faced by the Town were remote location, 
absence of all-weather road and the need for proper housing. 

 

The graphs below indicate the most important challenges and opportunities 
for the Town of Norman wells as indicated by its residents: 
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Figure 3: Meaning of Economic Development – Top Three Choices 

 

 

Figure 4: Current Economic Challenges Faced by the Residents 
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As indicated from the first graph above, the surveys indicate that the most 
critical challenge faced by residents of Norman Wells is that of remote 
location. Isolation from the rest of the region, territory and country is due to lack 
of an all-weather road. From the second graph, the most important economic 
activity required to be addressed was attracting more people to live and visit 
in the Town of Norman wells followed sustainable economic development and 
growing in a way that suites the community. Both the results are in line with the 
findings following the interview with some of the key stakeholders as per 
Appendix 1. 

 

Youth Development Survey 

Like the main economic development survey, the youth development survey 
results are summarized below with a few key graphs: 

Key Findings: 

 The community involves Youth in the decision-making process; 
 There are inadequate post-secondary educational opportunities for youth, 

especially where it does not involve leaving the community; 
 There are not enough employment opportunities for youth, who newly come 

into or return to the community after completing their education; 
 There are not enough extracurricular activities for youth or youth groups; and 
 There are not enough employment opportunities for non-college attendees. 
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Figure 5: Productive Employment Opportunities for Town of Norman Wells’ Youth 

 

Figure 6: Educational Alternatives for Youth in Town of Norman Wells 

 

The first graph indicates that there are few employment opportunities for the 
youth and is a concern for the youth who wish to decide on making the town 
their permanent home upon graduation. The second graph also indicates that 
there are few options for post-secondary education for the youth in town, 
again making it hard to make the Town of Norman Wells their permanent home 
if they wish to go for higher education. 
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3.6 Literature Review 
 

The IBS Research Team has extensively reviewed literature available from other 
economic revival and development policies adopted by small communities 
demographically like the Town of Norman Wells across the world, to 
understand what key strategies can be used in the revival plan for the Town of 
Norman Wells. Our research team compiled relevant case studies of 
comparable small towns that have successfully implemented economic 
development and revival strategies after having faced similar problems and 
used analytical methods to extract information that can be applied to the 
Economic Development Strategy for the Town of Norman Wells.  

 
Introduction to Literature Review 
According to the 2016 Census, up to 90% of Canada’s municipalities are 
located outside of the census metropolitan areas (CMA’s), and they are home 
to just over 10 million Canadians, which accounts for almost one-third of the 
country’s population (Federation of Canadian Municipalities, 2018). Rural 
Canada is highly diverse in terms of population size, density and the degree of 
remoteness or proximity to urban centres, and as a result solution to rural 
problems must reflect the diversity of rural Canada adequately.  

 

Canadian small towns and communities face some common problems, some 
of them include growing at a slower pace than CMA’s. For example, 
according to a 2016 census, Canada’s non-metropolitan population grew by 
5.5%, while Canada’s overall growth rate was 16.9%. However, small towns in 
Canada are responsible for introducing nearly 7% of the new jobs in the 
country. Most of these jobs are in the sectors of social services (37.4%) which is 
responsible for supporting changing rural communities, construction (62%) and 
professional, scientific, and technical services (47.5%) mirroring the broad 
economic and demographic shifts experienced in Canadian communities of 
all sizes (Federation of Canadian Municipalities, 2018). Furthermore, consistent 
with the Town of Norman Wells, the Federation of Canadian Municipalities 
(FCM) has indicated that youth retention is also of critical priority for all 
municipalities in Canada. For example, when young people first finish their 
training in high school and colleges, they are less likely to seek employment 
opportunities in rural communities most often. Therefore, attracting more 
young and talented workers and retaining them in the community, is vital and 
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essential to ensure the development of small towns across Canada. The figure 
below highlights this point.  

Figure 7: Youth growth rates in Urban & rural Canada 

Source: Federation of Canadian Municipalities, Rural challenges, national opportunity, 
Shaping the future of rural Canada, March 22, 2018. 

 

Having understood the overall dynamics of small town and cities in Canada, 
we now turn our attention to the role of small towns and cities. Small towns and 
cities are known to fulfill four primary functions (Valtenbergs, 2013): 

 Supply Function – Provide the region’s population with necessary goods and 
services. 

 Housing Function – Provide sufficient habitat and building grounds 
(Especially at a lower cost as compared to urban areas). 

 Labour Market Function – Provide structures to ensure local economic 
activities. 

 Cultural Function – Provide scope for leisure and tourism activities, which can 
be reinforced by town marketing and branding. 

In recent years, rapid changes brought about by globalization has impacted 
small towns and respective regions in diverse, bringing about its unique 
challenges and opportunities to meeting the four key functions of small towns.  
The decline of small towns can be summarized by a few key factors, namely:  

 Most of the young productive workforce moving to urban areas 
 A larger proportion of the ageing population compared to youth 
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 Lower educational attainment in general and lower average productivity  
 Overall low levels of public service provision (OECD, 2006).  

Therefore, successful community development asks two key questions:  

1) How to implement strategies that can successfully consider the different 
development needs of small towns and regions?  

2)  Given successful economic strategies, what does economic development 
look like in such small towns? 

The next section is dedicated to the summary of six key universal aspects of 
successful economic revival. Furthermore, Appendix 4 is dedicated to 
presenting a few key studies that are of interest to the Town of Norman Wells. 

Universal Aspects of Economic Development for Small Towns 
Small towns and cities, often with limited resources, must be innovative, 
thinking beyond just being a good place to do business and focusing on using 
their distinctive assets for economic development. Understanding this 
important aspect, is the first step for incorporating successful economic 
development activities so that efforts to support and nurture the distinctive 
features of the communities become an integral part of the development 
plan.   

One keynote for the reader to bear in mind is that no two communities are the 
same – communities do not face the same challenges, and they cannot 
recover from their economic downturns by merely replicating efforts that have 
succeeded in other places. However, the ‘tactics’ discussed in this report can 
be useful for the Town of Norman Wells, as they can be tailored to the strengths 
and needs of Norman Wells to help the community regain its economic footing 
and create a better quality of life for the residents. The six strategies are listed 
below: 

1. Identify and build on existing assets:  Identify the assets that offer the best 
growth opportunities and develop strategies to support them. Assets might 
include natural beauty and outdoor recreation, historic downtown, and or 
arts and cultural institutions. 

2. Engage all members of the community to plan: Engage residents, business 
owners, and other stakeholders to develop a vision for the community’s 
future. Stakeholder engagement helps ensure plans reflect the community’s 
desires, needs, and goals and generates public support that can maintain 
momentum for implementing changes through election cycles and city staff 
turnover. 

3. Take advantage of outside funding: Even a small amount of outside funding 
applied strategically to support a community’s vision plan can help increase 
local interest and commitment in the area and spur private investment.  
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4. Create incentives for redevelopment and encourage investment in the 
community: Make it easier for interested businesses and developers to invest 
in the community in ways that support the community’s long-term priorities.  

5. Encourage cooperation within the community and across the region: 
Cooperation to achieve jointly established priorities helps leverage the 
assets that each party can bring to the table to make the most of the 
region’s resources. 

6. Support a clean and healthy environment: Invest in natural assets by 
protecting natural resources and cleaning up and redeveloping polluted 
properties, which make productive use of existing transportation, water, and 
utility infrastructure, increases the tax base and employment opportunities, 
removes environmental contamination, and help spur investment in 
surrounding properties and areas.  

 

Case Studies  

The above section presents only a summary of the key points learned from 
evaluating in detail numerous case studies. The IBS team has identified Case 
Studies that specifically pertain to one or more of the sectors listed below.  

 Encouragement of Small Businesses and Community Investment; 
 Encouraging Tourism;  
 Human capital development;  
 Industry or manufacturing development; and 
 Infrastructure Revival and Development. 

We have used the following USA small towns as our case studies: Columbia, 
North Carolina; Star, North Carolina; Nelsonville, Ohio; Ord, Nebraska; Douglas, 
Georgia; Morrilton, Arkansas; Rugby, North Dakota; and Bakersville & Haysville, 
North Carolina. Also, we have used the following Canadian small towns as 
case Studies: Baie-Saint-Paul, Quebec; Winkler Manitoba; Faro, Yukon; 
Yellowknife, NWT; and District of Lantzville, BC.  

All these case studies were selected based on their similarity with the Town of 
Norman Wells. The detailed Case Studies are provided in Appendix 4 at the 
end of this document. 
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3.7 SWOT Analysis 
 

It is important to conduct a detailed SWOT analysis to understand the key 
strengths and opportunities available in the Town of Norman Wells, as well as 
identify the main weaknesses and threats that may pose as risk factors in the 
implementation of the economic development strategy. 

A SWOT analysis relates to: 

(a) Strengths - characteristics of the Town of Norman Wells that gives it an 
advantage over others; 

(b) Weaknesses - characteristics that place the Town of Norman Wells at a 
disadvantage relative to others; 

(c) Opportunities - elements in the operating environment that the Town of 
Norman Wells could exploit to its advantage; and 

(d) Threats - elements in the operating environment that could cause trouble 
or pose business risks for the Town of Norman Wells. 

The internal operating environment of the Town of Norman Wells relates to its 
strengths and weaknesses for factors such as personnel (staff, skills, board 
members), physical resources (location, buildings, equipment) finance (grants, 
funding agencies, other sources of funds), activities and processes (programs, 
systems, policies, procedures) communication (strategy) and marketing 
(strategy, service, promotion).  The external environment refers to opportunities 
and threats which may include an analysis of external factors such as changes 
in technology (software, equipment), legislation (do changes make it harder 
or easier?), macroeconomics (local, national, pandemic), sociocultural (future 
trends), funding sources (foundations, donors, legislatures) and the 
marketplace (demand, prices). 

The degree to which the internal operating environment of the Town of 
Norman Wells matches with the external environment will determine the Town 
of Norman Wells’ strategic fit. This expresses the degree to which the Town of 
Norman Wells matches its resources and capabilities with opportunities in the 
external environment.  

A risk management plan is also developed to look at risks, which may affect 
the Economic Development Strategy and how these risks can be mitigated. 
There are, for instance, inherent financial risks associated with funding, project 
execution and implementation. This process should involve engagement and 
consultations with the communities and IBS is available to help implement a 
very strategic approach to the community consultation.
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Table 2: SWOT Analysis for the Town of Norman Wells 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

STRENGTHS 
 Abundant natural beaty and resources especially oil 

and natural gas. 
 One of the oldest established communities for 

development of resource-based activities  
 Huge forest and wood reserves  
 Scenic landscapes and picturesque locations, including 

the Mackenzie River  
 Nestled between two majestic mountain ranges - so 

easy access to these mountains and trails  
 Lot of land available for use in organic farming / 

agricultural activities 
 Traditional and sustainable activities  
 Close-knit family friendly community  
 Young adults willing to participate in community building  
 High fulltime employment rate of 86.7% in 2019 (GNWT) 
 81.3% of the workforce has high school diploma or more 
 Median income is higher than national average  
 

WEAKNESSES 
 Remote location  
 Connectivity problems due to absence of all weather 

road  
 Harsh weather  
 Heavy economic dependence on Imperial Oil   
 Low population 
 Lack of proper tourist and other infrastructural facilities  
 Absence of adequate housing – vacant houses need 

to be distributed equitably  
 Need for multiplex / proper family recreational facilities 
 High cost of living  
 Lack of adequate medical facilities for elderly 

population  
 Lack of higher education / skill training  
 Absent local businesses 

 
 

OPPORTUNITIES 
 EDTC could collaborate with GNWT, Land 

Corporation/SSI and Imperial Oil to foster the region’s 
development  

 Scope for development of resource-based industries to 
leverage the ample available natural resources  

 Establishment of new or upgrade of existing tourism 
businesses as a major economic development activity 

 Opportunities to set-up local small and medium scale 
businesses by using community knowledge and a pool 
of available resources to achieve economies of scale 

 Set-up digital or technologically relevant businesses to 
upgrade the community with global developments 

 Involve more youth in community decisions and explore 
options for establishing more youth centric activities  

 Pool resources with other communities to leverage 
maximum benefit. 

 Opportunities to further develop traditional, faming 
activities and natural gas. 

THREATS 
 Imperial Oil is scaling down operations leading to 

overall negative impact in the community  
 People are re-locating to other communities in search 

of employment opportunities  
 Most tourism operators are non-residents   
 Lot of out-of-town employees, especially in skilled jobs 

leading to revenue drainage out of the community  
 Covid 19 pandemic restrictions has affected the 

business community especially the tourism sector in a 
significant manner 

 Low population increase risk for local businesses, with 
no takers to mitigate or share risks 

 Lack of funding for infrastructural and other economic 
development initiatives 
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3.8 Implications for Economic Development 
 

Figure 3 below summarizes the relationship between community development 
strategies and the role it plays on social and economic outcomes (UNC School 
of Government, 2008). 

Figure 8: Small Town Community Economic Development (CED) 

 

Source: Lambe, Will. "Small towns, big ideas: Case studies in small town community economic 
development." Chapel Hill (2008). 
 
For small towns, economic development efforts are mainly intended to 
achieve economic outcomes in the number of jobs and businesses as well as 
indicators of prosperity and wealth. Second, they are also intended to achieve 
some additional outcomes such as the community’s social, civic, and 
environmental health. There are three primary ways to go about this, which is: 
recruiting businesses from outside to fill the needs of the community (capacity 
issue), strengthening/expanding existing businesses (community 
development), and the promotion or the development of new businesses 
(community and youth development). Having this in mind, the section below 
addresses how strategies could be used to achieve the economic, social, civil, 
and environmental outcomes listed above.  

(a) Use of Natural Resources: The use of natural landscape and resources is a 
primary way to develop the tourism sector in the Town of Norman Wells. 
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Norman Wells has a beautiful and unique landscape coupled with bodies 
of water that make it an ideal spot for hiking, sports fishing, and exploration 
of the northern tundra which is an adventurous dream for many tourists. 
Promoting these landscapes efficiently and diversely is a key to ensure an 
influx of tourism income to the community. Furthermore, the enhancement 
of tourism as a sustainable sector is in line with the community’s goals and 
pushing local entrepreneurship is a well-suited strategy for the Town of 
Norman Wells. 

(b) Promoting Cultural Heritage: Town of Norman Wells shares a diverse set of 
cultures in its community as it is home to many indigenous groups each 
bringing about its own set of unique cultural backgrounds. Encouraging 
youth and local entrepreneurship in arts, crafts and cultural heritage 
preservation is an excellent way to showcase the diverse cultures, as well 
as to complement the tourism strategy listed above. Finally, this will allow 
for youth and locals to become entrepreneurs within the community and 
build a niche in their businesses that do not compete with any direct 
competitors nearby or online. 

(c) Development in Education: One of the best ways to go about economic 
development is to develop the skill sets of locals both in terms of what they 
are already good at (arts-related, tourism-related skills) as well as helping 
them acquire additional entrepreneurial skillsets such as how to start a 
business etc. The chamber of commerce plays a large role in this through 
activities, such as building mentorship networks between previous business 
owners and new ones, produce manuals to help educate potential 
entrepreneurs, and fill the role in checking to see if existing and potentially 
new business owners require assistance in their endeavours. Therefore, 
there is a large role for the Chamber of Commerce of Norman Wells in this 
aspect. 

(d) Development in Labour: Almost in all the studies referenced, the 
community engaged with the local school or college to design and 
implement education programs that were required in the community 
based on the job opportunities and demand of major employers in the 
town. The Town of Norman Wells has two major employers: Imperial Oil and 
the GNWT regional offices, both of which require a specialized labour 
force. Therefore, a good starting point would be partnering with Aurora 
College campus to design programs that meet the needs of Imperial so 
that the company does not have to attract temporary workers from 
outside. Furthermore, the college could team up with other educational 
institutions in the south to introduce online programs which can be offered 
through the campus in the Town of Norman Wells. This approach would 
address the gap in human capital in the current population as well equip 
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Norman Wells as a self-sustaining community that meets its own labour 
requirements and education skillset needs.  

(e) Development in Regional Partnership: It is important to develop key 
regional and business partnerships with other communities in the Sahtu 
region as well as the North. Often, the benefits of economic development 
in a town are widely felt by nearby communities as well as the overall 
region thanks to the spillover effects, as the case studies have showcased. 
The development of local entrepreneurship and the tourism industry not 
only benefits the Town of Norman Wells but the region; therefore, it is in the 
town’s best interest to involve all parties in the economic development 
plan to share the benefits as well as the costs. 

(f) Development of Local Businesses: Entrepreneurship is probably the most 
important aspect of economic development as seen from the case studies 
(Appendix 4). Entrepreneurship both in terms of residents of the town but 
also for preparing the youth to have an entrepreneurial mindset is crucial 
to ensure sustainable economic development. In addition, introducing an 
entrepreneurial mindset for local artists is another essential step in 
preserving the heritage and expanding the tourism of the town. To this end, 
the Town of Norman Wells needs to invest a significant amount of time and 
funds in the encouragement of local entrepreneurship activities.  

(g) Development of Existing Assets: One of the common themes shared 
among all the studies is productive and pro-active use of existing assets – 
the Town of Norman Wells has a list of assets that it possesses, but perhaps 
are not being used fully. Exploring such assets, and how such assets can be 
put to productive use to support entrepreneurial, or community needs is a 
good place to start. 

(h) By collaboration and working closely with key partners, the Town of 
Norman Wells can lead the promotion of economic development: The 
possibility of further decline in oil and gas activities due to sub-economic 
prices may lead to a scale back and closure of Imperial Oil operations. 
Closure of the operating wells may lead to a decline in the local 
population, closure of associated businesses, decline in employment, 
significant reduction in the tax base for the Town and other revenue 
sources. It is important to note that the Town of Norman Wells has already 
taken one of the most important steps by commissioning this report. Further 
assertive decisions need to be taken during implementation to avert a 
sharp and lasting economic downturn.  

 
(i) The Town of Norman Wells, as a local municipality, can implement specific 

actions to fuel investment and development: Some of the actions that the 
Town can employ include: 
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 Providing incentives for development to include user charges and mill 
rate review, e.g., property charges, are normally used as an instrument to 
incentivize and attract certain types of businesses and development; 

 Implementing investment attraction initiatives as well as talent and tourist 
attraction initiatives and may include partner organizations; 

 Promoting awareness of the potential development opportunities, 
amongst businesses, entrepreneurs and residents within the community 
and potential investors located outside the community; 

 Streamlining and improvement of regulatory frameworks such as bylaws, 
reduction in times to process permits and applications; 

 Advocating on behalf of key sectors and potential developments that 
play a key role in economic development opportunities with other levels 
of government, community residents and other stakeholders; 

 Developing close relationships with other key players such as other levels 
of government, neighbouring communities, project champions, key 
economic players, business improvement areas, and other stakeholders. 
This will result in leveraging of partnerships, establishing best practices from 
partners, and finding areas of cooperation and resource leveraging;  

 Providing leadership, direction, and program support by working with 
residents to develop strategic plans; and 

 Supporting development through strategic investments in infrastructure 
such as roads, drainage, sidewalks, recreation amenities.  

 
(j) There is no single development that will offset the impact of the closure 

of Imperial Oil, however an integrated approach will be needed to 
promote development across a range of sectors and economic 
opportunities. 
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4. The Economic Development Strategy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
4.1 Key Principles Underlying Economic Development Strategy 
 

In developing the Town of Norman Wells Economic Development Strategy, 
several key principles were followed. These include: 

 
 Urgency in promoting Economic Development: The Town recognizes that 

there is great concern regarding the future economic development of the 
Town of Norman Wells, given its reliance on the oil and gas sector. The 
downside risk associated with inaction on the part of the Town is significant. 

 Some, if not most of the Economic Development Opportunities are not under 
the direct control of the Town, as a result, the Town will need to place a high 
priority on working with key partners: Key partners include the GNWT, 
Canada, industry, indigenous governments, leaders, development 
corporations, associations, and others. There are many opportunities for the 
Town of Norman Wells, which are in close alignment with 22 priorities set by 
the GNWT (e.g. settling and implementing treaty, land, resources, and self-
government agreements; creating a Polytechnic University; increasing 
access to affordable homes; making strategic infrastructure investments 
that connect communities, expanding the economy or reducing the cost of 
living; reducing the cost of power and increasing the use of alternative and 
renewable energy; increasing resource exploration and development as 
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well as supporting growth in non-extractive sectors; ensuring that 
government procurement and contracting maximizes benefits to residents 
and businesses; adopting a benefit-retention approach to economic 
development; and increasing food security through locally produced, 
harvested, and affordable food);  

 Mutually beneficial relationships: The Town of Norman Wells will enter 
mutually beneficial business relationships with tangible, measurable, 
favourable, and sustainable benefits for the Town’s development; 

 Sustainable development: A healthy respect for the land, the environment, 
and the Dene/Metis culture through sustainable development; 

 The economic strategy needs to be focused, with a clear set of priorities 
regarding the actions to be implemented: The strategy should not be a 
shopping list of potential actions that could be taken. Rather, it is important 
to prioritize the key actions most needed to promote the development of 
available opportunities and address the constraints which have been 
identified; 

 Support of Economic Development Strategy: The economic development 
strategy will be actively supported by the Town, senior management of the 
Town of Norman Wells, businesses, and residents; 

 Dynamic Strategy: The Economic Development Strategy will be dynamic 
with the results monitored on an ongoing basis;  

 Investment Decisions: Enhancement of human, economic and commercial 
capacity through economic development. Investment decisions to be 
made based on sound business case analysis; and 

 Preferential Hiring: Preferential training and employment benefits and 
opportunities including hiring based on merit. Hiring will first be carried out 
from the Sahtu region, based on qualifications. 
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4.2 Goals, Objectives, and Strategies 
 

Economic Development Goals 
The five economic development goals identified have also been broadly 
classified into those requiring short-term focus to mitigate the impact of the 
downturn in the oil and gas sector on the Town of Norman Wells, by promoting 
and attracting further investment in the tourism and resources sector and using 
available assets and resources owned by the Town. The long-term economic 
development goals are intended to create a more diversified and integrated 
economy for the Town of Norman Wells. The strategies will ensure that there is 
substantial growth in tourism, cultural and construction sectors. In addition, 
there will be a focus on capacity building for post-secondary education, the 
establishing of new small to medium scale businesses and attracting major 
investment in the Sahtu region with the Town of Norman Wells as the hub for 
regional economic development. 

 

The five economic development goals identified for the Town of Norman Wells 
are as follows: 

1. Strategic Goal # 1 Town of Norman Wells emerges as a vibrant hub for 
regional entrepreneurship and sustainable economic 
development; 

2. Strategic Goal # 2 Town of Norman Wells is known as a great place to live, 
visit, and invest; 

3. Strategic Goal # 3 Infrastructure, including community amenities in the Town 
of Norman Wells and the region, are improved, and 
developed based on community needs; 

4. Strategic Goal # 4 Norman Wells is recognized as the centre for post-
secondary education, training, and development; and 

5. Strategic Goal # 5 Key economic sectors are flourishing and integrating. 
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Table 3: Overview of the Draft Goals and Strategies - Town of Norman Wells Economic Development Strategy 2021-2026 
Goal Strategies 

#1. Town of Norman 
Wells emerges as a 

vibrant hub for 
regional 

entrepreneurship and 
sustainable economic 

development 

Promote small businesses and investments Promote Norman Wells as Sahtu Regional Centre for innovation  
 Review and apply business incentives initiatives 
 Introduce and develop business incubation, accelerator, 

makerspace, and innovation centre   
 Establish clear service standards, timelines and reporting on 

results and business climate 
 Create small business directory, develop entrepreneurship 

manual and appoint an Economic Development Officer (EDO). 

 Establish digital and technology-based business 
 The Town works with key partners Federal Government, GNWT, Imperial 

Oil, SSI, Sahtu Business Development Centre, Chamber of Commerce, 
businesses, and resident in supporting the implementation of major 
initiatives 

 Promote pooling of available regional resources to maximize 
economies of scale 

#2. Town of Norman 
Wells is known as a 
great place to live, 

visit, and invest 

Foster a robust and diversified tourism sector Promote the Town of Norman Wells 
 Create friendly policies to attract visitors, investors, and residents 
 Develop a tourism strategy, which includes Canol Trail, arts, and 

culture, and appoint a tourism coordinator 
 Attract tourism investment and promote the development of 

more tourism products and capacity 

 Develop communication and marketing strategy including branding 
 Implement direct marketing, use social media, investment brochure, 

website, and media campaigns 
 Work with government and industry to recruit qualified immigrants 
 Attend major events, host year-round events, and maximize use of 

Arena 
 Advertise the use of community assets at reasonable rate 

#3. Infrastructure, 
including community 
amenities in the Town 

and region are 
improved and 

developed based on 
community needs 

Attract new land uses and infrastructure for industrial/commercial 
development 

Make use of existing assets to reduce reliance on oil and gas sector 

 Engage GNWT on the 22 priority areas and infrastructure 
development in the region 

 Encourage the establishment of a local business development 
area 

 Lobby Canada and GNWT for the construction of the all-
weather road                                                                                                                             

 Improve Makenzie River washrooms, cooking area, signage and 
establish more campsites 

 Support initiatives to bring more residents into the downtown area 
 Understand the rehabilitation plan for Imperial Oil and associated 

economic opportunities 
 Engage sporting, social and business associations on the use of 

amenities 
#4. Norman Wells is 
recognized as the 

centre for post-
secondary education, 

training, and 
development 

Increase local education opportunities and a skilled workforce Derive maximum benefits from an expanded post-secondary education 
 Coach and mentor, the youth to create future community 

leaders 
 Promote the development of an Aurora University/ Polytechnic 

Campus in Norman Wells                                                                                                                             

 Increase local educational opportunities for the youth and unemployed 
tradespeople 

 Support opportunities for attaining education outside of Norman Wells 
and create employment for youth that return to the community 

#5. Key economic 
sectors are flourishing 

and integrating 

Diversify and integrate the economy Grow traditional economy and local agriculture 
 Council adopts and implements this draft economic 

development strategy 
 Involve young people in all economic sectors 
 Promote the Town for the development of cold weather testing 

 Support local agriculture, forestry products and the traditional economy 
 Strengthen northern preference policies and buy local campaigns 
 Facilitate and support local industry and businesses 
 Invite representatives from Imperial Oil and SSI to sit on the EDTC 
 Support implementation of a community garden initiative 
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GOAL 1: TOWN OF NORMAN WELLS EMERGES AS A VIBRANT HUB FOR REGIONAL 
ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND SUSTAINABLE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

To ensure all round economic revival of the Town of Norman Wells, it is 
imperative to develop local entrepreneurship and promote the Town as a 
regional centre for innovation. 

Relevance of the Goal 

The Survey results and our research indicate that there is a lot of potential for 
the development of local entrepreneurship in Norman Wells. However, the 
residents are reluctant to invest in new businesses, as they feel the businesses 
would not be profitable due to the low population and lack of start-up funding. 
Most residents prefer to buy online due to the high costs of buying local 
products. The Town can avail information on funding that is available from 
GNWT, Federal government and other funding agencies to mitigate risks 
relating to start-up capital and provide other assistance needed to encourage 
local entrepreneurship. 

Investing in local manufacturing businesses, especially those with high demand 
products, as identified by the survey results could lead to a reduction in 
purchase costs, as presently all supplies are either brought in by air or barge. 
Also, developing local businesses would help generate local employment 
opportunities for the residents. This would also result in attracting more residents 
or ensuring residents do not move out in search of better employment 
prospects elsewhere. 

 Innovation leads to diversification and vice versa. To ensure all round 
economic development for a region, it is important to diversify and grow on a 
continuous basis. This may be the time to explore new, modern, and innovative 
opportunities to ensure sustainable economic development which can also 
cater for the future generations, help to preserve the environment and cultural 
heritage.  

The Key objectives and associated priority actions are: 

Objective 1: Promote small businesses and investments 
 
Strategies/Priority Actions 
 The Town needs to appoint an Economic Development Officer (EDO) at the 

earliest, who will monitor the implementation of the Economic Development 
Strategies and evaluate the results, as also oversee all activities relating to 
economic development and revenue generation for the Town; 

 The Town’s Development Committees can offer business incentives and 
subsidies, to encourage potential local and regional investors to set up 
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businesses in the town, which will employ local labour force and improve the 
business environment of the Town; 

 Assist small & medium scale enterprise (SME) businesses by streamlining and 
simplifying the regulatory processes to set up, expand or diversify their 
businesses. This could include less paperwork, lower processing time and 
customized assistance from the relevant authorities; 

 Introduce and develop business incubation, accelerator, makerspace, and 
innovation centre. Encourage local and regional small businesses to set 
shop in these spaces to minimize initial investment and reap the benefits of 
shared resources leading to economies of scale; 

 Explore options of setting up businesses that are absent in the community 
but have demand and potential for growth like after-hours gas station, food 
shops, breweries, departmental Store (i.e., Walmart), salon and or spa, 
childcare facilities, among others; 

 Explore feasible and friendly funding options that provide start-up funding 
for the establishment of businesses by negotiating with the existing funding 
agencies like ITI, ABC, BDIC, BDC, CanNor, etc.; 

 Explore options to develop ancillary businesses aligned to the oil and gas 
industry (For example setting up solvent, chemical-based plants); 

 Create small business directory on the Town’s website and develop an 
entrepreneurship manual which guides potential and existing entrepreneurs 
on how to build business plan, evaluate target market, and provides basic 
education on starting businesses; and 

 The Town needs to find ways to attract larger businesses or corporates by 
engaging in dialogue with the relevant stakeholders. The Federal 
Government may be requested to provide sector specific funding 
assistance in this regard as the Town has ample space and economic 
opportunities to establish industries. 

 

Objective 2: Promote the Town of Norman Wells as Sahtu Regional Centre for 
innovation 

Strategies/Priority Actions 

 The Town works with key partners Federal Government, GNWT, Imperial Oil, 
SSI, Sahtu Business Development Centre, Chamber of Commerce, 
businesses, and residents in supporting the implementation of major 
initiatives as suggested in the Economic Development Strategy 2021-2026; 

 Provide incentive and subsidies to encourage set-up of digital businesses 
and encourage local and small enterprise to embrace the benefits of digital 
technology like e-commerce platform, online selling sites, online payment, 
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etc. Evaluation of current assets to make use of existing infrastructure first on 
this end is necessary for the Town to understand the best way to move 
forward in this aspect; 

 Business environment and strategies are to be modified to focus on 
localization and increase of self-reliance of the community; 

 Establish ways of collecting data for businesses to understand the challenges 
that they are facing; and 

 Promote pooling of available resources in the entire Sahtu region to 
maximize economies of scale. 

 

GOAL # 2: TOWN OF NORMAN WELLS IS KNOWN AS A GREAT PLACE TO LIVE, 
VISIT, AND INVEST 

The Town of Norman Wells has many opportunities which need to be promoted 
to attract more residents, visitors as well as potential investors to achieve 
sustainable long term economic development and growth.  

Relevance of the Goal 

The Town of Norman Wells is endowed with an abundance of natural 
resources, rich cultural heritage, and a multitude of untapped community 
assets. Additionally, it is a peaceful inclusive community with one of the highest 
income and employment rates in the Sahtu region. It is therefore important to 
adequately market these competitive advantages, which can attract visitors, 
residents, and potential investors to Norman Wells on a permanent basis. 

The Key objectives and associated priority actions are: 

Objective 1: Foster a robust and diversified tourism sector 

Strategies/Priority Actions 
 
 The Town needs to appoint a Tourism Coordinator (TC) on immediate basis. 

The TC will be responsible for overseeing tourism developmental activities, 
attracting local tourism investments, as well as promoting tourism sector of 
Norman Wells regionally and globally; 

 The Canol Trail is historically significant apart from being one of the most 
spectacular hiking trails of the Canadian North. It is imperative to highlight 
its importance and develop various tourism-based activities around it and 
other historical sites (for example, campsites, photoshoot locations, hiker rest 
areas, and similar amenities). It is necessary to upgrade existing amenities 
and build more accessible tourist amenities like washrooms, overnight 
shelters, and serviced campsites. Residents can be encouraged to set up 
service businesses such as guided tours, food drop agencies, home-stays, to 
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name a few. The Recreation Committee of the Town must be actively 
involved in these activities; 

 The Town needs to create customized tourism product packages for 
different classes of tourists. Fishing & canoeing, adventure like river rafting or 
other water sports, hot air ballooning, helicoptering, winter escape, 
honeymoon packages, etc. could be some of the options offered; 

 The Town needs to explore options to build automatic ropeways around 
major waterfalls with amusement park and restaurant /café at scenic 
locations around the falls and options for limited but premium 
accommodation options. The Town’s Recreation Committee must be 
involved in this endeavour to ensure success; 

 The Town needs to capitalize its rich cultural heritage and think of 
development of Dene / Sahtu traditional homestay options with visit to 
native trails, local food, exposure to native customs and traditions, story 
telling sessions by community elders, etc. These could be part of the 
customized packages offered to interested tourists; 

 Building of local arts and cultural programs and centres which promote the 
local heritage, history, and diverse way of living. Explore options of digitally 
preserving traditional heritage like language, information about forgotten or 
slowly vanishing customs, etc. Community elders can be encouraged to 
actively participate in this endeavor to provide the knowledge, and 
specially trained youth encouraged to transform the age-old information 
into digital mediums; 

 The Visitor Centre of the Town needs to be revamped to make it more 
informative and welcoming for visitors to the region. The centre should have 
efficient service standards and trained staff to address visitors’ concerns and 
identify their needs ahead of time. Internally the visitors centre should have 
policy and procedures manual, standardized data collection platforms, a 
strong advertisement strategy and be networked with local and regional 
businesses; and 

 Create attractive brochures, short video clips, online pop-up advertisements 
to highlight the tourism facilities in the region and use concentrated 
marketing activities to promote the region as a tourism hub. 
 

Objective 2: Promote the Town of Norman Wells 

Strategies/Priority Actions 
 
 The Town needs to highlight and advertise its strengths to attract more 

residents. This includes advertisement of the fact that it has one of the 
highest employment rates and income levels (add statistical data to back-
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up these facts) and is a close-knit community which is a perfect destination 
for families. Community advertisements must be increased through website 
and other social media platforms; 

 Create proper, sustained branding and marketing efforts to highlight the 
town's opportunities. Revamp the website and conduct aggressive 
marketing by use of different advertisement tools to attract residents, tourists 
as well as potential investors. Some of this includes working with local social 
media influencers to promote the town and its niche brand.  Include a PDF 
- Printable version of updated community profile to attract residents, a 
business and investment profile for businesses and a tourism profile for visitors 
on the revamped website. 

 The historic importance of the Town of Norman Wells needs to be highlighted 
and lucrative year-round activities like community events around festivals, 
arts and crafts fair, musical soirees, or inter-community events need to be 
organized to attract visitors and generate revenue and maximize use of 
Arena. The Recreation Committee of the Town must be involved in these 
activities;  

 Friendly immigration policies must be adopted to attract residents as well as 
business investors. The Town needs to work with government and industry to 
recruit qualified immigrants, especially immigrant investors; 

 Build on local enthusiasm and support for outdoor activities which would 
protect environmental quality and ensure sustainability. The Recreation 
Committee of the Town must explore options to make this initiative a 
success; 

 Create proper and sustained branding and marketing efforts to highlight the 
town's opportunities. Revamp the website and conduct aggressive 
marketing by using direct marketing, social media, investment brochure, 
and media campaigns to attract residents, tourists as well as potential 
investors;  

 Advertising the use of community assets at reasonable rates can be another 
option to generate revenue and increase footfall to the Town; 

 Build community forum to reflect attitude towards new additions to the 
community and develop an immigration strategy and youth retention 
strategy based on existing community values; and 

 Cultivate a sense of hope and empowerment rather than negativity and 
confusion. 

 

GOAL 3: INFRASTRUCTURE INCLUDING COMMUNITY AMENITIES IN THE TOWN OF 
NORMAN WELLS AND REGION ARE IMPROVED AND DEVELOPED, BASED ON 
COMMUNITY NEEDS 
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Our research has indicated that there is need for overall infrastructural 
development for the town of Norman Wells as well as the entire region, to 
ensure balanced community development.  

Relevance of the Goal 

Infrastructure development leads to overall economic development of any 
region. Proper infrastructural development ensures reduction of operating 
cost, leads to improvement in economic activities and thus leads to better 
quality of life for the members of the community. It is therefore imperative to 
ensure investment in the infrastructural development of the Town of Norman 
Wells. We have identified the key areas which need to be upgraded as part of 
this strategy. 

Need for all Weather Road: Like many other northern communities, the 
absence of an all-seasons road makes connecting with the community difficult 
and increases the cost of transportation for supplies and services (materials 
and human resources) and contributes to the increased cost of living in the 
community. Further, global climatic changes are threatening existing 
infrastructure – as for example thawing permafrost may impact the integrity of 
building foundations, roads, runaways, and pipelines. This is likely to disrupt 
economic activities. 

Need for proper and affordable housing: Housing is an area of concern in 
Norman Wells. Although there are many vacant houses, there is still an acute 
shortage of housing. It is important to ensure availability of adequate and 
affordable housing to ensure families settle in the community. 

Development of local infrastructural facilities: Survey results indicate that there 
is need to build on infrastructural facilities like gyms, libraries, multiplex, family 
centres, hospital, to name a few, both for youth as well as adults. However, this 
is linked to increase in population to ensure financial viability. So, it is important 
to attract more residents to the community which in turn will lead to 
development of facilities and make them viable both socially and financially. 

The Key objectives and associated priority actions are: 

Objective 1: Attract new land uses and infrastructure for industrial/commercial 
development 

Strategies/Priority Actions 
 
 Engage GNWT on the 22 priority areas mentioned in the “Mandate of the 

Government of the NWT 2019 – 2023”, for infrastructure development in the 
region; 

 An all-weather road is required at the earliest, to improve connectivity with 
the Town. The Town needs to lobby the GNWT to intervene in this respect as 
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development of the road would benefit not only Norman Wells, but the 
entire region; 

 Development of a multiplex with proper facilities. Amusement / recreational 
parks with plethora of facilities (small museum/ zoo/ café/ rides/cinema/ 
open amphitheatre, among others) may also be established. Also, more 
family friendly activities are needed to attract more residents and ensure 
the community is a good place for children to grow up; 

 Establish community childcare centres, daycare and childcare facilities 
and provide training for people to run these centres. This will ensure 
participation of more women in the workforce; 

 Establishment of improved healthcare facilities and hospital as there is a 
significant percentage of aged population; 

 Proper landfills and waste management facilities are to be set up. Existing 
facilities are to be upgraded; 

 Encourage the establishment of a local business development area The 
downtown is a promising area to start with; 

 Explore options of establishing renewable energy plants like solar, wind, 
water or hydro energy, and bio-mass production. Also explore options of 
establishing renewable energy plants like solar, wind, water or hydro energy 
etc., with GRID options for distributing excess power to other provinces. Solar 
Energy plants may be set up to harness this important renewable energy 
source (especially in the summer months; and 

 Setting up or upgrade high-speed broadband internet connectivity 
infrastructure for the entire region. The Town needs to seek assistance from 
GNWT in this respect.  
 

Objective 2: Make use of existing assets to reduce reliance on oil and gas 
sector 

Strategies/Priority Actions 
 Upgrade the facilities available for using the Mackenzie River as a major 

means of transport and tourism asset. The Town needs to explore options of 
setting up various tourism friendly spots along the Mackenzie River and its 
tributaries and upgrading amenities to attract tourists on regular basis; 

 Ensure affordable housing for immigrants and seniors. Options may be 
explored to use the existing stock of vacant housing in an equitable manner 
among residents with the highest need. The Town must engage with CMHC 
and GNWT to build more houses and to provide affordable housing for all 
residents in a phased manner; 

 Natural landscapes, forest, water, and location are all community assets to 
be used innovatively and proactively for economic development; 
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 Identify buildings, unused space and other important community assets and 
use them innovatively to generate revenue;  

 The Town needs to explore options of downtown beautification, 
revitalization, and development. The Town must adopt initiatives to bring 
more residents into the downtown area by creating historic and cultural 
zones, parks, downtown market space for artisans (i.e., farmers markets, or 
craft sales), community crafts centres or cafes; 

 Understand the rehabilitation plan for Imperial Oil and associated economic 
opportunities; 

 Norman Wells has rich oil reserves; however, the gas reserves in the oil fields 
are still unexplored. This needs to be leveraged fully and managed properly; 

 The region has large wood reserves. Sustainable use of this reserve, in a 
proper manner without damage to the environment, for geo-thermal 
facilities may be explored;  

 Water may be used as a resource by creating bottled water plants, 
harvesting fish, and creating various tourism-based activities like river rafting, 
canoe riding, etc.; and  

 Engage sporting, social and business associations on the use and upkeep of 
amenities within the Town. 

 

Goal # 4: Town of Norman Wells is to be recognized as a centre for post-
secondary education, training, and development 

 

The Town of Norman Wells is highly dependent on outsourced skilled labour for 
its industry needs. The results of the Surveys, especially the Youth Survey reveal 
lack of adequate facilities for higher education and skills development post 
completion of secondary education. Thus, it is important to focus on 
development of human resource to ensure that the town becomes self reliant 
in terms of availability of skill sets and future trained labour force. 

Relevance of the Goal 

Human resource is the key resource when it comes to proper execution of any 
successful strategy measure. Skilled human resource can be the single defining 
factor between success or failure of any project. It is essential to have a clearly 
defined Human Resource Development Policy to ensure the adopted 
endeavours are successfully executed. Having a skilled local workforce 
reduces outsourcing from other communities and ensures the economic cost 
for engaging human resource stays in the community. 

The COVID-19 Pandemic has also accelerated underlying trends and made 
investment in human capital an imperative for growth. Displaced fossil-fuel 
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workers and those whose livelihoods may soon be at risk due to automation, 
will require re-skilling support to enable them to acquire industry skills for 
industries of the future. Many of these workers would be well-positioned to 
build natural infrastructure solutions that drive cost-savings, preserve the 
natural environment, and bring about more resilience to climate impact. 
Imperial Oil’s scaling down of activities has resulted in displaced workers and 
hence this needs to be addressed. Also, adequate skill enhancement will 
ensure availability of year -round local labour for the industries, reducing cost 
for outsourcing labour from other regions. 

The Key objectives and associated priority actions are: 

Objective 1: Increase local education opportunities and a skilled workforce 

Strategies/Priority Actions 
 
 The Town needs to promote the development of an Aurora University/ 

Polytechnic Campus in Norman Wells on high priority basis;                                                                                                                             
 It is important to assess the courses on offer at Aurora College and engage 

in discussion to introduce more specific and customised skill development 
training to the inhabitants of the region based on industry and employment 
needs;  

 Skill development or practical courses must be aligned for the primary or 
secondary education levels students, who do not wish to engage in higher 
education; 

 The Town must work towards developing certification standards, curriculum 
or other upgraded study materials based on specific labour requirement. 
Engagement of the college and existing businesses to understand key 
skillsets missing in the community currently, will help to devise curriculum that 
can be offered at the college to instill and provide a chance to educate 
residents on these missing skillsets; 

 Digital technology is the future of business, and the Town must ensure that it 
can keep with changing trends. Introduce digital technology training 
options at secondary/high school level to create digitally trained workforce; 

 Establishment of training centres to provide training in new types of business 
enterprises like internet-based businesses, e-commerce, renewable energy-
based businesses, etc.;  

 Youth centric activities like youth training centres, youth groups, gyms, 
libraries, computer training centre, need to be set up, to positively engage 
the youth of the community. Youth clubs and involvement of youth in more 
community activities will ensure they are engaged in productive activities 
and tend to be more involved in educational improvement; 
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 Encourage youth innovation and creative thinking and reward such 
activities. It is important to invest in educating the Youth to ensure future 
community leaders, entrepreneurs, skilled and educated human resource is 
available in the community; 

 Introducing educational materials through partnership of the local college 
and Chamber of Commerce, to promote and educate residents on local 
entrepreneurship opportunities, as-well as provide basic training for business 
start-up opportunities to both residents and youth; and 

 Engage seniors, women, youth, and other marginalized groups in more 
training activities to ensure overall development of the community. 
Establishment of training programs in the traditional arts and crafts, livestock 
trapping, food preservation, traditional medicine, etc. Local youth could be 
trained by community elders to ensure that traditional know-how is passed 
down to the future generations. 

 

Objective 2: Derive maximum benefits from an expanded post-secondary 
education 

Strategies/Priority Actions 
 It is important to provide technical training to improve odd-job workers like 

mechanics, plumbers, carpenters, general technicians to ensure 
development of community based local technical workforce. A mobile 
training truck may be engaged to provide practical skill training to all the 
communities in the Sahtu region; 

 The Town needs to explore options to provide futuristic industry-based skill 
training (like training in computer operations or e-commerce, website 
designing) to displaced fossil fuel workers (oil and gas, mineral mining 
industry workers); 

 Promoting and celebrating the region’s community of creative people/ 
artisans who find success and creating bridges for them to contribute back 
to the community can help uplift the entire economic face of a community; 

 The Town needs to ensure availability of adequate year-round full-time 
employment opportunities by urging all businesses to hire locally instead of 
outsourcing. Creating tie-ups with Aurora College and training institutes to 
further local placement options can be a good step n this direction; 

 The Town must explore options of providing scholarships to fund higher 
education for specialized training like Medicine, engineering, nursing, etc. 
for the youth who wish to receive education in reputed institutions outside 
the region. Incentives can be provided to encourage them to return to the 
community post completion of education;  
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 Working with existing colleges such as Aurora College to introduce 
secondary education alternatives that can be explored by students without 
having to leave the community. The courses can be offered through the 
Aurora College campus by tie-up with other Reputed Universities in Canada, 
or offered in online mode; and 

 The Town of Norman Wells could be marketed as a learning centre for 
students of the surrounding region. This will involve revamping the existing 
educational facilities available and building affordable student housing to 
encourage students to come and stay in the Town to study. 

 

GOAL # 5: KEY ECONOMIC SECTORS IN THE TOWN OF NORMAN WELLS ARE 
FLOURISHING AND INTEGRATING 

The Town of Norman Wells must ensure integration of the key economic sectors 
to achieve financial stability and flourish economically in the long run. This will 
aid in implementing long term projects which will lead to development of the 
Town as well as the surrounding region. 

Relevance of the Goal  

It is important to integrate and maintain cohesion between the various key 
economic factors to achieve success in developmental activities. It is also 
important to explore feasible funding options to achieve financial stability. 
Funding must be obtained after careful consideration of all associated factors 
like in depth feasibility study to minimize cost of obtaining funds, proper 
planning in place for utilization of the obtained funds and cost benefit analysis.  

The objectives and specific priority actions are detailed below: 

Objective 1: Diversify and integrate the economy 

Strategies/Priority Actions 
 
 The Economic Development and Tourism Committee (EDTC) can adopt and 

implement the priority actions recommended in the economic 
development strategy 2021 - 2026; 

 The Town must approach the Federal Government of Canada to provide 
funds for economic development, not only for Norman Wells, but also the 
entire region. They can consult experts (financial consultants) to harness 
sector-specific funding availability and seek funds to assist in implementing 
the priority actions;  

 Seek philanthropic assistance from prominent residents, corporates, etc. for 
specific economic revival activities like building a multiplex, building a 
hospital, cold weather testing facilities etc.; 
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 Increased co-operation and sharing of available resources among the other 
communities in the Sahtu region could lead to optimum utilization of 
available resources and ensure overall development of the entire region; 

 The Chamber of Commerce, the Land Corporation/SSI and other key 
stakeholders should reach consensus on the revival efforts and work 
together to achieve maximum result from the implementation of the 
strategies; 

 The Town must focus on marketing economic revival efforts in conjunction 
with other branding efforts to increase the Town’s visibility and maximise 
recall value for prospective immigrants;  

 It is important to explore options of increasing the tax base without creating 
undue burden on the residents;  

 Involve young people in all economic sectors; and  
 Promote the Town for the development of cold weather testing facilities. 

 

Objective 2: Grow traditional economy and local agriculture 

Strategies/Priority Actions 
 
 The Town must support local agriculture, forestry products and the traditional 

economy by adopting the following measures: 
 Production of various traditionally preserved food products like wild 

meats, fish, bird and plant products, berries, etc. These items could be 
sold through e-commerce platforms as they have a significantly longer 
shelf life compared to fresh produce; 

 Set up home-farms (poultry or bees) which can be established with 
limited investment. Community youth can be engaged to assist in these 
endeavours; 

 Establishment of cold chain management to enable timely delivery of 
fresh produce like caribou meat, fish from Mackenzie River, etc.; 

 Set up enterprises that utilize forest resources, especially create wood or 
wood related products albeit in a sustainable and eco-friendly manner; 

 Support implementation of a community garden initiative; 
 Set up temperature controlled organic farms (to combat weather 

related challenges), for region specific produce. Some part of the 
produce from these farms could be cooked using traditional methods. 
All the products could be sold using e-commerce platforms as well as 
through normal established channels of distribution;  

 The Town can think about production of high-end fashionable fur or leather 
goods in a sustainable manner after adhering to all Animal /Wildlife 
protection laws. This could be tie-in with big game hunting to ensure 
sustainability;  
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 The Town must promote “Buy Local” programs that keep ‘money’ flowing 
locally while also seeking retail sector opportunities that bring new 
investments to the area. Emphasis should be on strengthening northern 
preference policies; 

 Develop association among cluster businesses to optimise resource 
utilization, promote innovative networking, information-sharing and provide 
opportunities for overall business growth and also ensure economies of 
scale; 

 It is imperative to explore options to reduce food waste and ensure food 
security after adhering to all animal protection laws and in sustainable 
manner not only for Norman Wells, but also for the entire Sahtu region; 

 The Town must facilitate and support local industry and businesses to the 
best possible extent, by providing all manner of assistance; and 

 Invite representatives from Imperial Oil and SSI to sit on the EDTC for the Town 
of Norman Wells to ensure major stakeholders are involved in the 
developmental efforts. 
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5. Implementation Plan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

5.1 Strategies/Priority Actions – Plans for Implementation 
 

The economic development strategy is the roadmap to success for the Town 
of Norman Wells, connecting decision-making with a shared vision. But 
designing a roadmap for the future is only one part of the process. If there is no 
implementation, the strategic gaols and milestones will never see the light of 
day. Strategies or priority actions are the specific steps that will need to be 
taken by the Town of Norman Wells in implementing the Economic 
Development Strategy. In summary, this section will outline actions that will be 
undertaken to establish the structure that will oversee implementation over the 
five (5) year period. 
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Table 4: Priority Actions for Goal of Norman Wells emerging as a vibrant hub for regional entrepreneurship and sustainable 
economic development 

Goal # 1. Town of Norman Wells emerges as a vibrant hub for regional entrepreneurship and sustainable economic development 

Objectives Strategies/Priority Actions Timeline Responsibility Priority 

 
Appoint an Economic Development Officer (EDO) who will monitor the 
implementation of the Economic Development Strategies and evaluate the results. 

2021-
2022 

Mayor & 
Council 

High 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Objective 
1: Promote 
small 
businesses 
and 
investments 
  

Offer business incentives and subsidies, to encourage potential local and regional 
investors to set up businesses in Town. This includes evaluation of existing assets to 
encourage indirectly subsidizing space for local businesses. 

2020-
2021 

Mayor & 
Council  

High 

Simplify the regulatory processes to set up, expand or diversify businesses, especially 
for small & medium scale enterprise (SME) businesses. 

2021-
2022 

Mayor & 
Council 

High 

Introduce and develop business incubation, accelerator, makerspace, and 
innovation centre. Encourage local and regional small businesses to set shop in these 
spaces at very low investment costs.   

2022-
2025 

EDO (IBS can 
assist) 

High 

Encourage setting up of locally nonexistent high demand businesses like after-hours 
gas station, food shops, breweries, departmental Store (i.e., Walmart), saloon and or 
spa, childcare facilities among others. 

2020-
2021 

Chamber of 
Commerce 

(CoC) & EDO  
Medium 

Explore feasible and friendly start-up funding options for the establishment of small 
businesses by negotiating with the existing funding agencies like ITI, ABC, BDIC, BDC 
and CanNor.  

2021-
2025 

EDO (IBS can 
assist) 

High 

Establish ancillary businesses which are aligned to the oil and gas industry and that 
can produce by-products like chemicals or solvents from petroleum. 

2021-
2023 

CoC & EDO  Medium 

Create small business directory on the Town’s website and develop an 
entrepreneurship manual, which guides potential and existing entrepreneurs on how 
to build business plan, evaluate target market, and basic education on starting 
businesses. 

2020-
2021 

CoC & EDO 
(IBS can 

assist) 
High 

Find incentives to attract larger businesses or corporations by engaging in dialogue 
with the relevant stakeholders. Explore sector specific funding assistance sources.  

2021-
2022 

Mayor, CoC 
& EDO (IBS 
can assist) 

Medium 
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Goal # 1. Town of Norman Wells emerges as a vibrant hub for regional entrepreneurship and sustainable economic development 

Objectives Strategies/Priority Actions Timeline Responsibility Priority 

Objective 
2: Promote 
Norman 
Wells as 
Sahtu 
Regional 
Centre for 
innovation 

The Town works with key partners such as the Federal Government, GNWT, Imperial 
Oil, SSI, Sahtu Business Development Centre, Chamber of Commerce, existing 
businesses, and resident in supporting the implementation of major initiatives. 

2020-
2021 

Mayor & EDO 
(IBS can 

assist) 
High 

Provide incentive and subsidies to encourage set-up of digital businesses and 
encourage local and small enterprises to embrace the benefits of digital technology. 
Evaluation of current assets to make use of existing infrastructure first.  

2022-
2025 

Mayor & EDO 
(IBS can 

assist) 
Medium 

Business focused strategies are to be modified to focus on localization of businesses 
and increase the self-reliance of the community. 

2022-
2024 

Mayor & EDO Medium 

Establish methods of collecting and monitoring data for businesses to continuously 
scan the environment for opportunities and challenges. 

2022-
2025 

EDO (IBS can 
assist) 

Medium 

Promote pooling of available regional resources to maximize economies of scale. 
2021-
2025 

Mayor & 
Council 

High 
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Table 5: Priority actions for Goal of Norman Wells being known as a great place to live, visit and invest 

Goal #2. Town of Norman Wells is known as a great place to live, visit, and invest   
Objectives Strategies/ Priority Actions Timeline Responsibility Priority 

 
Appoint a Tourism Coordinator (TC) in charge of attracting local tourism 
investments, as well as promoting tourism sector of Norman Wells.  

2021-2022 
Mayor & 
Council 

High 

Objective 
1: Foster a 
robust 
and 
diversified 
tourism 
sector 

Develop various tourism-based activities like campsites, photoshoot locations, 
hiker rest areas, and similar amenities around the historically significant and 
spectacular Canol Trail and other historical sites. Build more accessible tourist 
amenities like washrooms, overnight shelters, and serviced campsites. Encourage 
residents to set up service businesses such as guided tours, food drop agencies, 
etc.  

2021-2022 

Mayor, 
Council, 

Recreation 
Committee 
(RC) and TC  

High 

Design customized tourism products and packages for different classes of tourists. 2021-2022 
TC (IBS can 

assist) 
High 

Explore options to build automatic ropeways around major waterfalls with 
amenities like amusement park and cafes and limited but premium 
accommodation option at scenic locations around the falls.  

2021-2022 
Mayor, 

Council, RC 
and TC 

High 

Encourage Dene and Sahtu Elders to showcase their tradition by promoting and 
providing educating about their culture. Some examples include homestay 
options with exposure to cultural activities which are unique to the Sahtu region. 

2021-2022 TC, Elders High 

Building of local arts and cultural programs and centres which promote the local 
heritage, history, and diverse way of living. Explore technology options which help 
prioritize the preservation of traditional heritage.  Community elders and youth are 
encouraged to be involved in the brainstorming activity to take a community-
based approach.   

2021-2022 
Mayor, 

Council, TC 
& Elders 

High 

Revamp the Visitor Centre to make it more informative and welcoming for visitors 
to the region. The centre should have efficient service standards and trained staff 
to address visitors’ concerns and identify their needs ahead of time. Internally the 
visitors centre should have policy and procedures manual, standardized data 
collection platforms, a strong advertisement strategy and be networked with local 
and regional businesses. 

2021-2022 

Mayor, 
Council & 
EDTC (IBS 
can assist) 

High 
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Goal #2. Town of Norman Wells is known as a great place to live, visit, and invest   
Objectives Strategies/ Priority Actions Timeline Responsibility Priority 

Activities related to the promotion of tourism such as marketing materials, 
brochures, short video clips, and online pop-up advertisements to highlight the 
tourism facilities and use concentrated marketing activities to promote as a 
tourism hub. 

2021-2025 
TC (IBS can 

assist) 
High 

Objective 
2: 
Promote 
the Town 
of Norman 
Wells 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Advertise strengths of the community to attract more residents. This includes 
advertisement of the fact that it has one of the highest employment rates and 
income levels (add statistical data to back-up these facts) and is a close-knit 
community which is a perfect destination for families. Increase community 
advertisements through website and other social media platforms. 

2021-2025 
Mayor & 

Council (IBS 
can assist) 

High 

Create proper, sustained branding and marketing efforts to highlight the town's 
opportunities. Revamp the website and conduct aggressive marketing by use of 
different advertisement tools to attract residents, tourists as well as potential 
investors. Some of this includes working with local social media influencers to 
promote the town and its niche brand.  Include a PDF - Printable version of 
updated community profile to attract residents, a business and investment profile 
for businesses and a tourism profile for visitors. 

2021-2022 

Mayor, 
Council, 

CoC, EDO & 
TC (IBS can 

assist) 

High 

Organize lucrative year-round activities such as musical soirees, fairs, inter-
community events to attract visitors, generate revenue, and maximize use of the 
community arena. Organize periodic social events such as fundraisers, auctions, 
and encouragement of sales of arts and crafts to gather funds. 

2021-2025 
Mayor, 

Council, RC 
& TC 

High 

Friendly immigration policies to welcome new immigrants as well as business 
investors. Work with government and industry to recruit qualified immigrants, 
especially immigrant investors. 

2022-2023 
Mayor and 
Council (IBS 
can assist) 

High 

Advertising the use of community assets at reasonable rates for community and 
regional events. 

2021-2022 EDO & TC High 

Build community forum to welcome new additions to the community, develop an 
immigration strategy and youth retention strategy. 

2021-202 EDTC & EDO High 
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Goal #2. Town of Norman Wells is known as a great place to live, visit, and invest   
Objectives Strategies/ Priority Actions Timeline Responsibility Priority 

Build on local enthusiasm and support for outdoor activities which would protect 
environmental quality and ensure sustainability. 

2021-2025 EDTC & RC Medium 

Cultivate a sense of hope and empowerment rather than negativity and 
confusion.  

2021-2025 
Mayor and 

Council 
High 
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Table 6: Priority actions for Goal of Norman Wells having improved and developed infrastructure and community amenities 

Goal #3. Infrastructure including community amenities in the Town of Norman Wells and region are improved and developed based on 
community needs 

Objectives Strategies/ Priority Actions Timeline Responsibility Priority 

Objective 1: 
Attract new 
land uses 
and 
infrastructure 
for 
industrial/co
mmercial 
development 

Engage GNWT on the 22 priority areas and infrastructure development in the 
region. 

2021-2025 

Mayor, 
Council & 

EDO (IBS can 
assist) 

High 

Lobby the GNWT and Canada for an all-weather road to improve 
connectivity. 

2021-2022 

Mayor, 
Council & 

EDO (IBS can 
assist) 

Low 

Development of community amenities like multiplex, amusement, and 
recreational parks, as well as more family friendly activities to attract more 
residents, especially families. 

2021-2023 

Mayor, 
Council, 

Town 
Planning & 
Land Use 

Committee 
(TPLUC) & 

EDO 

High 

Establish community care centres, day, and childcare facilities to ensure 
participation of more women and youth in the workforce. 

2021-2022 
Mayor & 
Council  

High 

Establishment of improved healthcare facilities and hospital. 2021-2023 
Mayor & 
Council 

High 

Set-up proper landfills and waste management facilities. Proper remediation 
plan to clean up waste.  The space and recovered assets must be put to 
community use or sold off.  

2021-2022 
Mayor, 

Council, 
TPLUC & EDO 

High 

Establish a local business development area. The downtown is a promising 
area to start with. 

2022-2023 
Mayor, 

Council, 
TPLUC & EDO 

Medium 
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Goal #3. Infrastructure including community amenities in the Town of Norman Wells and region are improved and developed based on 
community needs 

Objectives Strategies/ Priority Actions Timeline Responsibility Priority 

Explore options of establishing renewable energy plants like solar, wind, water 
or hydro energy, and bio-mass production. 

2022-2023 
Mayor, 

Council, CoC 
& EDO 

Medium 

Establish and upgrade high-speed broadband internet connectivity 
infrastructure for the region. 

2021-2022 
Mayor & 
Council 

High 

Objective 2: 
Make use of 
existing assets 
to reduce 
reliance on 
oil and gas 
sector 

Upgrade the facilities for using the Mackenzie River as a major means of 
transport   and tourism asset by improving amenities along it. 

2021-2022 
Mayor, 

Council, TC & 
EDO 

High 

Allocate existing stock of houses among residents with the highest need. 
Engage with CMHC and GNWT to build more houses and to provide 
affordable housing for all residents in a phased manner. 

2021-2023 

Mayor, 
Council & 
TPLUC (IBS 
can assist) 

High 

Use natural landscapes, forest, water, and location as community assets 
innovatively and proactively. 

2021-2022 
TPLUC, EDTC 

& EDO 
High 

Identify buildings, unused space, and other important community assets to 
use them innovatively to generate revenue. 

2021-2022 
Mayor, 

Council, 
TPLUC & EDO 

High 

Explore options of downtown revitalization and development. Support 
initiatives to bring more residents into the downtown area by creating historic 
and cultural zones, parks, downtown market space for artisans (i.e. farmers 
markets, or craft sales), community crafts centres or cafes.  

2022-2023 
Mayor, 

Council, 
TPLUC & EDO 

Medium 

Understand the rehabilitation plan for Imperial Oil and establish associated 
economic opportunities. 

2021-2022 
Mayor, 

Council, EDO 
& Imperial Oil 

High 

Explore the potential longevity of gas reserves in the oil fields. 2021-2022 CoC & EDO Medium 
Use ample wood reserves, and geo-thermal energy in a sustainable manner. 2021-2025 EDO Low 
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Goal #3. Infrastructure including community amenities in the Town of Norman Wells and region are improved and developed based on 
community needs 

Objectives Strategies/ Priority Actions Timeline Responsibility Priority 
Use water as a resource for bottling, hydro-electric energy, and fishing spots 
among other options. 

2021-2025 EDO & TC High 

Engage sporting, social and business associations on the use and upkeep of 
Town’s amenities. 

2021-2025 CoC & EDO Medium 
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Table 7: Priority actions for Town of Norman Wells being recognized as a centre for post-secondary education, training, 
and development 

Goal # 4. Town of Norman Wells is to be recognized as a centre for post-secondary education, training, and development 
Objectives Strategies/ Priority Actions Timeline Responsibility Priority 

Objective 1: 
Increase 
local 
education 
opportunities 
and a skilled 
workforce 
  

Promote the development of an Aurora University or Polytechnic Campus. 
2021-
2025 

Mayor & 
Council 

High 

Assess the courses on offer at Aurora College and introduce more specific and 
customised skill development training according to the skills development needs 
of the town.  

2021-
2022 

EDTC High 

Align skill development or requirements of practical courses with the primary or 
secondary education levels for students who do not wish to engage in higher 
education. 

2021-
2022 

EDTC High 

Develop certification standards, curriculum or other upgraded study materials 
based on specific labour requirement and key skillsets missing in the community.  

2021-
2022 

EDTC High 

Introduce digital technology training options at secondary and high school level 
to create digitally trained workforce. 

2022-
2025 

EDTC Low 

Establish training centres to provide training in new types of business enterprises. 
2021-
2022 

Mayor, 
Council & 

EDTC 
High 

Set up youth centric activities to positively engage the youth of the community in 
more community and productive activities. Create more youth led groups to 
engage youth in educational activities. 

2022-
2023 

Mayor, 
Council & 

EDTC 
Medium 

Encourage youth innovation and creative thinking to ensure future community 
leaders, and entrepreneurs are skilled and educated to pursue innovative 
projects. 

2021-
2025 

Mayor & 
Council 

High 

Introducing educational materials through partnership of the local college and 
Chamber of Commerce, to educate residents on local entrepreneurship 
opportunities, and basic training for business start-up opportunities. 

2022-
2023 

CoC, EDO & 
EDTC (IBS 
can assist) 

Medium 
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Goal # 4. Town of Norman Wells is to be recognized as a centre for post-secondary education, training, and development 
Objectives Strategies/ Priority Actions Timeline Responsibility Priority 

Engage seniors, women, and youth in more training activities. Establish training 
programs to ensure that traditional knowledge is passed down to the future 
generations. 

2021-
2025 

EDTC & EDO High 

Objective 2: 
Derive 
maximum 
benefits 
from an 
expanded 
post-
secondary 
education 

Provide technical training to improve local technical workforce. A mobile training 
truck may be engaged to provide training to all the communities. 

2021-
2022 

Mayor, 
Council, EDO 

& EDTC 
High 

Provide futuristic industry-based skills training to displaced fossil fuel workers. 
2022-
2023 

EDTC Medium 

Promote and celebrate the region’s community of creative people artisans and 
create bridges for them to contribute back to the community. 

021-
2025 

Mayor & 
Council 

High 

Ensure availability of adequate year-round full-time employment opportunities by 
urging all businesses to hire locally instead of outsourcing. Create tie-up with 
Aurora College and training institutes to further local placement options. 

2021-
2025 

EDO & EDTC Medium 

Explore options of providing scholarships to fund higher education for specialized 
training in reputed institutions outside the region. Incentivize to encourage to 
return to the community post completion of education. 

2021-
2025 

Mayor, 
Council & 

EDTC 
High 

Work with Aurora College and other universities to introduce secondary education 
alternatives (to be provided through Aurora College or via online mode) that can 
be explored by students without having to leave the community. 

2022-
2025 

EDTC Medium 

Market Norman Wells as a learning centre for students of the surrounding region. 
Build affordable student housing to encourage students to come and stay in the 
Town to study. 

2022-
2025 

Mayor, 
Council, EDO 

& EDTC 
Medium 
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Table 8: Priority actions for Goal of flourishing and integrating key economic sectors of the Town of Norman Wells 

Goal # 5. Key economic sectors of the Town of Norman Wells are flourishing and integrating 
Objectives Strategies/ Priority Actions Timeline Responsibility Priority 

Objective 
1: Diversify 
and 
integrate 
the 
economy 

The EDTC adopts and implements the economic development strategy. 2021-2025 EDTC High 
Approach the GNWT to provide funds for economic development, for Norman 
Wells, and the entire region. Use advice from experts to harness sector-specific 
funding to assist in implementing the priority actions 

2021-2025 
Mayor & 

Council (IBS 
can assist) 

High 

Seek philanthropic assistance from prominent residents, corporates, for specific 
economic revival activities. 

2021-2025 Mayor & EDTC High 

Increased co-operation and sharing of available resources among the 
communities in the Sahtu region to ensure equitable development. 

2021-2025 
Mayor & 
Council 

Medium 

The Chamber of Commerce, the Land Corporation/SSI and other key 
stakeholders should reach consensus on the revival efforts. 

2021-2022 

CoC, Land 
Corporation/SSI 
and other key 
stakeholders 

High 

Market economic revival efforts in conjunction with other branding efforts. 2021-2022 EDO Medium 
Explore options of increasing the tax dollars without creating undue burden on 
the residents. 

2021-2025 Council High 

Involve the youth in all economic sectors. 2021-2025 Town High 

Promote the Town for the development of cold weather testing facilities. 2021-2025 Council Low 

 
 
Objective 
2: Grow 
traditional 
economy 
and local 
agriculture 

Support local agriculture, forestry products and the traditional economy through 
the following activities: 

 Production of various traditionally preserved food products and sale 
through e-commerce platforms. 

 Set up home-farms (poultry or bees). 
 Establishment of cold chain to deliver fresh produce. 
 Set up enterprises that utilize forest resources. 
 Implementation of a community garden initiative. 
 Set up temperature controlled organic farms (to combat weather related 

challenges), for region specific produce. 

 
2021-2025 

 
EDTC & EDO High 
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Goal # 5. Key economic sectors of the Town of Norman Wells are flourishing and integrating 
Objectives Strategies/ Priority Actions Timeline Responsibility Priority 

 Production of high-end fashionable fur or leather goods (after adhering 
to all animal protection laws and in sustainable manner) 

   

Promote “Buy Local” programs and strengthen northern preference policies. 2021-2025 CoC & EDO High 
Develop association among cluster businesses to optimise resource utilization, 
promote innovative networking and information-sharing. 

2021-2025 CoC & EDO Medium 

Explore options to reduce food waste and ensure food security. 2021-2022 
Mayor & 
Council 

Medium 

 Facilitate and support local industry and businesses. 2021-2025 CoC & EDO High 

 Invite representatives from Imperial Oil and SSI to sit on the EDTC. 2021-2022 
Mayor and 

Council 
High 
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5.2 Performance Measurement 
 

It is important to focus on the Town of Norman Wells community building by 
adopting implementable strategies. The Town may engage economic 
development experts, like IBS, to provide guidance and assist in the 
implementation of the solutions to ensure economic revival yields positive 
results. Implementation, monitoring, assessment, and measurement of results 
at periodic intervals and incorporation of changes to the policies as needed, 
are crucial steps to ensuring success of the economic development strategy.  

Performance measurement is a crucial tool to assess the benefits of 
implementing any strategies and realistically assessing the benefits obtained 
thereof. It also helps to understand the efficacy of the implementable actions 
and may point at the need to re-focus or tweak the actions. 

We recommend that the Town of Norman Wells report annually on the progress 
made in implementing its economic development strategy. IBS is available, if 
required, to monitor the implementation process and conduct an interim 
survey after a period of 2 years into the implementation, and a detailed survey 
at the end of 5 years to evaluate the actual output from the strategy 
implementation. 

 

The recommended performance measures and data sources are outlined in 
the table below. 

Table 9: Recommended Performance Measures and Data Sources 

Type Indicator Data Sources 

Inputs 

Expenditures on Economic Development Town’s budget and 
expenditure data 

Funding accessed from other sources e.g., 
Federal, GNWT, CanNor, etc. 

Town’s financial data 

Volunteer time Reports by economic 
development staff 

Activities 

Progress made against planned activities Reported by economic 
development staff (e.g., 
% of completion) 

Other activities undertaken Reports by economic 
development staff 

 
 

Meetings/involvement in committees/data 
on events attended 

Reported by economic 
development staff  
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Type Indicator Data Sources 

 
Outputs 

Changes to proposed and existing bylaws, 
policies, and plans 

Town’s data and 
reported by economic 
development staff 

Reports, studies, and strategies produced Reported by economic 
development staff 

Achievement of service standards Town’s data 
Impressions/views Website/social media 

analytics 

 

Outcomes 

In as much as the economic development planning process produces outputs, 
as described above, strategy implementation or execution of the strategic 
plan produces outcomes. These outcomes will invariably differ from the 
strategic goals. How close they are to the strategic goals and vision will 
determine the success or failure of the strategic plan. There will also arise 
unintended outcomes, which need to be attended to and understood for 
strategy development and execution to be a true learning process. 
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6. Appendices 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.1 Appendix 1: Key Interviewees and Summary of Interview 
Responses 

Following the initial visit by Dave Ramsay and Isaiah Mutandiwa to the Town of 
Norman Wells from April 6, 2021, to April 9, 2021, the following persons were 
interviewed either person or on the phone: 

LIST of Main Interviewees 
 

 Mayor  
Frank Pope 

 Council and Committees Members 
Kyle Wright, Chris Chivers, Pascal Audet, Kylie Frank & Kayla Turner 

 ITI Members 
Marty Ann Bayha, Craig Walter & Kacee Hunter 

 Norman Wells Historical Centre 
Peggy Sue Chubb 

 Norman Wells Land Corp / Sahtu Secretarial Incorporated (SSI)  
Sherry Hodgson  

 Sahtu Business Development Centre 
Kylie Frank & Jenna Gauthier  

 School Principal  
Michael Duclos 

 North Wright  
Travis & Susan Wright 

 Heritage Hotel 
Jim Ulch 

 J&D Ditchers 
Drayton Walker 

To maintain confidentiality, we have provided the summary of the responses 
received without indicating the respondents’ identity in the next section 
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Comments Made and Questions Raised 

 Urgent need to revive the economy – tourism, stores, and other local 
businesses. 

 Imperial Oil seems to be retracting their oil and gas activities. Families 
pulled out and 60 people being brought in and out. 

 There is need for measurable results about the Norman Wells economy. 
 All weather road required.  
 Need for a multiplex, Imperial could help with this project. 
 Investment required in the Town of Norman Wells. 
 It is close to the 100th anniversary for Imperial Oil in the Town of Norman 

Wells 
 Is the town in a position to receive money from imperial? 
 The Town needs to working together with the Land Corp.  
 The Delta LNG project - identify the projects as there is lots of gas in the 

oil fields. 
 More short-term and long-term opportunities need to be identified. 
 Imperial families have left the community. 
 Imperial Oil - How does the town benefit from the investment? 
 Work on legacy project and bringing people back to the community. 
 Need to start on a small scale especially for small businesses.  
 Small businesses are struggling, and they need support to achieve self-

sustenance. 
 Will meet with Kylie, Jenna, and Michael Duclos. 
 Imperial Oil pays the city close to $2 million in taxes annually. 
 There is a future, an election coming again in the fall. 
 3 communities in place to look at by laws. 
 All season road to the south. 
 Limited tax base to finance the Multiplex. 
 MACA owns the refuse dump, and there might be opportunities for 

remediation projects. 
 There’s new regime at the Land Corp, which could be engaged. 
 Tourism industry is a great opportunity. 
 Funding available for organizations. 
 Big game outfitters and guides should be local. 
 Good trophies -sheep and ram. 
 Big three – Musk Ox, Caribou and Bison available in Norman Wells. 
 Various activities for tourist like Safari, trapping, fishing, scenic helicopter 

adventures, Zip line and staycation. 
 Limited tax base to finance the Multiplex. 
 Culture centre for the Dene, Metis, European and Imperial Oil. 
 Geothermal heating and there is enough firewood for wood pellets to 

last 50 years+. 
 Bottling of water from springs. Cold and hot springs on the bear river. 
 Staycation in the region. 
 Hiking on the canol trail, cabins are available every 25km. 
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Comments Made and Questions Raised 

 There were 3,500 people in Norman Wells at the height of the oil 
production, there is need to bring people and industry back to the glory 
years. 

 Tourism diversification 
o Jack fish lake water activities. 
o TV shows, film industry. 
o Most tourism operators are non-residents. 
o Bear and moose hunting. 
o More manpower development required. 
o Music festivals, zoo, recreational events. 
o Snow boarding, Skydiving.  
o Ageing infrastructure, all buildings built by Imperial. 

 Visitors and tourists need to be brought back into the Town. 
 COVID-19 has significantly impacted on the operations of the Town and 

the Museum. 
 Sahtu Aviation Museum also affected 
 Negotiating self governance with Canada, to sign within 2 years. 
 Over empty 27 homes, but there is a housing crisis in the town.  
 Population 800. 
 Bring people back to Norman Wells. 
 Need for a community plan. 
 Diverse economy required. 
 Legacy project with Imperial Oil. 
 Reclamation project. 
 Landfill and the management of waste. Imperial can do all the 

engineering work on the landfill. 
 Create generational employment. 
 There’s need for the Land Corp. to work closely with the Town of Norman 

Wells 
 All weather road will bring life and tourism to Norman Wells. Bridge at 

Bear river required. 
 Help needed to capacitate and train small businesses. 
 Proposals, websites, training, and marketing. 
 Funding for small businesses 
 Traditional economy 
 Imperial pulling out, 36 homes have been left empty. Imperial families 

have left the community. 
 Federal Government owns 33% of Imperial Oil, they must have been 

engaged in order to ensure that Imperial does not completely pull out. 
 There are 150 kids in school. 
 Lack of support from the volunteers, Imperial workers used to help with 

school activities. 
 Imperial should put in something into the community, maybe help fund 

the Multiplex. 
 There is 2,000,000 barrels of oil available. 
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Comments Made and Questions Raised 

 All weather road need, this will help with tourists and other economic 
activities. 

 Bring back the army base to Norman Wells. 
 Multiples is required; hockey, basketball; imperial, federal to help, soccer 

field. 
 Bring more families into the community. People and businesses working 

together in the community should give back to the community. 
 Highlight Norman Wells as a regional hub.  
 Concerts, movie theatres, and basketball tournaments. 
 There is only one mechanic in the town. 
 Multiplex 
 Mackenzie Highway Project 
 Tourism is key to the development of the region. 
 Canoeing companies need to have a local base. 
 Attract investment to Norman Wells. 
 Land Corporation are part owners of North Wright. 
 Lost a lot of business due to Imperial Oil pull out.   
 Dave to consider negotiating with Imperial, Federal Government on 

behalf of Town of Norman Wells. 
 35 families have left the community. 
 Quality of life is deteriorating. 
 70 employees for North Wright right now. 
 Town to work with the businesses. 
 3 operators of freight in town, Town should support local business.  
 Try to get services back to Norman Wells as a regional centre. 
 Road infrastructure needed. 
 Tourism building required, right now it is segregated.  
 Increase in water rates are astronomical. 
 No where to camp in town. 
 No territorial park. 
 No Tourism Coordinator 
 On staycation, North Wright is working alone. 
 Economic Development Officer required 
 Potential for 250,000 American hunters, they come to the North, but do 

not stay long. 
 Quad rentals business could bring employment. 
 Regional festivals 
 There are waterfalls, rapids, hot water springs and a lot more tourist 

attractions. 
 Live entertainment 
 Marketing is key – a new lodge in the mountain could be marketed. 
 One of the most amazing trails – Canol trail. 
 Accommodation is a problem – no Air BnBs and B&Bs. 
 Cross country skiing 
 Top 10 things to do in Norman Wells – Sue to send the information. 
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Comments Made and Questions Raised 

 Commercial farming 
 Tourism infrastructure required. 
 North Wright essential for the tourism industry. 
 Hire contractors instead of using your own equipment 
 Electricity – 40 per kwh 
 Cost of doing business is very high. 
 High prices of flights and restaurants. 
 Tourism industry should also cover Mackenzie. 
 Industry has a big base in town, and it is also required. 
 Hunting and fishing 
 He is hotel owner and charges $340 per night which is very expensive as 

compared to Yellowknife. It is disadvantage for this business. 
 There should be reclamation of resources in town. 
 Concerned about shutdown of Imperial oil. 
 There should be a good support for small businesses. 
 He is also the member of the Chamber of Commerce. 
 Work should be done on all weather road. 
 Shop local, support each other in order to maintain a status quo. 
 He has also done gardening and janitorial work. 
 There should be a Waste-Water Management System in the town. 
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6.2 Appendix 2: Main Economic Development Survey Results 
 

The Town of Norman Wells engaged has engaged Innovative Business Solutions 
(IBS) to design an economic revival strategy for the Town. As part of the 
economic revival strategy process, IBS needed to gain an understanding of 
the vision, impression, aspirations, and challenges faced by the residents of the 
Town of Norman Wells. Consequently, the economic development survey 
questionnaire was designed to get an understanding of the current 
challenges, goals, and requirements of the Town’s residents, to enable us to 
create a plan of revival which meets the goals of Town of Norman Well. The 
survey was designed by the IBS research team using an online platform and 
circulated through the Town of Norman Wells website as its primary source of 
engagement. In addition, 146 e-mails were sent out individuals, businesses and 
organizations including 67 people who received the survey link on the Town’s 
e-blast. Face-to-face engagements and telephone calls were conducted by 
the IBS Project Director, Project Manager, and the Economic Development & 
Tourism Committee of the Town of Norman Wells. The survey was live for a total 
of 32 days which provided an adequate amount of time to the residents to get 
involved and voice their opinions and incorporate their vision in the revival plan 
for the Town of Norman Wells. 

 

Purpose 

Community economic development is a community driven process where 
communities themselves identify and participate in the planning and 
identification of feasible solutions to combat economic, social, and 
environmental issues to build healthy, economically sustainable communities. 
Some common goals of community economic developments are listed below: 

 Create Employment; 
 Renew, stabilize and/or improve the community and local economy; 
 Develop local economic links; and 
 Improve the physical environment and quality of life in the community. 

Community engagement through the incorporation of the voice of the 
community’s residents is an essential step in planning a revival strategy. Thus, 
the goal of the survey design was to engage the maximum number of residents 
in the Economic Revival Strategy, as it is vital to incorporate the vision of the 
residents who would eventually enjoy the benefits from the implementation of 
a well envisioned strategic plan.  
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SURVEY RESULTS 

Description of Results 

We have analyzed the responses and presented our findings in this section. The 
results will play an important role in designing an appropriate economic revival 
strategy for the town which meets the goals of the Town and the vision of its 
residents. All the personal data pertaining to the survey remains confidential, 
as a result, this synopsis will not reveal the name and personal information of 
any individual respondents involved in the survey.  

Table 1 below gives some basic insights and details of the survey. As shown in 
the table below, the survey received 59 responses out of about 600 adult 
respondents (Number of adults 15 years and above as per 2016 Census was 
605), which is approximately 9.8% response rate.  We would like to thank the 
Economic Development & Tourism Committee , and in particular, the 
Governance/Community Engagement Manager for working closely with the 
IBS team and the Town of Norman Wells residents to secure results highlighted 
in this synopsis.  

Table 1: Survey Overview 

Survey Details Response Statistics 

Date of Survey – Online platform 14th May 2021 – 18th June 
2021 

Number of respondents 59 

Number of questions 16 

Av. time taken to complete 16.5 minutes 

Eligibility for participate Residents of Norman Wells 

Percentage of Response (considering 600 
adults) 

9.8% 

 

Details of the Questions and responses 

QUESTIONS 1 to 3: The three questions were related to personal information on 
the respondents and therefore not reported for confidentiality reasons.  
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QUESTION 4: Question four was related to understanding approximately how 
long the residents of Norman Wells have resided in the town. The question 
asked, the number of years the respondent was resident of Town of Norman 
Wells. Figure 1 and Table 2 below show the specific number of respondents as 
well as the average number of years that they have resided in the Town 
Norman Wells. 

FIGURE 1: Pie Chart Representing Residency Years. 

 

 

TABLE 2: Responses for number of years as residents in Town of Norman Wells 

Number of Respondents Number of years in in the 
Community 

40 0 to 9 years 

11 9 to 18 years 

3 18 to 27 years 

3 27 to 36 years 

2 36 to 45 years 

 

The results of the survey indicate that most respondents are new residents in 
the Town of Norman Wells, with an average year of residency between zero 
and nine years. This makes the community, a transient Town with temporary 
population moving in and out of the city. This perhaps could account for the 
fact that there is low business activity within the Town, as there is no confidence 

0-9 years, 40

9-18 years, 11

18-27 years, 3

27-36 years, 3
36-45 years, 2

NUMBER OF YEARS RESIDENT IN THE TOWN OF 
NORMAN WELLS
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that the population in the Town is stable enough to sustain the growth of new 
entrepreneurship businesses and industry within the town. The second group of 
11 respondents was lower compared to the first one and have spent an 
average of 9 to 18 years in the Town, which further supports the view of that 
there is low residency, due to workers and their families moving in and out of 
the Town. There were eight respondents in total for individuals living in the 
community for 18 years and above, highlighting that there was quite a low 
response rate from people who have worked or stayed in the Town for a long 
period of time.  

 

QUESTION 5: This question was used to the gauge into the overall level of 
education for the town’s respondents. The question asked was, “What is your 
level of education?” This question is particularly important in determining if 
there is a need for the community to address human capital needs by investing 
in colleges, educational training programs, and skill sets training to attract and 
retain a higher skilled labour force. Higher skilled jobs are less temporary in 
nature and can attract businesses that tend to be more stable in nature, thus 
supporting the town’s vision for sustainable economic development.  

FIGURE 2: Education Level of respondents for Town of Norman Wells 
  

 

The results indicate that the largest percentage of responses were made by 
individuals who had high school degrees, and some college experience in the 
means of certifications related to work but obtained no formal degrees. 
Furthermore, the second group of largest respondents obtained a high school 
degree but no further education. Finally, the third group of respondents with 
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only three individuals indicated that they have post-secondary degree namely 
a bachelor’s degree. This indicates that the town needs skills and human 
capital development, and thus there is a need for investment in education to 
create a labour force which meets the skill sets needed in the community. The 
two major employers in the Town of Norman Wells are Imperial Oil and the 
government sector. Much of those jobs require minimum of a college 
certification and bachelors, while other jobs in Imperial Oil might require skills 
that are specific to the jobs.  Overall, this question allowed us to understand 
the reasons for why there might be an influx of temporary residents, and the 
Town’s over reliance on outsiders to fulfill the needs of tourism, and other jobs 
that require college or bachelor’s educational levels.  Furthermore, it also 
points at a need to develop the local workforce to be able to promote 
practices of local hiring.  

 

QUESTION 6: Question 6 evaluated on average what jobs were held by the 
residents of Norman Wells. The question asked, “What answer best describes 
you?” in terms of work. The question provides some indication on the typical 
sorts of jobs available to the town’s residents.  

FIGURE 3: Employment by labour force type 
  

 

The largest number of respondents, 21, were government employees, followed 
by private business employees at 15, and finally the other two groups being 
business owners and the group ‘other’. The comments allowed us to gauge 
the components of the group ‘other’ which had primarily consisted of business 
owners or managers, and individuals like skilled workers such as technicians 
and the sort. The findings are consistent with what has already been already 
observed from the town’s statistics that most of the labour force consists of 
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government employees or that of private businesses. This is an important 
question in terms of skills development in town, as much of the workforce is 
employed within high skilled work force, and therefore to retain and increase 
the types of jobs in the community would require a higher skilled labour force, 
especially that of the youth. Furthermore, it also points at the fact that there is 
room for growth in other industries such as tourism through entrepreneurship 
activities.  

 

QUESTION 7: The purpose of this question was to understand the specific 
industries in which individuals work in the Town of Norman Wells. Much of the 
results of the previous question (Question 6) can be analysed in conjunction to 
this question to understand the type of industries at play in the Town of Norman 
Wells as well as how many individuals are employed in each. The question 
asked, “Please specify your line of occupation. Also, please mention the 
number of years you have been associated with this type of occupation. (You 
may choose up to 3 options if you have been working for more than one type 
of occupation) *NOTE* If you are not involved in any of the following 
occupations then please select 'Not Applicable'.” 

 

FIGURE 4: Distribution of Labour Force by Industry 
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Question 7 was aimed at understanding the distribution of workers according 
to industry type, as well as how many years were spent working in the specific 
industries chosen. Table 3 below indicates the number of years individuals 
spent working in average in the corresponding industries. The results are like 
those of Question 6, where government sector was the largest employer of the 
town, with individuals working the longest number of years in the sector. The 
second and third largest number on respondents were in the construction and 
the hospitality (restaurant/café/hotel and B&B) industries, respectively.    

One distinction from Question 6 seen in this question, is the fact that less 
respondents reported as working in the mining industry which includes oil and 
gas. Since Imperial Oil is one of the largest employers in the Town of Norman 
Wells, it was expected that the survey would indicate more respondents in the 
‘mineral and mining industry’ sector with long number of years spent in the 
industry. In our opinion, most of the respondents in the Oil and Gas industry 
might have picked ‘Other’ instead of the ‘Mineral and mining industry’.  

 

TABLE 3: Number of Respondents by Industry 

Sector / Number of Years 0-5 5-10 10-15 15-20 >20 Total 

Mineral and mining industry  2 
    

2 

Government  12 7 5 1 2 27 

Construction  6 3 2 2 1 14 

Tourism  4 1 1 
 

1 7 

Economic Development Agency  
 

1 2 
  

3 

Indigenous development corporation/ 
business  

3 3 
   

6 

Consulting   2 3 
   

5 

Education  3 1 4 
  

8 

Aviation, transportation, or logistics  2 3 
 

1 1 7 

Real Estate  1 
    

1 

Restaurant / Café / Hotel or B&B  6 3 2 
 

2 13 

Entertainment  3 
  

1 
 

4 

Retail  3 5 
 

1 2 11 

Agriculture & Fisheries  1 3 
   

4 

Internet based / Technological Business. 
     

0 

Other 8 3 3 2 2 18 

Total 56 36 19 8 11 130 
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QUESTION 8:  This question asked to describe the industries individuals choose 
as ‘other’ and as no new information was acquired from the results, it is omitted 
from the results section of the survey.  

QUESTION 9: The purpose of Question 9 was to understand whether the 
residents of the Town of Norman Wells worked in the town or elsewhere. The 
question asked, “Do You Work in the Town of Norman Wells?” This is an 
important question in terms of understanding whether the earnings spent by 
the residents of the town are originating from the Town itself, and more 
particularly whether earnings made from the town are being spent in the Town 
which is ultimately one of the biggest factors for economic growth within a 
community.  

FIGURE 6: Where do residents of the town work? 

 

As the results indicated majority of the town’s residents worked inside of the 
town. This is an encouraging result to know that much of the residents were 
able to find work within the town, hinting at the ability for self-sustenance 
economically for the town.  

 

 

QUESTION 10: Question 10 had a purpose to understand what constitutes as 
the ideal job scenario of the Town of Norman Wells. This question is heavily 
reliant on the demographics of the town, as ideal working situations are highly 
probable to change as the demographics of the population change within 
the town. The question asked, “What best describes your ideal job situation?” 
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FIGURE 7: Ideal Work Situation in the Town of Norman Wells 

 

The results indicated that much of the workforce preferred full-time 
employment which was year-round which indicates that the residents 
represent a labour force which is stable in nature, as-well as their desires hint at 
a sustainable economy which prioritizes stability. These results taken together 
with the result in Question 4 indicates that the Town of Norman Wells consists of 
a young population that prefers stable labour conditions within the Town, 
which would then make it a sustainable place to live and work. 

 

QUESTION 11: Question 11 asks the respondents to pick a response which 
matched their ideal vision of economic development; in particular, the 
question asked “Economic development means different things in different 
places and to different people - encouraging jobs, prosperity, or great business 
activity in a community. When we talk about intentionally supporting 
economic development, what does it imply to you? Please indicate your top 
three choices.’’  

FIGURE 8: Meaning of Economic Development – Top three choices 
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The responses indicate that the top three choices for supporting economic 
development were attracting more people to settle in the Town of Norman 
Wells, sustainable development and growth of the community that is done in 
a way which supports and suites the goals of the community. From this, 66% of 
respondents have indicated that economic growth for them requires 
population growth as a base over a period. This implies attracting a population 
to be residents who can work and live in the Town, and not just temporary 
workers. These results are in line with the economic revival plan, which requires 
stability in population growth to support existing businesses, new business 
entrants, and attraction of additional industries. The second pool of 
respondents replied that attracting more business to the community was a 
priority for them, as well as having more employment options.  

As mentioned before, these results are encouraging in the sense that this 
supports the community’s vision for sustainable development. Attracting a 
population which wants to full-time work, live and stay in the Town. In addition, 
the condition to create such full-time positions requires the attraction of 
additional businesses/industries which would ensure the creation of full-time 
jobs. As such the three aspects are completely interrelated and addressing 
one will also address the others.  The details of the results are presented below 
in Table 4.  

TABLE 4: Vision of Economic Growth for Town’s Residents  

Response Number of responses 
 
Attracting more businesses to town 

 
26 

 
Attracting more people to settle in The Town of Norman Wells 

 
36 

 
Attracting more tourists or visitors 

 
26 

 
Having more employment options 

 
19 

 
Growing in a way that suites the Community 

 
29 

 
Ensuring the benefits of growth are evenly distributed 

 
10 

 
Sustainable development 

 
32 

 
Other 

 
6 
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QUESTION 12: Question twelve asked residents of Norman Wells to indicate the 
current economic challenges were being faced by the population. It is a 
question which allowed the IBS team to learn the economic challenges from 
the residents’ point of view, which is an important step to needed to design 
solutions, which are community specific and addresses the goals and 
objectives of the town’s residents. In particular, the question asked “What are 
the three major challenges, issues, or concerns for the economic development 
of The Town of Norman Wells, in your opinion? Please Select from the options.”  

FIGURE 9: Current Economic Challenges Faced by the Residents 

 

Remote Location 
 

Connectivity problems – No all-
weather road 

Harsh Weather 

Low population 

Lack of infrastructural 
development 

Lack of sufficient employment 
/ business opportunities 

Need for proper Housing  

Lack of proper training / higher 
education options 

Other 

 

The results showcased that the top three challenges for economic 
development as viewed by the residents of the Town of Norman Wells, which 
were, remote location, inadequate road conditions (especially during 
summer) and the need for proper housing. The number of responses 
categorized by each category of challenge has been summarized below in 
Table 5.  
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TABLE 5: Current Economic Challenges for the Town of Norman Wells 

Response Number of responses 

 

Remote Location 

 

39 

 

Connectivity problems – No all-weather road 

 

36 

 

Harsh Weather 

 

5 

 

Low population 

 

21 

 

Lack of infrastructural development 

 

20 

 

Lack of sufficient employment / business opportunities 

 

15 

 

Need for proper Housing  

 

33 

 

Lack of proper training / higher education options 

 

13 

 

Other 

 

8 

 

The results of this survey as indicated in Table 5, highlighted that the remoteness 
of the of the Town is a major obstacle in the residents’ view. So is the lack of 
adequate infrastructure such as an all-weather road to connect Norman Wells 
easily to other communities, especially the south. Finally, the lack of adequate 
housing in the Town also presents as a barrier for economic growth for the 
town, as a lack of proper housing will inhibit new residents from settling in the 
town permanently.  

 

QUESTION 13: Question 13 asked respondents to express their views of which 
facilities or businesses were absent from the community, this is an important 
question to allow the IBS research team to help understand the infrastructure 
that is required to meet the needs of the current demographics of the 
population. The question asked “What facilities or businesses are absent in the 
community? / Is there a requirement for any special kind of facilities or business 
organization in the community?’’.  
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The respondents identified various kinds of businesses being absent from the 
community. A few of them are listed below: 

 Recreational facilities / picnic grounds/family day camp areas for 
families. 

 Licensed day care facilities. 
 Sporting goods/recreational vehicle store 
 Competitive lumber/hardware stores.  
 Furniture/ household goods/appliances stores.  
 Item storage/vehicle housing rental spaces 
 Local car wash and related businesses. 
 Coffee shops, and hospitality related businesses, and cultural centre for 

hosting meetings. Café or recreational option (non-alcohol based) for 
adults, shared "maker space", pop up shop of services, restaurant/bake 
shop or deli. 

 Commercial fishing/local fish for sale, which are very expensive and 
difficult to work with shipping companies, not enough skilled contractors,  

 Sustainable community greenhouse to ensure food security and reduce 
prohibitive food costs. 

 Formalized business incubator. 
 Business mentoring including one on one on site, cultural facility,  
 Affordable grocery store, for low-income individuals. Walmart type store, 
 After hours restaurant/ fast food, with an after-hours gas station.   
 Butcher Shop 
 Insurance Broker 
 Real Estate Appraisal Company 
 Gift Shops 
 Big Game Wrapping & shipping Services 
 Property Management Companies (more rental units) 
 Hospital / Paramedic and emergency response services. Dentist. 

Pharmacy 
 Year-round swimming pool facility.  
 Massage therapist/chiropractor (professional bodyworker, registered).  
 Taxi service, 7 days per week,  
 Scrap yard that re purposes old things, storage facilities,  
 Tourist services,  
 Hairdresser/ Salon / Spa facilities. 
 Dog-park, Veterinary service 

This list is not inclusive and only reveals that there are options for encouraging 
local business enterprises in Norman Wells to cater to the gaps which exist in 
providing basic services and infrastructure needed for long-term living in a 
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community. Out of these priority items are coffee shops, affordable grocery 
stores, taxi service, and adequate pharmacies and hospitals.  The above 
allowed IBS to create a comprehensive list if businesses demanded by the 
town’s locals. These are important factors to consider in terms of creating and 
encouraging entrepreneurship which can meet the economic needs of the 
Town.  For the complete list of responses, please refer to annexure A. 

 

QUESTION 14: Question 14 asked respondents to indicate why individuals 
engage in purchasing from sources which are located outside of the town via 
means of online shopping, shopping in other towns, and others. Respondents 
were asked, “What drives you to make purchases from sources other than local 
businesses (including online)? Pick your top one.”  

 

FIGURE 10: Reasons Why Residents to Shop Outside of the Town 

 

The results indicate that most respondents selected either online shopping or 
shopping from other towns, due to a better selection and lower price point for 
items purchased. Furthermore, majority of respondents indicated high price 
concerns for prohibiting them from buying essentials from the town and having 
to look at outside options to full fill their purchase needs. This allowed the IBS 
research team to understand that available selection and high costs of goods 
and services was an impediment to local business growth, since many 
entrepreneurs would be concerned whether they would be able to attract 
customers who are willing to pay a higher cost for their goods and services due 
to high transportation costs, among others.  

 

QUESTION 15: Question 15 asks respondents for reasons as to why residents 
have not thought to open new businesses in town despite there a shortage of 
such businesses which offer basics goods and services. The question asked, “If 
you’ve ever thought about starting a business but haven’t done it, what are 
the things holding you back?’’ 
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FIGURE 11: Reasons for not Starting Local Businesses 
 

Access to training and support  
  

Confidence 

I have never thought about starting 
a business 

Mentorship 

No time  

Not applicable since I’ve already 
started a business 

Not enough start-up capital  

Regulatory obstacles of business 
start-up (e.g., permitting, licensing) 

Small market/audience in the 
area 

Other 

 

As the results show in Figure 11, most of the respondents mentioned that they 
did not feel that there was enough of a market to open a successful business, 
these responses were complemented with a lack of confidence on opening 
new businesses, as well as lack of time. This question ties in well with Question 
14 which indicates that residents primarily choose online shopping or shopping 
from outside of the community as their primary mode of purchase. This partly 
explains why residents who would otherwise choose to open a business 
chooses otherwise, as-well as a lack of confidence in opening businesses that 
would otherwise be successful. 

General Comments: 

Overall, the survey results indicate that there is a lot of potential in the Town of 
Norman Wells. However, there is need to address the existing challenges and 
focus on ensuring economic revival by adopting realistic and sustainable 
strategies, which will ensure that viable economic opportunities identified and 
taken advantage of. Some of the key points that need to be addressed are: 

Invest in human resource development including trade skills; 

The key stakeholders need to come to have the same understanding on the 
need for economic development and how to go about the process in a holistic 
manner; 

Find ways to change the transient nature of the population to permanent 
residents;  
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Focus on infrastructural development like all-weather road and affordable 
housing; and 

Investment in local entrepreneurship and “buying local” to reduce 
dependence on external economies as well as reduce prohibitive cost of 
essential commodities. 

DETAILED COMMENTS RECEIVED FROM RESPONDENTS  

This section is dedicated to some of the detailed comments we received when 
asked to comment on the current challenges and recommendations 
pertaining to the economic development plan. The comments are produced 
verbatim without modifications.  

“I think we need to attract new families to move to Norman Wells to create 
more human resources/population and diversity. One way to do it is; offer one 
year of free living to anyone that is willing to move their family here and has a 
great business plan to start a new business in Norman Wells. In collaboration 
with Imperial Oil, the Town of NW can move the family up, give them a house 
to live in and utilities for free for one year. This must be a great business plan, 
that will not cause market disruption, but offer something new to the 
community as well as add to the economy. Part of the plan is that the family 
must be part of the community as well. Maybe the mom volunteers or offers 
other services. The rules can be detailed to what would work. The marketing 
for this idea alone would create stimulation. “ 

 

“Always pushing the "Support Local" mindset for community members. It is hard 
to convince everyone to shop local when the prices of needed items can be 
so high but if there was some sort of incentive for local spenders it may 
encourage them to spend local more often. Kind of like the BIP system with the 
government, it gives the local businesses the upper hand and encourages 
companies/government divisions to hire local northern companies to 
complete work. It may not help much with the development but helps to 
maintain local economy a little.” 

 

“For companies to move members back would need amenities in town that 
may match some amenities you get at other areas, such as a rec centre where 
families are able to escape the harsh winter reality that lasts so long and enjoy 
some time with other families or just the kids. These short comings make it very 
difficult for parents and kids being here if they do not have interests that pertain 
to only being in the outdoors all the time.” 
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“We need an all-season road in order to grow. We need the green spaces in 
town left alone (or expanded) rather than knocking down all the trees to build 
more staff housing, especially when there are so many vacant units and empty 
lots in town right now.  The Town should not be in the business of supplying 
housing to staff (other than the SAO and the fire chief) and need to sell the 
units they have (especially the vacant ones).” 

 

“Need to encourage employers to hire employees who will move to Norman 
Wells.  Don't make it so easy for rotational workers. Stop providing services for 
free when there are small businesses who depend on charging fees for the 
services they provide.” 

 

“The biggest problem in Norman Wells, and most communities is lack of rental 
units.  There are so many employment opportunities, however, no place to live.  
Looking at current local infrastructure/assets, it's very noticeable all the empty 
houses that could solve our housing issues.” 

 

“I believe the remoteness of the town is part of the charm of living here. 
However, without an all-weather road, it is expensive to run a business or even 
a household.” 

 

“There is a general attitude that the town is more of steppingstone home away 
from home until you can make it somewhere else.  The population turns over 
very quickly, people come to town for an opportunity put their time in and then 
they are off to somewhere else to build their dream home, better jobs, or to be 
closer to friends and family.  This has a huge strain on the economy as these 
people may just be saving their money for the future instead of investing in 
homes or business in town.” 

 

“Norman Wells needs to continue to champion a pro-business community. 
Barriers to starting a business should be minimal therefore we don’t need a 
million by-laws as it stifles economic development and puts more strain on the 
town having to enforce all the bylaws. Our community needs to be one that 
people want to live in because the more, new ideas brought in will bring new 
economic opportunities.” 
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“Development of the abundance of natural resources. Abundance of Fresh 
Water(tourism), Hunting and Trapping, Forestry (wood opportunities), Vast 
landmass of Wilderness to be explored (tourism ventures) Fresh water fishing (or 
fish harvesting), O&G resource development, River accommodations for 
boating & tourism (Dock marina with service).” 

 

For the complete list of suggestions provided by the residents, please refer to 
Annexure B. 

 

Survey Responses to indicate absent businesses and facilities in the Town of 
Norman Wells 

The responses have been produced verbatim here without any personal 
information to maintain confidentiality. 

What facilities or businesses are absent in the community? / Is there a 
requirement for any special kind of facilities or business organization in the 
community? 

A recreation facility of any sort that is not closed due to mold or filled with 
broken equipment. A daycare or facility for the care of toddlers so both 
parents can work. 

Unsure, I think the community here is great.  

Safety training.  

Sports facilities  

There's too many to mention. But we need the population and human 
resources to be able to have new businesses. We need new young energetic 
people willing to move here and start something new. We need to attract 
newcomers.  

Sporting goods/recreational vehicle store 
Competitive lumber/hardware stores 
Furniture/ household goods/appliances store 
Item storage/vehicle housing rental spaces 
These businesses would require service commercial or commercial lots, no 
further special requirements. 
Car wash (would require a lot of special equipment) 
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What facilities or businesses are absent in the community? / Is there a 
requirement for any special kind of facilities or business organization in the 
community? 

More picnic grounds/family day camp areas - very easy to develop but 
would need to be monitored to ensure they are not misused 

Cooperatives- to take advantage of the low population base 
 
Incentives for business and/or potential residents to set up and stay in 
Norman Wells.  

Missing driving economy, there is one industry in town that drives critical work 
and cash flow around it. Need either another company in the oil/gas sector 
to come back to the area or find a small one to give incentives to enter the 
area. 

Daycare, technologies, coffee shop, art 

DAY CARE!  How can you expect new businesses and residents when there 
is no licensed day care available?  The Town owns the buildings, and they 
should be proactive working with GNWT/ECE to get it open again.  It is in 
the best interests of the Town of Norman Wells to have licensed Daycare, 
especially if they are trying to attract new businesses and new people.  
Having no licensed daycare is a stain on the Town of Norman Wells and 
projects the idea that we are still an oil town rather than a community in 
which to raise your family. 
We need a sustainable community greenhouse, food security is a big issue 
and is only going to get worse.  The cost to feed a family healthy food is 
extremely high and when you add the high rents and babysitter costs many 
families in the north are living below the poverty line, even ones that earn a 
healthy wage. 

No commercial fishing/local fish for sale, expensive and/or difficult to work 
with shipping companies, not enough skilled contractors.   

Hair/spa, recreational  

day care is needed but there needs to be someone willing to develop a 
private business model to best fit the diversity of Norman Wells. 
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What facilities or businesses are absent in the community? / Is there a 
requirement for any special kind of facilities or business organization in the 
community? 

Formalized business incubator 
Business mentoring including one on one on site 
Cultural facility 

Affordable grocery store, for low income 
After hours restaurant/ fast food, with a after hours gas station 
Daycare would help  

a full-time vet  

Butcher Shop, Bakery, Insurance Broker, Real Estate Appraisal Company, Gift 
Shops, Big Game Wrapping & shipping Services, Property Mgmt Companies 
(more rental units) and on and on. 

Food. Better/fresher produce and more 
Power prices and fuel prices  
Developments with a view up on the hill  

N/A 

Paramedic and emergency response services - even a private medic service 
contracted by the town if the GNWT doesn't see it as a requirement. 
Although noble of them, responding to medical emergencies should not be 
the responsibility of firefighters or nurses or civilians trying to act as first aid 
persons to save their loved ones. A qualified paramedic or medical 
responder is appropriate for this service and there is a need to transport 
injured people to the health centre or to perform medical assistance on site 
of an incident. 

Day care 

I believe there are many families who would not live in a community that did 
not have a doctor or hospital in the community. For many this is a lack of a 
necessity and a risk. 

Coffee shop! Meeting / cultural centre for hosting meetings when it’s safe 
again. Most importantly - a daycare! So many mothers in Norman Wells could 
be participating in the economy but can’t either at all or as much as they 
would like to because of lack of adequate and affordable childcare. This is 
a huge challenge and should be addressed as a top priority.  

Year-round swimming pool facility. Massage therapist/chiropractor 
(professional bodyworker, registered). Taxi service, 7 days per week.  
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What facilities or businesses are absent in the community? / Is there a 
requirement for any special kind of facilities or business organization in the 
community? 

updated facilities 

Too many to list here.  

more business' in general 

good restaurant, tourism coordinator 

Restaurants or Cafe's 

Day Care, Cafe's, Restaurants, Variety of Retail stores 
(clothing/shoes/household items) to easily access, cheaper shipping rates 
(air/barge), cheaper fuel prices or more subsidy, better access to 
produces/fresh goods,  

The town could use another restaurant/bake shop or deli where you can get 
good coffees and a selection of deli style items. 

Entertainment, place to spend time with other adults that doesn’t revolve 
around alcohol like a cafe, art studio with classes 

Something absent is programming for adults. It's great we have rec 
programming for youth, but it would be lovely more to do for adults. An 
evening cafe setting, or adult programming (like a dance, or even games 
etc. I love our carnivals and Indigenous People's Day but that is sort of all 
we have for adults?) A town sponsored paddling event by James, Jennie or 
Craig, etc.  
 
Even when it was open pre-covid, the Heritage closed at 8. I wonder if 
lengthened hours for existing businesses is an option, or a sober alternative. 
The Big Bar is great, but could we also have fun without drinking? 
 
Also, it's too bad the pool can't open this summer. The school is open, so I 
thought we'd be okay bubble-wise to have the pool again. I guess many of 
my ideas are recreation based- is that economic? It just feels like there isn't 
much to do and that may impact people's desire to live in Norman Wells.  
 
I love the additional markets we've had lately. I think we should continue 
doing that.  
 
I wish we had a hairdresser again- excellent economic opportunity.  
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What facilities or businesses are absent in the community? / Is there a 
requirement for any special kind of facilities or business organization in the 
community? 

I am glad we have a reliable taxi now. That is a huge quality of life 
improvement! 
 
What about the possibly of a shared "maker space?" Like so many people 
have specialized skills but can't open a full business. What about being able 
to provide a space for Heather to do nails, Alyssa to do hair, Feliz to do 
brows, Nadine to sell baked goods etc. Like a pop-up shop of services? 
That's not necessarily long term though but there are so many niche 
economic things happening out of people's homes. It might be worth it to 
consider bringing them to a more visible forefront? Thank you for this survey! 

It would be really nice to see more big business interested in our area such 
as oil field development or mining.  The town has revolved and benefited 
from Imperial for many years which has allowed medium and small business 
to thrive.  Sadly, whether it was the feds or GNWT the investment back into 
the town was not set up for its next venture after oil is gone.  We really need 
a plan in place to ensure that Norman Wells doesn't fade away like so many 
towns in Canada when "the mill shuts down" so we have some thing else to 
base our economy. Some other suggestion would be more focused on 
tourism take advantage of our geographical location as a world destination.  
Fisheries in the Mackenzie River this has been untapped and has huge 
potential.  Mining in the Mackenzie Mountains could also be lucrative as 
there is vast amount of area with potential for various minerals.  Real-estate 
and home building could also drive some economic activity, the GNWT has 
many subsidy programs to assist with funding home ownership, which I 
support as long as it doesn't not shrink home prices.   For the day to small 
economy there is a lack of competition.  Prices for goods and services are so 
high that most people feel they need to go without, learn the skills, or make 
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What facilities or businesses are absent in the community? / Is there a 
requirement for any special kind of facilities or business organization in the 
community? 

it themselves.  Often time products are bought outside of Norman Wells and 
high shipping cost just to get a slightly better deal.  Most locals will fill luggage 
full of goods while they're out in a bigger center to save a dollar.  People in 
Norman Well usually make good wages but are generally forces to spend 
them else where. 

Tourism attractions.  

Bars 

No 

A good restaurant/cafe/takeout place with a variety of menu items and 
longer operational hours 

Unsure 

Childcare 

Training Facilities 

Unsure  

Walmart type store.  

Child Care 

I think a dog park would be a pretty good idea. Something social for people 
to do as well as allow people to let their dogs all run free in one spot. 

Scrap yard that re purposes old things; storage facilities; tourist services; 
mining; entertainment;  

daycare is needed 

Pool hall/arcade 

Hospital with proper facility  

Unsure 

lots and lots there is too many to list 

None, got everything we need 

Resource Development 

Multi plex 
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What facilities or businesses are absent in the community? / Is there a 
requirement for any special kind of facilities or business organization in the 
community? 

More affordable groceries, more tourist attractions, more affordable hotel, 
additional restaurant, hairdresser, dentist, better health care, more 
affordable housing 

Hairdresser 
Veterinary service 
Pharmacy 

 

ANNEXURE B: Specific suggestions provided by the residents of the Town of 
Norman Wells to help improve the community 

The responses have been produced verbatim here without any personal 
information to maintain confidentiality. 

Any other suggestions/opinions which are relevant to the economic 
development of the community. 

The Town of Norman Wells needs to stop relying on Esso staying and start 
learning how to grow and improve our economy in a way that allows us to 
function without them. 

Establishing a solid infrastructure to support more careers that pertain around 
the environment. Ex; oil, minerals, lumber etc.  

Too much of the available government grant money being wasted and 
scammed.  

Attract local, small businesses to open.  

I think we need to attract new families to move to Norman Wells to create 
more human resources/population and diversity. One way to do it is; offer 
one year of free living to anyone that is willing to move their family here and 
has a great business plan to start a new business in Norman Wells. In 
collaboration with Imperial Oil, the Town of NW can move the family up, give 
them a house to live in and utilities for free for one year. This must be a great 
business plan, that will not cause market disruption, but offer something new 
to the community as well as add to the economy. Part of the plan is that the 
family must be part of the community as well. Maybe the mom volunteers or 
offers other services. The rules can be detailed to what would work. The 
marketing for this idea alone would create stimulation. 
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Any other suggestions/opinions which are relevant to the economic 
development of the community. 

Always pushing the "Support Local" mindset for community members. It is 
hard to convince everyone to shop local when the prices of needed items 
can be so high but if there was some sort of incentive for local spenders it 
may encourage them to spend local more often. Kind of like the BIP system 
with the government, it gives the local businesses the upper hand and 
encourages companies/government divisions to hire local northern 
companies to complete work. It may not help much with the development 
but helps to maintain local economy a little.  

For companies to move members back would need amenities in town that 
may match some amenities you get at other areas, such as a rec centre 
where families are able to escape the harsh winter reality that lasts so long 
and enjoy some time with other families or just the kids. These short comings 
make it very difficult for parents and kids being here if they do not have 
interests that pertain to only being in the outdoors all the time. 

Consider both long term residents and transient residents and find a vision 
that will fit both. 

We need an all-season road in order to grow 
We need the green spaces in town left alone (or expanded) rather than 
knocking down all the trees to build more staff housing, especially when 
there are so many vacant units and empty lots in town right now.    
The Town should not be in the business of supplying housing to staff (other 
than the SAO and the fire chief) and need to sell the units they have 
(especially the vacant ones) 

Need to encourage employers to hire employees who will move to Norman 
Wells.  Don't make it so easy for rotational workers.   
Stop providing services for free when there are small businesses who 
depend on charging fees for the services they provide.   

Restaurant that you can eat at  

locals developing businesses that work with other local businesses to attract 
tourists without relying on outside tourism operators.  Would keep benefits 
within the community and the NWT. 

* Community sustainability plan 
* service provision partnerships that are committed to into the future 
* realistic expectations set up for success 
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Any other suggestions/opinions which are relevant to the economic 
development of the community. 

Town has to many employees, leave it for business, they are the one that 
pay taxes 
Cost of local materials from the quarry is too expensive 
Town does not need to be in the equipment ownership, competing with 
local business 

The biggest problem in Norman Wells, and most communities is lack of rental 
units.  There are so many employment opportunities, however, no place to 
live.  Looking at current local infrastructure/assets, it's very noticeable all the 
empty houses that could solve our housing issues. 

We need some good projects to happen in the community to give everyone 
some employment the town has so much potential to be the most beautiful 
town in the north   

With industry slowing down and to avoid exploration of potential mining of 
non-renewable resources, it might be a good idea to look into the future of 
Norman Wells and which government HQs could possibly be located here 
rather than in YK. For example, the GNWTs Forest Management Division HQ is 
located in Fort Smith to encourage economic growth and sustainability.  

I believe the remoteness of the town is part of the charm of living here. 
However, without an all-weather road, it is expensive to run a business or 
even a household.  

Provide opportunities and training for sectors outside of resource 
development - social services, land claim organizations, recreation, 
childcare, etc.  

Maintain trail system throughout community: walking/skiing & 
snowmobiles/quads 

On the job training for students that count towards high school/college 
credits 

Just more rec programming to enhance the quality of life. I'd happily pay 
money for more fun activities!  

Lots. 😏 

easier / affordable means of access 

Lower fees for jet service, fuel subsidies. 

Childcare facilities 
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Any other suggestions/opinions which are relevant to the economic 
development of the community. 

sharing of contracts/bid work- it seems all of the road works and other very 
large contracts specifically are given to one contracting company in Town 
and the little companies suffer. 

The biggest hurtle in setting up any new businesses is the cost involved, 
especially a food service business. The lack of commercial real estate in the 
downtown area also makes it more difficult. 

There is a general attitude that the town is more of steppingstone home 
away from home until you can make it somewhere else.  The population turns 
over very quickly, people come to town for an opportunity put their time in 
and then they are off to somewhere else to build their dream home, better 
jobs, or to be closer to friends and family.  This has a huge strain on the 
economy as these people may just be saving their money for the future 
instead of investing in homes or business in town. 

Cut all the red tape and expanses for oil companies to develop.  

Create equality where jobs are concerned for qualified candidates 
irrespective of your background 

Uncertain  

A lot of problems could be solved by reducing shipping costs, like Canadian 
Tire has been doing. It’s opened up a world of affordable products that 
aren’t available here or are ridiculously expensive at the northern 
store/ramparts.  

The number one barrier is housing. The community could have the best plan 
that exist but if people do not have a suitable living arrangements or options 
for affordable housing the plan will remain on paper.  

No current suggestions as the Town of Norman Wells seems to be doing quite 
a lot of changes lately. They seem like they have more than enough on there 
plate right now. 

Norman Wells needs to continue to champion a pro-business community. 
Barriers to starting a business should be minimal therefore we don’t need a 
million by-laws as it stifles economic development and puts more strain on 
the town having to enforce all the bylaws. Our community needs to be one 
that people want to live in because the more new ideas brought in will bring 
new economic opportunities.  
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Any other suggestions/opinions which are relevant to the economic 
development of the community. 

Great Town 

More for Kids to do. And need for daycare. 

Access to year-round roads to attract more people to visit and invest more 
businesses  

Unsure 

I like it the way it is. That is why I live here. 

Development of the abundance of natural resources. Abundance of Fresh 
Water(tourism), Hunting and Trapping, Forestry (wood opportunities), Vast 
landmass of Wilderness to be explored (tourism ventures) Fresh water fishing 
(or fish harvesting), O&G resource development, River accommodations for 
boating & tourism (Dock marina with service). 

Make it easier for people to start a business.  

Availability of reasonable housing.  If people have nowhere to live at a 
reasonable cost, they cannot live, work, or contribute to our community. 

 

Economic Revival Strategy Survey Results – IBS Group 

“Community Economic Development for Local Economic Development 
Officer” Handbook, Government of Manitoba  
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6.3 Appendix 3: Youth Engagement Survey Results 
 

The Town of Norman Wells engaged with Innovative Business Solutions (IBS) to 
come up with an economic revival strategy for the Town. As part of the 
economic revival strategy process, IBS needed to gain an understanding of 
the vision, impression, aspirations, and challenges faced by the residents of the 
Town of Norman Wells. Consequently, the Youth Engagement Survey 
questionnaire was designed by IBS to get an understanding of the current 
challenges, goals, and needs of the Town’s youth, to enable the creation of a 
revival strategy that meets the goals and aspirations of the Town of Norman 
Well’s youth. The survey questionnaire was created using an online platform 
and was circulated to the Town of Norman Wells on the Town’s website as well 
as on e-mail through the Mackenzie Mountain School principal. The survey was 
live for a total of 21 days, which provided enough time to the youth of the 
community to voice their recommendations and concerns through the 
responses provided in the survey.  

Importance of Engaging Youth in Community Decision Making 

A large and engaged ‘youth’ population can be seen as an asset for 
municipal governments, since a potentially engaged youth population is able 
to provide an active workforce that can drive economic growth, productivity 
and bring greater innovation to the economy through entrepreneurship. 
However, the degree to which the economic benefits is realized are heavily 
dependent on sufficient pre-existing economic activity being available for 
such demographics. The youth also represent an important share of the future 
political and social life of the community and should play an important role in 
shaping such factors. Therefore, ensuring the active engagement of young 
men and women in advancing the community’s agenda is essential to have 
political stability, decrease economic and social marginalization and assume 
ownership in shaping their lives, communities, and economies. 

Finally, engaging young people in open community initiatives can result in an 
increased understanding and interest among young people in civic and 
political affairs and can foster active residency which allows the youth to feel 
that they are actively involved in decision-making and that their voices are 
taken into consideration in the decision-making process of the community. The 
involvement of youth is also an important factor in considering the social well-
being of such individuals, since it allows the building of self-esteem and self-
empowerment which are important benefits for societies that are looking to 
provide both economic and social solutions to their communities. Therefore, in 
the long run engaging youth positively at an early stage of their lives, builds for 
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strong future citizens. Membership of youth groups and voluntary organizations 
for youth all correlate positively with building trust and transparency between 
generations and among residents within their communities.  

Purpose 

The youth engagement survey was designed to allow community members to 
understand the ‘school to work’ transitions of young people and the factors 
that influence such transitions. An in-depth understanding of the youth’s vision 
for their town is required to understand the future labour force’s need in terms 
of jobs, infrastructure, and economic development. Furthermore, 
understanding the youth’s vision for their community will also help in impactful 
decision making in various activities in terms of supporting transitions from 
school to work, providing support for further education and advancement of 
a labour market which supports such transitions, progression to further 
schooling and/or the labour market and subsequent transitions. Finally, it is 
important to have an idea of the youth’s future plans of relocation and return 
to the community, to plan infrastructure that supports and encourages 
transition back into the community of Norman Wells after tertiary education.  

An active and engaged ‘youth’ population can be seen as a source of the 
community’s innovation purpose and improved services.  Therefore, by 
encouraging the youth to participate in open community initiatives and 
discussion, communities can create a positive impact on youth at a personal 
level and with regards to the overall development of society and economies 
through the fresh new ideas of the community’s youth.  

It was the goal of the IBS research team to engage the maximum number of 
youths of the community in the Economic Revival Strategy. It is considered vital 
to have the voices heard from the young residents who would be the future of 
the community and expected to enjoy the benefits from the implementation 
of any successful economic strategy. We have therefore analyzed all the 
responses received and incorporated the findings which will serve as an 
important part of creating the Economic Revival Strategy for the Town of 
Norman Wells.  

As an important note, all personal data collected pertaining to the responses 
is confidential and will be treated as such. This implies that we will not be 
revealing any personal information of the respondents, nor will there be any 
way to track the responses to the specific individual respondents.  

The next section presents the details of each question asked in the survey. 
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SURVEY RESULTS 

 

Results Overview 

The details of the Youth Engagement Survey are presented in summary format 
in Table 1. As summarized by the table, the survey was available from May 28th 
to June 18th of 2021. There were 20 responses out of 75 potential responses (14 
to 19 age group), which represents a response rate of 27%, a rate which is quite 
consistent with national response rates. The survey consisted of 18 questions, 
and on average took five minutes to complete. Only the Youth (14 to 19 age 
group) of Norman Wells were eligible to participate as respondents to the 
survey. 

TABLE 1: Survey Overview for Youth Engagement Survey 

Survey Particulars Response Statistics 

Period of Survey – Online platform 28th May 2021 – 18th June 2021 

Number of respondents  20 

Number of questions 18 

Av. time taken to complete 5.29 minutes 

Eligible to participate Youth of Norman Wells 

Percentage of Responses 27% 

 

 

Results to Specific Questions 

QUESTION 1 was related to the gender of the respondents. 

 FIGURE 1: Gender Diversity of Respondents 
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QUESTION 2: This question was asked to understand the youth’s perception of 
whether the town encourages the youth back to resettle into the community 
upon graduation by providing sufficient engagement opportunities in the 
community such as decision making, employment, and forms of social 
engagements. The question asks for respondents to pick an appropriate 
response to the statement “The Town of Norman Wells welcomes young adults 
who live in town or move back to Town and encourages them to get involved 
in roles within the community based on their interest areas.”  

FIGURE 2: Extent to Which the Youth are Encouraged to Return to the Community 

 

 

TABLE 2: Extent to which Youth are encouraged to return to the Community. Distribution of 
answers by number and percentage of respondents 

 

Options Number of responses %age 

Very much agree 1 5% 

Agree 9 45% 

Neutral - neither agree nor disagree 7 35% 

Disagree 2 10% 

Very much disagree 1 5% 
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The responses indicate that 50% of the respondents agree and very much 
agree that the Town of Norman Wells welcomes young adults who live in town 
or move back to town and thus encourages them to get involved in roles within 
the community based on their interest areas. This is an encouraging result 
signifying the communities’ ability to prioritize its youth’s future. The key is to 
reach out to those who are neutral, it could be that youth programs may need 
to be promoted as they may not be aware of such programs.  

QUESTION 3: This question asked whether the youth in the community had 
enough opportunities to get involved in the decision-making process of its 
future. The question asked to rate to what degree an individual agreed with 
the statement “It is important that our community involve young people (under 
the age of 19) in the decisions that impact the community’s future.” 

FIGURE 3: Magnitude of Involvement of Youth in Community Decision Making 

 

 

TABLE 3: Magnitude of Involvement of Youth in Community Decision Making - Distribution of  
answers by number and percentage of respondents 
 

Options Number of responses %age 

Very much agree 7 35% 

Agree 11 55% 

Neutral - neither agree nor disagree 2 10% 

Disagree 0 0% 
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Very much disagree 0 0% 

 

In responding to this question, 90% of the respondents ‘very much agreed’ and 
‘agreed’ to the statement that the community engages the youth in its 
decision-making process of future and current activities. Based on the 
distribution of responses received, we can make a safe conclusion that the 
community involves young people (under the age of 19) in the decisions that 
impact the community’s future, and the youth share the same sentiment. This 
is quite an encouraging result for the sustainability factors for attracting and 
retaining a stable population.  

QUESTION 4: This question is designed to understand the community’s ability to 
develop the youth and keep them engaged in activities such as in programs 
such as entrepreneurship. In particular, the question asked to respond to the 
statement “The community can support young entrepreneurship programs 
and events such as young entrepreneur fairs, apprenticeships, micro-business 
projects, etc.” 

FIGURE 4: Can the Community Support Youth Entrepreneurship and Related Activities? 

 

TABLE 4: Can the Community Support Youth Entrepreneurship and Related Activities? - 
Distribution of Answers by number and percentage of respondents 

Options Number of responses %age 

Very much agree 2 10% 

Agree 10 50% 

10%
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Neutral - neither agree nor disagree 5 25% 

Disagree 2 10% 

Very much disagree 1 5% 

 

The results indicate that more than 50% of the respondents agree that the 
community can support young entrepreneurship programs and events such as 
young entrepreneur fairs, apprenticeships, micro-business projects, etc. 
However, what’s concerning is the large percentage of respondents who 
responded as ‘neutral’ which is to say neither agree nor disagree with the 
statement which raises the question of why such a large percentage would 
feel neutral about such activities. One possible answer is that the events and 
activities are not promoted adequately, and many could be unsure that they 
exist.  

QUESTION 5: This question was asked to understand whether the community 
had enough mentorship opportunities for the youth. The question asked to 
respond to the statement “Adults in the community serve as mentors to young 
people.” 

FIGURE 5: Are there enough mentorship opportunities for the youth? 

 

 

TABLE 5: Are there enough mentorship opportunities for the youth? - Distribution of Answers by 
number and percentage of respondents 

Options Number of responses %age 
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Very much agree 2 10% 

Agree 5 25% 

Neutral - neither agree nor disagree 5 25% 

Disagree 5 25% 

Very much disagree 3 15% 

 

The Reponses indicate that only a few respondents constituting 35% of all 
responses ‘agree’ and ‘very much agree’ that there are enough mentorship 
activities available for the youth. The concerning point here is that most 
respondents either ‘disagree’ ‘very much disagree’ or picked ‘neutral’ 
indicating that there is a large room to improve in this regard. This identifies a 
gap which can be addressed by the Town of Norman wells in making the youth 
mentorship programs more accessible in making future plans for the 
community.  

QUESTION 6: This question was asked to try and understand if there were 
enough youth led entrepreneurship in the community, or existence of 
organizations who help youth to develop their creative side in terms of 
entrepreneurship or other career in arts related fields. In particular, the question 
asked to respond to the statement, “Young entrepreneurs in the community 
can participate in organizations or peer groups to pursue their creative talents 
and work with other young entrepreneurs.” 

FIGURE 6: Are there enough community support for youth creativity and entrepreneurship? 
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TABLE 6: Are there enough community support for youth creativity and entrepreneurship? 
Distribution of Answers by number and percentage of respondents 

Options Number of 
responses 

%age 

Very much agree 1 5% 

Agree 9 45% 

Neutral - neither agree nor disagree 9 45% 

Disagree 1 5% 

Very much disagree 0 0% 

 

As the results indicate, and equal number of respondents agree that there exist 
enough opportunities for young entrepreneurs in the community, who can 
participate in organizations or peer groups to pursue their creative talents and 
work with other young entrepreneurs. However, an equal number of 
respondents are neutral and disagree with the statement. This implies that 
there is scope to include more prospective young entrepreneurs in the 
community to participate in organizations or peer groups that pursue creative 
talents and work with other young entrepreneurs. 

 

QUESTION 7: This question asks whether there are enough post-secondary 
educational development opportunities for the Town of Norman Wells youth, 
which they could pursue after graduation from high school. These 
opportunities include both schooling inside the community as-well as 
opportunities to encourage the youth to obtain their education outside 
university institutions. The question asked for a response to the statement “There 
are enough post-secondary education opportunities in the community after 
graduation (i.e., community college, university, etc.).” 
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FIGURE 7: Are there enough post-secondary development opportunities upon 
graduation? 

 

 

TABLE 7: Are there enough post-secondary development opportunities upon graduation? 
Distribution of Answers by number and percentage of respondents 

 

Only 40% of respondents to this question agreed, while 20% were neutral, 25% 
disagreed, and 15% very much disagreed on the availability of post-secondary 
educational opportunities, indicating that there is considerable scope to 
improve the higher education options available to retain young members in 
the community. 

QUESTION 8: This question was designed to understand if there are enough 
employment opportunities for youth that are both new to town and youth that 
choose to return to their community. Employment opportunities are an 
important factor in understanding one’s choice to live in a certain place either 
for a short or longer term and is especially true for the youth who are just starting 
out in their careers. A place which can provide stable, long-term employment 
is a place the youth can develop a grow. Therefore, the question asked to 
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respond to the statement “There are enough productive employment 
opportunities for young people who stay in the community, newly move to the 
community or return to the community after graduation/ completion of higher 
studies.” 

FIGURE 8: Are there enough employment opportunities for returning or new youth in town? 

 

 

TABLE 8: Are there enough employment opportunities for returning or new youth in town? 
Distribution of Answers by number and percentage of respondents 

Options Number of responses %age 

Very much agree 0 0% 

Agree 4 20% 

Neutral - neither agree nor disagree 10 50% 

Disagree 6 30% 

Very much disagree 0 0% 

 

The response to this question was particularly concerning. Majority of the 
respondents, 50% of respondents voted neutral, while 30% of respondents who 
voted to disagree. Only 20% of the respondents agreed with the statement. 
This would imply that there no sufficient employment opportunities in the Town. 
This result shows why there is need for economic development in the Town of 
Norman Wells, the need to create a vibrant and diversified economy with vast 
employment opportunities.  
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QUESTION 9: This question was designed to assess whether the youth in the town 
felt that there were enough opportunities for themselves to get involved in the 
‘transition of power’ from community leaders to themselves in the future. This 
question points at measuring the sentiment of whether the community is 
employing of young people, accepting new ideas, and how much they value 
the youth’s voice in the future decision-making process of the community. The 
question asked to respond to the statement “Our community leaders and 
organizations encourage transition of power to a younger generation.’’ 

FIGURE 9: Do community leaders encourage transition of power to community’s youth? 

 

TABLE 9: Do community leaders encourage transition of power to community’s youth? 
Distribution of Answers by number and percentage of respondents 

Options Number of responses %age 

Very much agree 1 5% 

Agree 6 30% 

Neutral - neither agree nor disagree 10 50% 

Disagree 3 15% 

Very much disagree 0 0% 

 

The results indicate that 65% respondents chose the option ‘Neutral’ and 
disagreed. The results show that while there is a clear minority of youth who 
agree and very much agree, most respondents are unsure/neutral about this 
matter. This is a major concern as communities where youth do not feel or have 
no sentiments on their potential to take over from the adults will impede future 
growth of their community. As a result, there is some clear indication for the 
need to improve on this aspect raised by the youth.  
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QUESTION 10: The purpose of this question is to understand the involvement of 
minority groups such as women, elders, and other minority groups in their ability 
to get involved in the community’s decision-making process. This can happen 
through several channels: employment, community council, entrepreneurship 
and other challenges which empower such minority groups. The question 
asked to respond to the statement “In our community, women and minorities 
are accepted in all types of leadership roles.’’ 

FIGURE 10: Is there enough scope for minority groups to get involved in the community? 

 

 

TABLE 10: Is there enough scope for minority groups to get involved in the community? 
Distribution of Answers by number and percentage of respondents 

Options Number of responses %age 

Very much agree 4 20% 

Agree 10 50% 

Neutral - neither agree nor disagree 4 20% 

Disagree 1 5% 

Very much disagree 1 5% 

 

The results of this question indicate that majority of youth respondents feel that 
minorities can get involved in the community and are accepted in leadership 
roles. This is a good indication of the community’s openness and inclusivity of 
minority groups.  
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QUESTION 11: This question asks whether the community allows for enough 
opportunities for the youth to get involved in extracurricular activities beyond 
schooling such as sports, and school or community sponsored youth events. 
The question asks the respond to the statement “Our community offers positive 
things for young people to do beyond sports and school-sponsored events and 
activities.’’ 

FIGURE 11: Are there enough extracurricular events for the youth to get involved in? 

 

TABLE 11: Are there enough extracurricular events for the youth to get involved in? Distribution 
of Answers by number and percentage of respondents 

Options Number of responses %age 

Very much agree 1 5% 

Agree 7 35% 

Neutral - neither agree nor disagree 5 25% 

Disagree 2 10% 

Very much disagree 5 25% 

 

The results indicate that while 35% of individuals agree that there are such 
events available, and 5% very much agree, the rest of the respondents are 
undecided/neutral 25%, while 10% disagree. The results therefore indicate that 
there is room for the community to advertise more effectively the activities that 
do exist and bring about new events which involve the youth in activities 
outside of school. This is also an important aspect of community building as 
events such as these deter the youth from getting involved in destructive 
activities such as drugs, alcohol, and other means of crime which destroy the 
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bright future of the community’s youth. 35% respondents selected agree while 
25% selected ‘Neutral – neither agree nor disagree’ and ‘Very much disagree’. 
In this instance we can interpret the neutral responses as tending towards 
disagree rather than agree indicating that there is need to provide more 
positive things for young people to do beyond sports and school-sponsored 
events and activities. 

 

QUESTION 12: This question was asked to try and understand whether the 
projects undertaken in the community respected the various cultures of the 
community members living in the Town of Norman Wells. The question asked to 
answer the question “The various projects in the community are respectful of 
the various cultures of the community members.’’ 

FIGURE 12: Are community projects respectful of various cultures present within the 
community? 

 

 

TABLE 12: Are community projects respectful of various cultures present within the community? 
Distribution of Answers by number and percentage of respondents 

Options Number of responses %age 

Very much agree 3 15% 

Agree 12 60% 

Neutral - neither agree nor disagree 5 25% 

Disagree 0 0% 

Very much disagree 0 0% 
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The results of this question were quite reassuring as 60% respondents selected 
‘Agree’ indicating that the projects taken by the community indeed were 
respectful of the community’s various cultures, 25% selected ‘Neutral – neither 
agree nor disagree’ and 15% selected ‘Very much agree’ indicating that the 
community has an inclusive culture and is respectful towards its diverse 
cultures. 

 

QUESTION 13: This question tried to ask the question of whether there are 
enough youth groups present in the community for youth to get involved in, 
receive mentorship, and foster community growth. The question asked to 
respond to the statement “There are enough youth groups in the community 
(ex. Scouts, big brothers and sisters, etc.).’’ 

FIGURE 13: Are there adequate youth groups in the community? 

 

 

TABLE 13: Are there adequate youth groups in the community?  Distribution of Answers by 
number and percentage of respondents 

Options Number of responses %age 

Very much agree 2 10% 

Agree 2 10% 

Neutral - neither agree nor disagree 10 50% 

Disagree 2 10% 

Very much disagree 4 20% 
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The results indicate that most respondents (50%) choose the option ‘Neutral - 
neither agree nor disagree’, 20% selected ‘Very much disagree’ with a tie at 
10% between ‘Very much agree’, ‘Agree’ and ‘Disagree’. The results taken 
together indicate that there are not enough youth groups for the youth to get 
involved in and grow together in the community. This also is a concerning 
results, as a lack of such groups would then make substance abuse, 
involvement in criminal activities, and involvement in activities that destroy the 
future of the youth viable options for youth involvement, in the absence of such 
productive groups in the community. The high neutral responses could also 
mean that the youth have no awareness of youth groups or similar activities. 
Therefore, this is an area of concern and an important aspect for the 
community of Norman Wells to improve on.  

 

QUESTION 14: This question was asked to try and understand if there are 
enough educational opportunities in the community for the youth to pursue, 
so that they could get employed and settle into the Town of Norman Wells in 
the future. The question asked, “The schools and youth groups can provide 
enough educational opportunities for the youth to get employed within the 
community.’’ 

FIGURE 14: Are there enough educational opportunities for the youth upon graduation? 

 

 

TABLE 14: Are there enough educational opportunities for the youth upon graduation? 
Distribution of Answers by number and percentage of respondents 

Options Number of responses %age 
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Agree 8 40% 

Neutral - neither agree nor disagree 7 35% 

Disagree 4 20% 

Very much disagree 1 5% 

 

The results give some mixed responses. 40% of the respondents agree that there 
are educational opportunities present, 35% opted for ‘Neutral – neither agree 
nor disagree’ followed by 20% selecting ‘Disagree’.  The results overall indicate 
that there is need to provide more educational activities which can lead to 
productive employment options within the community. 

QUESTION 15: This question asks the question of whether the educational 
institutes or schools within the Town of Norman Wells offer enough educational 
alternatives for youth that do not plan to leave the community to obtain a 
college or university degree that requires substantial amount of time living 
outside of the community. The question asks, “Our school offers educational 
alternatives for students who do not plan to attend a four-year college after 
high schools, such as trade prep courses and apprenticeships.’’ 

FIGURE 15: Do the educational institutional offer equivalent educational opportunities to non-
college attendees? 

 

 

TABLE 15: Do the educational institutional offer equivalent educational opportunities to non-
college attendees? Distribution of Answers by number and percentage of respondents 

Options Number of responses %age 
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Very much agree 1 5% 

Agree 4 20% 

Neutral - neither agree nor disagree 11 55% 

Disagree 3 15% 

Very much disagree 1 5% 

 

The results indicated that most respondents 55% as being ‘Neutral - neither 
agree nor disagree’ category followed by 20% who ‘Agree’ and 15% who 
‘Disagree’. The response point to the fact that there are some available 
educational alternatives for youth who do not plan to attend a four-year 
degree outside of the community. However, most respondents picking the 
‘neutral’ option also indicates that either such opportunities are quite a few, or 
that they are not advertised adequately within the community. Overall, the 
responses indicate that there need to be additional educational options to 
ensure that the youth do not move out of the community to seek productive 
employment options elsewhere. 

QUESTION 16: This question askes whether the community invests in enough 
resources for youth involvement in youth-led programs and similar natured 
projects. The question asks to respond to the statement “Our community invests 
enough resources in youth-led programs and projects.’’ 

FIGURE 16: Does the community invest enough in youth led programs? 
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TABLE 16: Does the community invest enough in youth led programs? Distribution of Answers 
by number and percentage of respondents 

Options Number of responses %age 

Very much agree 0 0% 

Agree 6 30% 

Neutral - neither agree nor disagree 10 50% 

Disagree 3 15% 

Very much disagree 1 5% 

 

The results indicate that 30% of respondents ‘Agree’ with such investments 
available in the community, while 15% of respondents ‘Disagree’ with such 
sentiments. Finally, the largest portion of respondents at 50% choose ‘Neutral - 
neither agree nor disagree’ which again points to either the fact that the youth 
are not informed of such investments, or they do not agree nor disagree 
strongly enough to have chosen other options. The latter sentiment then again 
points at a disengaged youth, which points at a concerning aspect all 
together. This may be similar to the responses to previous Question 13. 
Therefore, there is certainly room to improve on this matter by ways of investing 
more resources in youth-led programs and projects. 

QUESTION 17: This question asks whether the community had adequate youth 
centric facilities such as ‘gyms, libraries, and youth centers. This question, like 
others above was important in understanding whether the youth had enough 
infrastructure within the community to get involved in positive activities, and 
associate with other productive youth. The question asked to respond to the 
statement “There’s evidence in our community that more future-oriented and 
youth-centric facilities like libraries, gyms, and youth centres are needed.’ 
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FIGURE 17: Is there enough youth infrastructure in the community? 

 

 

 

 

TABLE 17: Is there enough youth infrastructure in the community? Distribution of Answers by 
number and percentage of respondents 

Options 
Number of 
responses %age 

Very much agree 7 35% 

Agree 7 35% 
Neutral - neither agree nor 
disagree 10 50% 

Disagree 1 5% 

Very much disagree 1 5% 
 

The results indicated that although 70% of the youth agree and very much 
agree with the fact that there is enough youth infrastructure, 50% respondents 
selected neither agree nor disagree, while 5% each of the respondents 
disagree and very much disagree. The results indicate that a larger majority 
felt unsure/neutral about the facilities, indicating the need to ensure that such 
facilities are provided or if they are there, promoted. These results taken 
together with Question 13, and 16 indicate that there is much room for the 
community to invest in such infrastructure.  
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DETAILED COMMENTS 

QUESTION 18: Please provide your comments or suggestions on making the 
community a vibrant and sustainable place to live and enjoy for the youth: 

The suggestions received from the young community members provided an 
insight into their thoughts and suggestions for making the community more 
youth centric and youth friendly. Some of the recommendations have been 
provided verbatim and are listed below.  

‘Creating more opportunities for older youth (16-25 for example) to work with 
younger youth (8-14 for example). this could be though sports, programming 
(art, interests of youth in Norman Wells), scouts, book clubs even. I think that 
finding a space to do said programming is what stands between youth doing 
programs.’ 

 

‘There needs to be more involvement with activities or drug as well as alcohol 
awareness surrounding the adolescents in our community. There are not many 
opportunities or activities for us in our community, I know it will be hard work 
but it something that needs to be done to try and get everyone involved.’ 

 

‘I truly feel like there are not enough opportunities for the youth to embrace 
their passions and interests. Outside of the schoolteachers, the hockey 
program, and Cadets, I cannot think of any other clubs or opportunities for 
students and youth to find others who share their same interests. As far as 
entrepreneurship goes, ITI does a fairly good job of providing support and 
funding, as well as the Sahtu Business Development Centre, but many of the 
students are not aware or familiar with these organizations and what they can 
provide. Our community is kind and respectful of others and local traditions, 
but there are simply not enough opportunities for the youth to "spread their 
wings" so to speak. ‘ 

 

‘There should be more activities that engage the interest of youth people, 
which also needs to have a very sustainable system by making it seem to be 
an advantageable thing for the youth in the community.’ 

 

‘The kids here are bored, and don't have much to do. We need more adults 
that actually care.’ 
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‘More programs are needed to increase job options and to keep youth 
engaged and interested in things other than drugs and alcohol.’ 

 

‘I think they should make some sort of facility beside the school (where the 
building burned down) where you can buy snacks and things like paper, pens 
and pencils.’ 

 

‘I think we should give more opportunities on activities for youth and what 
programs could require their needs of skill specifically. Such as art or music, 
maybe something related to events and such. It can become more active for 
our communities and something to do for the mean time. 

 

‘I think that a way to improve our community could be more non-sport-based 
activities like art, musical, and literature types of programs. I think that giving 
youth more ways to get credits would be a good idea.’ 

 

‘There should be some places for the youth can live at the age of 18 with a 
reasonable rent amount and enough room for a bedding and a workplace 
and is shown available jobs that they can take and help the community. ‘ 

 

References: 

“Engaging Young People in Open Government, A communication Guide” 
OECD Publications for Policies for Better Lives,  

https://www.oecd.org/mena/governance/Young-people-in-OG.pdf 
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6.4 Appendix 4: List of Literature Reviewed 
 

SECTION A: USA SMALL TOWNS CASE STUDIES 

Case Study 1: COLUMBIA, NORTH CAROLINA, USA 

Overview 

The ecotourism strategy in Columbia is characterized by an innovative approach 
to governance and dogged protection of natural resources. by collaborating with 
surrounding counties, the town has financed and built a downtown boardwalk, a 
4-h environmental education center and a visitor’s center -- each of which is 
attracting new tourist dollars. 

Demographics and Key Results 

 2000 2010 +/-  

Population 10,650 11,589 8% 

Per capita income $15,700 $16,474 5% 

Per capita income (national, US) $29,469 $39,945 27% 
Per capita income (state, Georgia) $28,541 $34,800 18% 

Location Southern Georgia, USA (map) 

Distance to metro/micro-politan center 185 km to Jacksonville, Florida 
Distance to major transportation corridor 72 km 

Primary employment sectors 

(Top three as percentage of workforce, 
2007) 

 Educational services, and 
health care and social 
assistance 

 Retail trade 

 Manufacturing  

Background of Town – Connections with Norman Wells 

The town of Columbia, located in the Albemarle-Pamlico region of eastern 
North Carolina, was founded in 1793. Throughout the 1800s and early 1900s, 
the timber industry prospered around Columbia due to rich forest reserves. The 
town’s economy was also buoyed by corn, rice and cotton plantations. But 
after reaching a peak population of 1,100 in 1950, Columbia began a slow, 
steady decline in both population and economic vitality. 

In the late 1970s, negotiations with an international aircraft manufacturer to 
relocate to Columbia fell through, and the town’s hopes for housing a lucrative 
manufacturing entity were dashed. 

After this setback, the town received funding to develop a comprehensive 
community plan. The plan, which became known as Columbia 2000, relied on 
a combination of community meetings and household surveys. During the 
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planning process, participating residents and survey respondents expressed a 
strong desire to focus on a few major projects: downtown renovation, 
construction of a visitors’ center and a riverfront boardwalk. Ecotourism, then 
a new concept, became the centerpiece of Columbia’s economic 
development strategy. 

This case study bears a striking similarity to Norman Wells with similar population 
demographics, and problems. The views obtained from community 
engagement are also consistent with the Town of Norman Wells community 
feedback. 

Key Strategies Adopted  

 Columbia joined hands with neighboring communities in the Albemarle-
Pamlico region to promote a regional ecotourism economy. This approach 
began in the early 1990s, when the town manager met with representatives 
from various state agencies to explore funding options for local ecotourism 
projects and promote sustainable economic development.  

 Columbia uses innovative land-transfer schemes to preserve land around 
town. Preventing land from future development, however, also meant a loss 
of potential property tax revenues. The town partnered with the 
Conservation Fund (NGO) to explore the possibility of an alternative land 
ownership agreement for the 10000-acre Palmetto Preserve and turned it 
into a wetland bank.  

 Columbia’s next priority was to develop a visitor’s center and boardwalk. 
Working through the Partnership for the Sounds, Columbia received a USD 1 
million grant from NC DOT to construct a new visitor’s center at the main 
entrance into town. While the center was under construction in 1994, 
Columbia set out to build an adjoining boardwalk along the Scuppernong 
River and into the cypress swamps near downtown. The Conservation Fund 
provided the lumber for the project by harvesting timber from the nearby 
Palmetto Preserve.  

 

Achievements of the Community 

 They created a regional non-profit organization, the Partnership for the 
Sounds. Through the partnership, counties and towns throughout the region 
would apply collectively for funding, instead of competing for scarce grant 
dollars. The goal was to develop ecotourism-related facilities that each 
community envisioned and then mold these facilities into a cooperative 
network. 
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 In an innovative arrangement, the fund purchased the property and 
allowed NC DOT to use some of the lands as a wetland bank. In exchange, 
NC DOT and the Conservation Fund agreed to contribute toward a special 
endowment set up for the parcel. Revenue from NC DOT’s use of the 
property and the fund’s sustainable harvesting of the property’s forest is used 
to pay the local property taxes. The ownership agreement has been a win-
win, giving Columbia additional protected land and tax revenue. 

 With help from the local Youth Corps, Columbia’s mile-long boardwalk and 
visitor’s center opened in 1995. On average, the visitor’s center welcomes 
400,000 people a year, a significant jump from previous tourism figures.  

 In 2001, Columbia became home to a new USD 10 million environmental 
education center, complete with a 250-seat meeting room, four dining 
areas and two hotel-style executive lodges. 

 Local officials estimate that more than 100 jobs have been created in 
Columbia due to the ecotourism strategy, a handsome figure in a town of 
fewer than 800 people.  

 Since 1990, the town has generated over USD 15 million in grant funding for 
ecotourism related projects. 

 

Key Lessons Learned 

Unique local assets can become economic drivers. Columbia’s leaders and 
residents recognized that their natural beauty was an asset that could drive an 
ecotourism strategy for economic development. Part of Columbia’s success 
with ecotourism comes from the clear local mandate that residents wanted to 
see their natural surroundings protected. 

Local economic development can be strengthened by forming regional 
partnerships. Through meetings with the state environmental agency, 
Columbia discovered that neighbors from Hyde and Beaufort counties were 
interested in pursuing similar ecotourism-related projects. Rather than see these 
counties as intra-regional competitors, Columbia sought regional 
collaboration. Small towns thus were able to pool resources and ideas. 
Moreover, ecotourism should – by nature – be a regional strategy because a 
collection of towns and counties has more to offer visitors than does a single 
municipality. 

Innovative local governance can strengthen a community’s economic 
development efforts. Columbia’s ability to design an alternative arrangement 
for generating tax revenues on protected lands helped turn a potential 
obstacle to eco-tourism; an example of innovative local governance. 
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Case Study 2: STAR, NORTH CAROLINA, USA 

Overview 

In the wake of declining textile industry employment, Star joined with a 
regional nonprofit partner to develop a business incubator, located in a 
former mill building, which provides space and training to local artisans and 
small business entrepreneurs. 

Demographics and Key Results 

 2000 2010 +/-  
Population 800 876 % 

Per capita income $ $13,631 % 

Per capita income (national, US) $30,319 $39,945 24% 

Per capita income (state, North Carolina) $27,906 $34,977 20% 

Location Central North Carolina, USA (map) 

Distance to metro/micro-politan center 78 km to Greensboro, North Carolina 

Distance to major transportation corridor 2 km 

Primary employment sectors  Manufacturing 
(Top three as percentage of workforce, 2007)  Educational services, and 

health care and social 
   Arts, entertainment, and 

  accommodation and food 
services 

 

Background of Town – Connections with Norman Wells 

Star is located in the Yadkin Pee Dee River basin, approximately halfway between 
Charlotte and Raleigh, the two largest cities in North Carolina. Star grew as a railroad 
stop on the Norfolk Southern Railroad, which passed from Charlotte through Raleigh 
on its way to Norfolk. Railroads, cheap non-unionized labour and low tax rates brought 
hosiery mills into the region, and mill jobs formed the basis of Star’s economy for almost 
50 years. 

By the 1980s, Star was home to two large hosiery mills, each employing more than 1,000 
workers. The mills were the lifeblood and economic engine for the community until 
both mills closed in the 1990s. To combat the job losses, towns from the seven-county 
basin came together to create a strategic plan for economic revitalization and 
balanced growth. 

This case study is also similar to Norman Wells which relies heavily on Imperial Oil who 
is also the major employer. 
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Key Strategies Adopted 

As the mills closed and unemployment worsened in the early 1990’s, Star joined 
the Yadkin Pee Dee Lakes Project (a regional NGO) to work toward economic 
diversification in the small, rural communities of Montgomery County. The 
centerpiece of the strategy is the STARworks Center for Creative Enterprises in 
downtown Star. It is a business incubator, located in a former mill building, which 
provides space and training to local artisans and businesses and then facilitates their 
transition into Star and other surrounding communities. 

Development of the STARworks Center started in 2004 when a prominent local 
businessman donated the Renfro Mill building in downtown Star to the Pee Dee Lakes 
Project. The imminent availability of a significant building space got the town thinking. 
“We thought why not recruit smaller entrepreneurs who could grow their business 
and then spin them off into the surrounding small towns.” The strategy became 
known as Small Town Area Revitalization or STAR. 

Local leaders believe that small business entrepreneurs who nurture their young 
businesses in the STARworks Center will move out into Star and surrounding communities 
and become new engines for the region’s economic growth.  

Importantly, Star’s strategy is twofold:  

 to create an incubator for new small businesses and  
 to create a pathway and support network for businesses that graduate from the 

incubator and move out into the local market. 
 

Achievements of the Community 

 The renovation of the Renfro Mill project received a grant from a regional foundation 
and the U.S. Department of Agriculture. By 2005, the renovation was complete and 
the STARworks Center for Creative Enterprises opened with its first tenant, a high-end 
ceramics artisan.  

 Currently, STARworks is home to a variety of businesses including a geothermal business, 
a ceramics supply business and a glass and metal studio. 

 While rehabilitating the Renfro Mill, the town also set about a process to improve their 
downtown business district (town center) so that small businesses had a place to go 
after “incubating” in the STARworks Center. With help from the Pee Dee Lakes 
Project, the town created a citizen-led group to initiate downtown revitalization. “Star 
Central” is a citizen led organization in charge of preparing the community to receive 
businesses from the incubator. Star Central was divided into six different teams, 
ranging from economic restructuring to promotion and marketing, that is currently 
working to revitalize Star’s downtown. 
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 Since opening, the STARworks Center has produced results. Star Kilns, a ceramics 
business, is moving from incubator space to downtown Star. The mayor estimates 
that Star Kilns will create seven jobs for local residents.  

 Additionally, Star Kilns is in discussion with one of its suppliers to open a facility in Star.  
 Nearby Ellerbe and Baden are working to replicate the Star Central citizen group 

model under the direction of the Pee Dee Lakes Project.  
 Through the STARworks Center, Star and neighboring communities are showing how 

rural mill villages can find new economic engines in the 21st century. 
 

Key Lessons Learned 

Find creative re-uses for vacant buildings. Textile mills offer unique features not 
commonly found in business incubators: abundant space. Large, historic mill 
buildings can be both assets and liabilities to small communities. In some cases, 
environmental factors are a roadblock to building reuse. In others, moderate 
revitalization investments can jumpstart a facility’s productivity. The STARworks 
Center illustrates how one small town used its mill to create new jobs. The Renfro 
Mill is 187,000 square feet giving the project freedom to offer businesses and 
artisans substantial loft-type space. The availability of low-cost space ended 
up being a big draw for many of the businesses now located in the STARworks 
Center. 

Surviving the economic transition requires a shift in local expectations 
regarding job creation. Most of Star’s economic legacy has been shaped by 
one business -- first the railroad, then the hosiery industry. The transition from a 
one-industry town to a community supported by several small businesses 
requires more than reshaping an economic development strategy; it requires 
shifting mindsets and community expectations. Through citizen groups such as 
Star Central, the mindset is shifting. Residents are beginning to understand that 
these smaller businesses, which individually create far fewer jobs than a large 
branch plant, will form the economic backbone of their community. Realistic 
expectations among residents help to make a business’s transition from the 
incubator to town more fluid. Perhaps even more important is that this shift in 
community mindset is creating the kind of community buy-in necessary for 
projects such as STAR works to succeed. 
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Case Study 3: NELSONVILLE, OHIO, USA 

Overview: Civic leaders in this historic coal mining community subsidize 
downtown storefront rent for entrepreneurs and artist-retailers. Over a period 
of five years, artists clean up downtown storefronts and bring the town’s 
downtown square back into economic productivity. 

Demographics and Key Results: 

 2000 2010 +/-  
Population 5,230 5,392 3% 

Per capita income $11,600 $12,081 4% 

Per capita income (national, US) $29,469 $39,945 27% 

Per capita income (state, Ohio) $28,695 $36,180 21% 

Location Southeastern Ohio, USA (map) 

Distance to metro/micro-politan center 19 km to Athens, Ohio 

Distance to major transportation corridor 80 km 

Primary employment sectors 

(Top three as percentage of workforce, 2007) 

 Educational services, and 
health care and social 

   Arts, entertainment, and 

  accommodation and food 

   Arts, entertainment, and 

  accommodation and food 

   Retail trade 

 

Background of Town - Connections to Town of Norman Wells: 
 

Nelsonville being located in the foothills of southeastern Ohio is a small town 
with many physical and natural assets. The natural assets include the town 
being surrounded by thousands of acres of national and state forestland 
that attract millions of visitors annually. The town also has a university (12 
miles away), which has a significant influence on the civic, social and 
infrastructure of Nelsonville. The town has also several historic buildings, 
which were neglected but still intact for preservation.  

Historically, at the turn of the 20th century Nelsonville was the hub of the 
region’s coal industry. In 1910, an average of a million dollars’ worth of coals 
passed through the town each day, which helped to build a historic and 
picturesque downtown square. However, the collapse of the region’s coal 
industry coupled with the economic depression of the 1930’s were major 
contributors to the economic and cultural demise of Nelsonville, even 
though the physical structures of the town remained. Currently Nelsonville 
has 420 sites on the National Historic Register.  
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Norman Wells like Nelsonville has several natural assets being located in a 
valley, and the various fishing activities it’s able to provide to tourists through 
lakes and rivers surrounding the town. Similar to Nelsonville, Norman Wells 
has several buildings and assets at hand without being occupied, and 
presents the same challenge as Nelsonville, in terms of how to use such 
assets currently at hand at their best possible capability. 

 
Key strategies adopted 
 
 The revitalization of Nelsonville’s downtown square is partially attributable to 

a strategy of subsidizing rent for entrepreneurs and artist retailers, where in 
exchange for rent support, artists have been required to invest their sweat 
equity into rehabilitating storefront spaces.  

 The expansion of Hocking College to include other arts related programs, 
where the school started to teach craft lessons to students of all ages and 
supplements this instruction with lessons in business management and 
lifestyle skills to help artists cope with building an artistic enterprise.  

 Creation of project named ‘positive activity downtown’ by the college 
which lead a group of civic leaders to see value of an economic 
development strategy on creative enterprise. 

 
Achievements of the Community  
 The town increased its long-term population by 3%, and per capita income 

by 4% per year.  
 From 2001 to 2006, the town’s centre square went from desolate storefronts 

to bustling artists community with the help of subsidized rent for 
entrepreneurs and artist retailers, in contrast with 200 when the downtown 
occupancy rate was only 25% and buildings were crumbling. 

 Occupancy rates increased from 25% to 85% in four years. 
 In 2005, local elections led to a major shift in the city council. 
 Artists have been continuously moving into vacant storefronts and a bustling 

arts community has given new life to buildings where oiled floors and tin 
ceilings and walls are commonplace.  

 

Key Lessons Learned 
 A community of artists can reinvigorate a dilapidated downtown: Subsidies 

for artist retailers catalyzed downtown development. The development of 
the arts community created activity in Nelsonville’s downtown square. This 
activity has been a means to attract higher value developments projects. 
The presence of art studios and creative energy attracted local and 
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regional investment into a new coffee shop and restaurant. Downtown real 
estate values are climbing and as the downtown artist-retailers increase their 
revenues, the initial subsidies that that own offered are being repealed.  

 Artist-driven development can help a small town attract tourists: Not only 
have artistic activities created economic activity and helped to maintain 
historic buildings, but they are also recreating Nelsonville’s regional 
reputation. The arts community has put together a show called “Final 
Friday’s” which is held every month where local artists dhow case their work 
and expand their community. The show also attracts visitors from distant 
communities.  

 Small groups of committed residents can jump-start development in small 
towns: The arts community in Nelsonville was the outgrowth of small, informal, 
grassroots groups of collaborators who refused to see their town die. They 
did not wait for elected officials. They partnered with property owners and 
other residents with the means to activate their strategy.  

 

Case Study 4: ORD, NEBRASKA, USA 

Overview 
In the fact of dramatic population decline and the loss of manufacturing and 
agricultural employment opportunities, Ord builds local capacity to pursue its 
four pillars of community economic development: youth outreach, leadership 
development, philanthropy and entrepreneurship. 

 
Demographics and Key results 
 

 2000 2010 +/-  
Population 2,300 2,112 -9% 

Per capita income $15,340 $21,285 28% 

Per capita income (national, US) $29,469 $39,945 27% 

Per capita income (state, Nebraska) $28,590 $39,674 28% 

Location North central Nebraska, USA (map) 

Distance to metro/micro-politan center 265 km to Lincoln, Nebraska 

Distance to major transportation corridor 113 km 

Primary employment sectors 

(Top three as percentage of workforce, 2007) 

 Educational services, and 
health care and social 
assistance 

 Retail trade 
 

 
Background on Town – Connection to Norman Wells 
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Ord, the county seat of Valley County, is a small rural town in central Nebraska. 
It sits along the Loup Reiver and is surrounded by hundreds of miles of rich 
agricultural land and grain elevators. Historically the town grew along major 
rail lines. Given its proximity to a historical fort and railroads connecting it to the 
outside world, Ord prospered as a market for farmers selling their produce and 
as a regional hub for commerce. The population grew steadily throughout its 
first 100 years, and in subsequent years a massive production facility was 
constructed nearby. 
 
In 2000, Ord faced a challenge of declining population, which included a 10 
percent population loss for the preceding decade. This drop in population was 
due primarily to the loss of manufacturing and agricultural employment 
opportunities, which forced the town into serious financial implications. 
Furthermore, since the local school district receives state funding based on the 
number of students enrolled, every student in the system translates to nearly 
$7,500 USD from the state. Therefore, every student lost is a net drain on the 
school system, making it Ord’s most pressing challenge. 

 

Key strategies to address challenge 
 The City of Ord and Valley County, in partnership with the Chamber of 

Commerce, worked out an interlocal agreement under which the three 
entities committed to work together and to share the costs of and revenues 
from community and economic development. The city, county and 
chamber each agreed to contribute $15,00 USD per year for a three-year 
contract to build a cohesive program.  

 Residents passed a 1-cent local option sales tax for economic development. 
Revenues from this tax was used for business loans and other incentives or 
leveraged as matching monies for grant funding.  

 The economic development strategy has been introduced in schools, where 
local leaders have been active in creating a curricula and programs in 
entrepreneurship and business development.  

 The town of Ord linked generations together (18 through 72) through a nine-
month local leadership development program called Leadership Quest. 

 The town was able to build a community endowment by tapping into the 
wealth transfer from land-rich farmers, the interest from which is being used 
to finance economic development projects.  

 Highschool curriculum features classes in personal finance, business law and 
entrepreneurship. Entrepreneurship course includes a project in which 
students develop business plans and conduct analyses of market conditions 
in Ord, so they can determine whether the local market would sustain a 
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particular idea. According to one resident involved in the project, “Kids are 
taken completely through a business cycle. They are taught about 
entrepreneurship, they’re allowed to select their own project, write a 
business plan, they have a banker counsel with them, they develop the 
project and learn about marketing, and cut their own spots for the radio, 
they have a business fair, and they make money.” Training in 
entrepreneurship and opportunity analysis provides a solid foundation for 
Ord’s future leaders. The training also includes training on developing 
interpersonal and conflict management skills. Therefore, there is a strong 
focus on learning how to identify induvial personality traits and work around 
differences key traits required in policy making, business and public service.  

 

Achievements of the Community 
 Per capita GDP increased by nearly 28% on par with regional growth rates.  
 In 2005, Ord was honored as the governor of Nebraska’s Showcase 

Community. Ord was the first community in Nebraska to become a state-
certified community for economic development, and it has been featured 
in the New York Times and the Kellogg Foundation annual report. The 
community was able to successfully develop its local leadership and 
encourage an active business community who achieved the ability to make 
use of the available resources to meet development goals that has been 
particularly impressive.  

 The town has been an example for economic development which can pay 
dividends in terms of helping to attract new jobs to a community.  

 Thanks to a growing revenue stream from an economic development office 
that markets the area to outsiders, works with existing small businesses and 
entrepreneurs, and attracts new industries into the town.  

 Another pillar of Ord’s economic development strategy involves 
philanthropy. To get as many residents as possible involved in philanthropy, 
Ord established a community endowment and a founder’s club. 
Momentum for building the endowment was generated by an initial USD 1.2 
million gift from a pair of local residents.  

 

Key Lessons Learned: 
 Financial resources and organizational capacity make a difference: Ord is 

fortunate to have dedicated revenue stream for economic development 
at the local level (the local option sales tax). The community also benefits 
from having a professional paid staff act as ‘organizational capacity’ for 
economic development. These two factors distinguished Ord from many 
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communities of similar size and give the community a competitive 
advantage. 

 Measure and monitor the impacts of a development strategy: The staff at 
Ord’s Chamber of Commerce and its economic development office have 
made it a priority to measure and continually monitor the economic, social 
and civic outcomes from Ord’s economic development efforts. 
Documented impacts are useful for both external and internal audiences. 
Good data can be used to attract additional investment from outside 
sources and, by demonstrating a reasonable return on investment, can be 
used to build local support. 

 Communication is crucial: Ord provides regular updates to the community. 
Economic development staff members spend an ever-increasing amount of 
time publishing newsletters and writing articles for the local newspaper.  They 
send e-mails to as many residents as possible and appear on radio 
broadcasts regularly. The idea is to replace rumors with accurate 
information about what the organization is trying to accomplish.  

 A team approach to economic development is ideal: According to the 
chair of the Valley County Board of Commissioners, a crucial component of 
Ord’s strategy for economic development was persuading residents that the 
approach was right and convincing them to join in the effort. “Small town 
economic development must be a team exercise,” she said. 

 Preparation means opportunity: Ord’s ability to attract the 75 USD million 
ethanol facility demonstrates how the town’s preparation created an 
opportunity that would not otherwise have existed. The state-level authority 
working with the ethanol company knew about Ord’s development efforts 
(again, thanks to the town’s communication strategy) and contacted the 
Valley County economic development director. The timeline for this project 
was extremely tight, and the company needed a partner that was ready to 
go. Within hours, revenues from the sales tax were planned to be used to 
finance and fund an environment study, showcasing the team’s readiness 
to act fast when opportunities arise. 

 Rural philanthropy can be a tool for building a sustainable pool of resources: 
Research suggests that rural residents in midwestern and southeastern states 
have developed a culture of philanthropy that the coasts and Southwest, 
for all their wealth, do not yet have. The key is to create a market a local 
structure for aging residents to bequeath assets to local civic causes. The 
intergenerational wealth transfer over the next 50 years will be enormous, 
and small towns can position themselves to benefit from it. 
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Case Study 5: DOUGLAS, GEORGIA (USA) 

Overview 

For most of the town's early history, agriculture and crop-related trade 
dominated the day; then the boll weevil arrived, eliminating much of the 
cotton industry, followed by increased mechanisation of agriculture. Douglas 
promoted economic growth from three angles: entrepreneurship and small 
business development, industrial recruiting and employer diversification, and 
the creation of a cadre of new leaders to carry the community's vision forward: 

Demographics and Key Results 

 2000 2010 +/-  
Population 10,650 11,589 8% 

Per capita income $15,700 $16,474 5% 

Per capita income (national, US) $29,469 $39,945 27% 

Per capita income (state, Georgia) $28,541 $34,800 18% 

Location Southern Georgia, USA (map) 

Distance to metro/micro-politan center 185 km to Jacksonville, Florida 

Distance to major transportation corridor 72 km 

Primary employment sectors 

(Top three as percentage of workforce, 2007) 

 Educational services, and 
health care and social 
assistance 

 Retail trade 

 Manufacturing 
 
 
 

Background of Town – Connections with Norman Wells 

Douglas is a small town nestled between the Okefenokee Swamp to the south 
and wide agricultural plains to the north in South Georgia. Douglas, the county 
seat of Coffee County, is approximately three hours from Atlanta and two 
hours from Jacksonville, Florida. Agriculture's problems made economic 
diversification a town goal as early as 50 years ago. 

While Douglas has been very successful in developing an industrial 
manufacturing base, it lost over 1,000 manufacturing jobs between 2001 and 
2003. Reorienting the approach to economic growth to accommodate new 
economic drivers, such as small companies and entrepreneurs, has been a key 
issue. 

This study is relevant with the Town of Norman Wells as it faced the same issues 
that the Town of Norman Wells is facing presently such as reorienting the 
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approach to economic growth to accommodate new economic drivers, such 
as small businesses and entrepreneurs. 

Key Strategies adopted: The job, in Douglas’s case, is a three-pronged strategy 
for economic development – support and nurture small business 
entrepreneurs; recruit a diverse range of industrial employers; and develop a 
new generation of leaders who are versed in economic development. 

 Small business and entrepreneurship: The chamber created a programme 
that pairs new small company owners and entrepreneurs with seasoned 
entrepreneurs. The town has a network of mentors who volunteer their time 
and money to assist new companies succeed. To support local retail 
development and diversification, Douglas developed a retail incubator 
where entrepreneurs can lease space, on a month-to-month basis, to test 
market their ideas. If they find their concept has a market, the town helps 
the entrepreneur move into a permanent space in town. 

 Industrial development: Douglas has not abandoned more traditional 
industrial development assets, although focusing at least one-third of its 
energy and resources on helping small business owners. Local leaders have 
been developing relationships and networks for decades, and this is where 
the industrial development plan begins. Personal contacts between 
Douglas’s leaders and Atlanta economic development provide a link to 
high-level business opportunities. The chamber and EDA, as well as the 
municipal administration, use these networks to attract new business to 
Douglas. 

 Leadership development: The chamber and EDA established the New 
Century Leadership Program in the mid-1990s, which provides participants 
with hands-on learning experience in government, education, and 
economic development practise at the municipal, regional, and state 
levels. 
 

Achievements of the Community: Outcomes that can be attributed to 
Douglas’s economic development strategy include: 

 From 2003 to 2006, more than 500 jobs have been created through small 
business start ups. From 1996 to 2006, more than 345,000 square feet of 
previously vacant space has been occupied by small business expansions 
and entrepreneurial start-ups.   

 Douglas was the first rural community in Georgia to be designated 
entrepreneur friendly by the governor.  
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 Between 2003 to 2006, several companies completed major expansions: 
Diamond Builders (50 jobs), Elixir Industries (50 jobs) and Spectrum Distribution 
(20 jobs).   

 In 2006, Douglas recruited American Insulated Wire (250 jobs and $26 million 
investment) and Premium Waters (80 jobs and $30 million investment).  

 Revenue from the local option sales tax has increased from $4.7 million in 
2001 to more than $6 million in 2005.   

 Participation in voluntary associations has increased. The average monthly 
chamber meeting attendance is up nearly 100 percent since 2001.   

 In 2006, the local philanthropic fund for economic development was 
endowed with $1 million donation and it is growing. 

 

Key Lessons Learned 

 Celebrate success: Douglas works hard to keep local papers informed 
about various economic development projects and publicizes even the 
most modest success, including stories of local entrepreneurial successes. 
small entrepreneurial businesses in Douglas-Coffee Georgia also created 
that number of jobs in one year, and they are often locally owned and less 
likely to relocate. So, there is a need to celebrate those successes, too. 

 Respond quickly to local industry: Douglas is quick to respond when local 
businesses ask for assistance. Several years ago, the EDA started hearing 
complaints from local industry regarding the lack of trained commercial 
truck drivers. In response, EDA partnered with the local technical college to 
develop a facility to train new commercial drivers.  

 Grow young leaders with a passion for economic development: One of 
Douglas’s biggest challenges relates to the generational void of young 
leaders to take over key public positions as the baby boomers retire. In 
response, the town created the New Century Leadership program and is 
working to implement a new program – the Young Professionals Network – 
to bring a greater number of young people into the fold. Douglas working 
to fill the leadership void before it becomes a major problem. 

 

Case Study 6: MORRILTON, ARKANSAS, USA  

Overview 

In Morrilton, two of the town’s largest employers closed in the same week. A 
coalition of community leaders responded quickly to form partnerships and 
implement job training programs for the dislocated workers. 
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Demographics and Key Results 

 2000 2010 +/-  
Population 6,607 6,767 2% 

Per capita income $16,957 $19,146 11% 

Per capita income (national, US) $29,469 $39,945 27% 

Per capita income (state, Arkansas) $22,574 $32,678 31% 
Location Central Arkansas, USA (map) 

Distance to metro/micro-politan center 85 km to Little Rock Arkansas 

Distance to major transportation corridor 3 km 

Primary employment sectors 

(Top three as percentage of workforce, 
2007) 

 Educational services, and 
health care and social 
assistance 

 Manufacturing  

Background of Town – Connections with Norman Wells 

Morrilton is located in central Arkansas. Since its founding in the late 1800s, farming and 
industry have been the mainstays of the local economy in Morrilton. Through most of 
the 20th century, textile and other labour-intensive manufacturing operations were the 
town’s largest employers. The first major shock came in 1985 when a textile plant, 
Crompton Mills, closed and laid off 1,100 people. Unemployment rose to 18 percent 
and 600 people left town. Unemployment leveled off to around 6 percent by 1990, 
and locals believed the worst was behind them. In 1999, within the span of one week, 
Morrilton lost its two largest employers and more 1,000 jobs. Nearly 40 percent of the 
town’s workforce had been thrown out of work. 

Norman Wells has faced a similar situation due to scaling down of operations by 
Imperial Oil. More job losses could occur if Imperial Oil shuts shop unless there is provision 
for alternative employment. 

 

Key Strategies Adopted:  

 Having anticipated the plant closures, leaders in Morrilton prepared to help 
displaced workers and to prevent further dislocations. The mayor and 
economic development staff quickly assembled an industrial fair in which 
more than 50 area businesses hired many of the former plant workers.  

 In addition, Morrilton obtained help to establish a computer training center 
where former textile workers learned computer and technology skills. 
Through these efforts, Morrilton has attracted three new industries and 
replaced nearly all the lost jobs. 

 To prevent future dislocation, Morrilton has been working to diversify its 
economic base. The town has implemented programs to recruit large and 
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small century businesses. In recruiting smaller companies, Morrilton is 
spreading its employment over a broader range of employers and 
economic sectors to minimize impacts should a business close.  

 

Achievements of the Community:  

 Within a few days of the closure announcement, Morrilton’s officials pulled 
together a job fair with over 50 area businesses in attendance. The job fair 
was funded with donations from local businesses, and many of the laid off 
employees left the event with new jobs. 

 In addition to delivering a job fair, the town established a training program 
to teach former textile workers basic computer software and technology 
skills. By training textile workers in new technology, economic development 
officials believed Morrilton would be able to attract more modern industry.  

 The town worked with state and federal agencies to fund a training center 
with computer equipment. A local shopping mall owner donated land and 
power for the training center. Within six months, the goal of landing a 
modern employer was realized with the recruitment of a banking call center. 
Many of the former textile workers who had completed the computer 
program went on to work for the call center. 

 In addition, Morrilton has partnered with the nearby Fort Smith branch of the 
University of Arkansas to develop a basic management training program. 
Employees of area businesses can attend the intensive program and learn 
management skills and quality control techniques. This training curriculum 
meets the demand from business owners and increases the skill sets of the 
local workforce.  

 By investing in its workforce and playing a proactive role in the wake of plant 
closures, Morrilton has been able to overcome a devastating situation and 
reinforce its economy against future disasters. 

 

Key Lessons Learned 

 Workforce development is economic development. Morrilton demonstrates 
that assisting workers through the transition to new jobs can be an effective 
tool for economic development. The community’s initial push was to 
engage with existing businesses to secure jobs for dislocated workers. Skill 
deficiencies pushed the town to go further and to create a computer 
training program, which has become a draw for more modern industries. 
Communities moving away from labour-intensive manufacturing can 
develop workforce strategies that help local workers compete for new 
economy jobs. 
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 Anticipating the worst enables a community to respond faster to plant 
closures. Rather than relying on federal and state authorities to help 
dislocated workers, Morrilton took a leading role in finding workers new jobs. 
By utilizing contacts with area business owners, something state officials 
could not do, Morrilton’s economic development group pulled off a highly 
successful job fair that helped many find work. Morrilton also was aggressive 
in seeking support from its state senator to secure a facility and resources for 
the computer skills class. Morrilton demonstrates that a concrete response 
during times of crises can have a large impact on a community. 

 Seek non-traditional partners in responding to economic disasters. After the 
plant closures of 1999, elected officials set out to inform laid-off workers of 
job openings through the industrial fair and provide workforce training 
programs. But officials did not stop there. The mayor brought area churches 
together to discuss how the faith community might help in this time of need. 
The churches agreed to host prayer meetings and provide counseling to 
workers and their families. The churches also opened food banks to ensure 
that no family went without a meal. This brought more members of the 
community into the problem-solving process. 

 

Case Study 7: RUGBY, NORTH DAKOTA, USA 

Overview 

Recognizing the lack of computer skills among its workforce, Rugby 
partners with a statewide training program to enhance the job skills of its 
citizenry. Its investment in workforce development is attracting new 
businesses to Rugby. 

 

Demographics and Key Results 

 2000 2010 +/-  
Population 2,939 2,876 -2% 

Per capita income $14,380 $17,103 16% 

Per capita income (national, US) $29,469 $39,945 27% 
Per capita income (state, North Dakota) $27,906 $42,764 40% 
Location Central North Dakota, USA (map) 

Distance to metro/micro-politan center 245 km to Grand Forks, North Dakota
Distance to major transportation corridor 177 km 
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Primary employment sectors 

(Top three as percentage of workforce, 

 Educational services, and 
health care and social 

   Retail trade 
   Professional, scientific, and 
  administrative and waste 

management services  

Background of Town – Connections with Norman Wells 

 

Rugby is one of North Dakota’s larger towns. Incorporated in 1886, it was initially called 
Rugby Junction because of its location at a junction of the Great Northern Railway. 
The name Rugby came from a city of that name in England. The town’s early 
promoters thought the name would entice English settlers to move to North Dakota. The 
plan never worked out; almost all the population is of Scandinavian and North 
Germanic ancestry. 

Like most rural outposts on the northern plains, Rugby has a traditional agricultural 
economy. Throughout the 1980s and ‘90s, Rugby’s economy struggled to grow. 
Local leaders recognized that many residents were unable to compete for modern 
job opportunities because they had limited experience with computers. This created 
several problems. First, technology-driven businesses, which had the potential to be 
important for Rugby’s growth, shied away from town. Second, Rugby’s existing 
businesses that relied on computers were unable to fully utilize them to become 
more competitive. 

Norman Wells also needs to decrease its reliance on traditional businesses and train 
its workforce, especially the youth in modern technologically driven businesses, which 
would make them future ready and at par with the changing business environment 
globally. 

Key Strategies Adopted:  

 Rugby’s strategy is to enhance the computer skills of its workforce. In 1999, 
the town partnered with the Center for Technology and Business (CTB), a 
statewide NGO and technical assistance provider, to administer a low-cost 
computer training program. The program includes practical instruction in 
running a computer, using Microsoft Office applications and navigating the 
Internet.  

 Moreover, instead of sending teachers throughout the state to run the 
training programs, CTB selects and provides training to a few local residents, 
who then teach the courses in their hometown. Once a town has trainers, 
they are free to administer and manage the program themselves.  

 A computer-literate labour force has positioned Rugby as an attractive site 
for new businesses.  
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Achievements of the Community:  

 In the past six years more than 400 residents, about one-third of Rugby’s 
labour force, have completed the Computer Training program. 

 Given Rugby’s established computer training course, Verety, a Chicago-
based business that uses a broadband network to take fast-food restaurant 
orders from remote locations, decided to locate in town. Verety hires stay-
at-home workers (including underemployed mothers) to take and send 
orders. The company provides free computers and broadband access to 
each employee providing additional income and not having to travel to 
and from work. 

 Verety’s business model, combined with Rugby’s workforce development 
initiative, has allowed the unemployed and underemployed labour force in 
this rural outpost to link into the local economy. 

 In addition, since the workforce training program was implemented, Rugby 
has caught the attention of several relocating businesses. A pool cue 
manufacturer that was seeking a technology-proficient workforce settled in 
Rugby, as has a pole barn manufacturer from Canada 

 A local auto body shop was at the point of closing its doors because of 
major issues with its computer system. After a week of work on the system 
and some training for the workers, the body shop was back and running and 
quickly became profitable.  

 Not long after, that same company decided to create a new business that 
designs signs for trucks and cars using a sophisticated computer graphics 
system. Three Rugby residents were hired to run the computers and apply 
the graphics. 

 

Key Lessons Learned 

 Workforce investment can be a catalyst for improving a town’s economic 
prospects. The recent attraction of new employers to Rugby can in large 
part be attributed to the successful workforce training program it 
implemented. By improving the technical skills of workers, Rugby has 
increased their value and pursued a strategy that can attract and retain 
better-paying businesses. The success of the training program became a sort 
of marketing device as businesses heard about this small town and its trained 
labour force. Town leaders should see workforce training as a starting point 
for several development strategies, including entrepreneurship and business 
recruiting. 

 Resources are available to create training programs. Rugby partnered with 
the NGOs including the Center for Technology and Business as well as a 
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number of state and federal agencies to devise and implement their training 
program. One of the Federal agencies Rugby partnered with was the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture, which provides funding to many rural 
communities for technology education. The message here is for economic 
developers in small towns to know that funding is available from a wide 
variety of agencies and that forming alliances with them can be key to a 
program’s success. 

 

Case Study 8: BAKERSVILLE AND HAYESVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA, USA 

Overview 

Two small rural communities in the mountains of North Carolina built up civic 
infrastructure and entered into partnerships and boosted the tourism sector by 
elevating heritage and cultural assets and revitalizing downtown. 

Demographics and Key Results 

 2000 2010 +/-  
Population 357 464 23% 

Per capita income $16,000 $13,467 -19% 

Per capita income (national, US) $30,319 $39,945 24% 
Per capita income (state, North Carolina) $27,906 $34,977 20% 
Location Western North Carolina, USA (map) 

Distance to metro/micro-politan center 97 km to Asheville, North Carolina 
Distance to major transportation corridor 48 km 

Primary employment sectors 

(Top three as percentage of workforce, 
2007) 

 Educational services, and 
health care and social 
assistance 

 Retail trade 
 

Background of Town – Connections with Norman Wells 

Initially an important trading center, Bakersville endured the boom-and-bust 
nature of the mining industry throughout the 1900s. According to a local 
historian, during the late 1800s and early 1900s, “business varied with prices 
mica would bring; good prices, many jobs, good business; low prices, the 
reverse. Fortunes were made and lost.” It also suffered from a devastating 
flood in 1998. 

Hayesville is the only incorporated town in Clay County, located five miles 
north of the Georgia state line in far western North Carolina. The town is 
situated on a knoll overlooking the Hiawassee River and has an expansive view 
of the southern Appalachian Mountains. 
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Bakersville is similar to Town of Norman Wells as it too witnessed boom during 
the initial years when Oil was discovered but has gradually declined. Haysville 
has topographical similarities with Norman Wells.  

Key Strategies Adopted 

 Development strategies in Bakersville and Hayesville, although not identical 
in every respect, are similar.  

 Building infrastructure and capacity - for initiating and sustaining locally 
driven community and economic development.  

 Tourism through events and festivals - The second part of each town’s 
strategy is to sponsor events and festivals that create community 
cohesiveness and attract tourist dollars into local businesses. 
 

Achievements of the Community 

 In each community, a local volunteer-led organization evolved in response 
to dramatic shocks to the local economy. BIG (in Bakersville) and CCCRA 
(in Hayesville) are the primary development entities. Each partners with its 
town’s local government, but government is not the primary driver of the 
strategy in either place. 

 Bakersville’s main event is the annual Rhododendron Festival, “the premier 
festival in celebration of the world’s largest natural rhododendron gardens” 
(situated on Roan Mountain). Beginning in 1994 and held every June since, 
the festival includes a street fair, antique car show, children’s events and 
other cultural attractions. The event attracts thousands of visitors who eat in 
the local restaurants, purchase artwork from local artists and buy produce 
from local farmers.  

 The success of Bakersville’s Rhododendron Festival spilled over into several 
additional events, including an annual Christmas parade, an Easter egg 
hunt and a Fourth of July fireworks celebration. 

 Hayesville’s main event is Car-B-Q, an annual antique car show, barbeque 
festival and live music concert that takes place every July. CCCRA has 
forged partnerships with several local banks and businesses, which provide 
financial support to the event. Regional radio stations and newspapers 
provide free publicity. These partnerships, initiated and managed by 
CCCRA, have resulted in an event that brings hundreds of visitors into 
downtown Hayesville.  

 CCCRA also puts on an event called Lies and Pies, which involves storytelling 
and a pie bake-off. 
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Key Lessons Learned 

 In small towns, community development is economic development. Both 
Hayesville and Bakersville demonstrate that community development 
projects, aimed at creating public infrastructure (both built and abstract), 
can lead to economic outcomes. The development of a creek walk in 
Bakersville has been credited with the creation of new businesses on Main 
Street. The mountain bike trail and Pioneer Village projects in Hayesville are 
intended to increase tourism traffic and provide entrepreneurial 
opportunities for new business development. Informal organizations and 
partnership development in both communities have made it possible for 
economic development to occur. 

 Small projects can build momentum and partnership for facing larger 
challenges. The evolution of CCCRA is a perfect example of beginning with 
small, “low-hanging fruit” projects to demonstrate the capacity for change. 
CCCRA started in 1996, when a local resident decided to clean and paint 
the awnings around the Hayesville town square. This effort led to a music 
event on the square, which the community parlayed into several other 
events and celebrations. In small towns, small steps can lead to giant strides. 

 Capitalize on assets - location and attraction. Hayesville is located 130 miles 
from Atlanta, Georgia, one of the fastest growing cities in the U.S. The rural 
mountain setting in Clay County is a major draw for tourists, retirees and 
vacation-home owners. Bakersville, while not as much of a second home 
destination as Hayesville, is situated in one of the most scenic parts of North 
Carolina. Both communities are within easy reach of protected state and 
national forestland. The location and attractions of these communities 
create a natural draw for tourists, artists and vacation/retirement property 
developers, and both towns have positioned themselves to take advantage 
of these assets.  

 Heritage, culture and history are economic development assets. Events and 
celebrations in Bakersville and Hayesville tend to be centered on an 
element of heritage. Antique cars, local cuisine and storytelling are all 
aspects of heritage. Each of these communities demonstrates a means for 
taking the local heritage from a particular region and leveraging it for 
economic gain, in this case tourism dollars.  

 Look for opportunity in adversity. In both towns, volunteer-led organizations 
developed in response to palpable economic hardship. BIG (in Bakersville) 
came together and gained momentum after the flood in 1998. CCCRA (in 
Hayesville) was at least a partial response to the dramatic up-tick in retiree 
and vacation home development. 
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 Small groups of committed residents can jump-start development in small 
towns. Both BIG and CCCRA are ad-hoc volunteer organizations that, over 
time, have become the primary drivers of economic development in their 
respective communities. Both organizations started with a small group of 
committed residents willing to volunteer time toward making something 
significant happen in their communities. 

 

SECTION B: CANADA SMALL TOWNS CASE STUDIES 

 

Case Study 9: BAIE- SAINT- PAUL, QUEBEC 

Overview 

In May 2005, the Town of Baie-Saint-Paul became the first municipality in 
Quebec to adopt Local Agenda 21, a sustainable development strategy for 
the 21st century that responds to local issues and recognizes the value of the 
community’s cultural heritage. The plan incorporated the perspectives of 
community members, particularly young people, and the sustainable 
development principles adopted by 172 nations in the 1992 Rio Declaration. 

Demographics and Key Results 

 2001 2011 
Population  7,290 7,332 

Per capita income (City) 21,634 
Location Province of Quebec, Canada, on the northern shore of the Saint 

Lawrence River 
Distance to metropolitan centre  

Primary employment sectors Sales and Service occupation 
 

Background of the town- Connection to Norman Wells 

Founded over 350 years ago, the 'Art and Heritage town' of Baie-Saint-Paul is 
nestled in a valley crossed by the Gouffre and Bras rivers and located on the 
northern shore of the Saint Lawrence River in the tourist region of Charlevoix. It 
is an inhabited zone in the Biosphere Reserve of Charlevoix (UNESCO). It has a 
population of 7,300 people and is an exceptional heritage town with 
remarkable landscapes and a very unique cultural vitality.  

This Town has similarities with the Town of Norman Wells as it also has the scenic 
beauty and tourist spots. The Town of Norman Wells can learn lessons from this 
town in order to serve as the major hub of tourist attraction and cultural 
activities. 
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Key Strategies Adopted 

The plan is based on four fundamental concepts: economic development, 
environmental protection, social equity, and cultural vitality. 

 Baie-Saint-Paul’s cultural policy and Local Agenda 21 have prioritized the 
inclusion of culture in land-use planning to develop a community that 
complements and respects its cultural and natural heritage. 

 The Town is collaborating with local agricultural producers in implementing 
policies to preserve the Gouffre River basin and with the MRC de Charlevoix 
to preserve the region’s natural environment. 
 

Achievements of the Community 

 This land initiative, support for cultural vitality in public spaces, and a policy 
promoting public arts have resulted in lively, attractive streets and spaces 
that have a strong identity. 

 Ultimately, the Local Agenda 21 cultural policy has made culture an 
essential part of sustainable development and improved the appeal of the 
area for tourists, businesses and new residents. 

 

 

Case Study 10: Winkler, Manitoba 

Overview 

During the early 1900s, a large number of Jewish and German merchants 
emigrated from Winkler, causing a decline in population. As a result of policies 
adopted, the community has grown by three to four per cent per year over 
the past 12 years, evolving into the industrial and commercial centre for 
southern Manitoba. 

Demographics and Key Results 

 2001 2011 
Population  7,943 10,670 
Location Southwest of Winnipeg 

Distance to metropolitan centre 100 kilometres southwest of Winnipeg. 
Primary employment sectors Industries, Health and Education 
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Background of the town- Connection to Norman Wells 

Winkler is the economic hub of southern Manitoba. The retail trading area 
serves an estimated 17,000 households. 4,380 people are employed in Winkler. 
Approximately 30% of the work force is employed in the industrial sector. The 
city's second-largest employer, employing 20% of the work force, is 
the health and education sector. Due to the policies adopted, the city had a 
population increase of 14.6% between 2001 and 2006. 

The Town of Norman Wells can learn from this city that what policies should be 
adopted to attract the immigrants in order to increase the population of the 
town. 

Key Strategies Adopted 
 To help attract and retain residents, the municipality has played an active 

role in purchasing land for industrial development, providing business 
incubation space and increasing the stock of affordable housing. 

 Municipal leaders also work with local businesses and an immigration 
consulting company to aggressively recruit skilled workers from abroad and 
support their applications to the Manitoba Provincial Nominee Program. 

 Winkler has welcomed new residents originating from 88 different countries 
and 29 per cent of residents in the most recent Census were foreign-born.  

Achievements of the Community 
 A number of industries have grown and developed in Winkler throughout 

the years. One of Winkler's largest employers is Triple E Recreational 
Vehicles, a recreational vehicle manufacturer.  

 Winkler's agricultural sector is one of the most productive and diversified in 
Manitoba. The area surrounding Winkler is home to rich, fertile soils which 
are especially suited to growing potatoes. However, many other crops are 
grown in the area, including wheat, canola, corn and beans. The area's 
livestock operations also continue to grow; hogs and cattle are raised, 
while dairy farms contribute to the making of cheese. 

 

Case Study 11: Faro, Yukon 

Overview 

As the industries have declined over the past decade, Faro is attempting to 
attract eco-tourists to the region to view such animals as Dall's 
sheep and Stone's sheep, a species of mountain sheep almost unique to the 
surrounding area. Several viewing platforms have been constructed in and 
around the town. 
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Demographics and Key Results 

 1996 2011 
Population  1261 344 

Per capita income (City) $24,828 $39,968 
Location  Central Yukon, Canada 

Primary employment 
sectors 

Sales and Services occupation; Trade, transport, 
equipment operators and related occupation 

 

Background of the town- Connection to Norman Wells 

Faro is a town in the central Yukon, Canada, formerly the home of the Faro 
Mine, the largest open pit lead–zinc mine in the world as well as a significant 
producer of silver and other natural resource ventures. Since the abrupt 1997 
closure of Canada’s largest lead-zinc mine, vacant company housing in Faro 
has been an ongoing safety problem and eyesore. Nearly 20 years later, 37 
properties comprising 170 dwelling units remained abandoned, owned by a 
bankrupt corporation that once managed housing for mine workers and owed 
the town $3 million in back taxes. In January 2016, Faro’s mayor and council 
decided that dealing with the vacant housing would be their top strategic 
priority. Staff devised strategies and brought forward bylaws to take ownership 
of the properties through the tax arrears process. By the end of the year, the 
town had secured possession of all the properties. Most of the buildings are in 
a poor state of repair, and about half may ultimately be torn down. In 
cooperation with the Yukon government, a community development team 
explored ways to fund hazardous materials assessments, renovation and 
energy retrofits. 

This study is highly comparable with the Town of Norman Wells as it also faced 
the problem of decline in the mining activities and the problem of vacant 
housing. 

Key Strategies Adopted 

 The town put the properties up for sale in July 2017. Twelve of the properties, 
comprising 36 dwellings, were sold by the end of the year for an average 
price of approximately $4,000 per unit. Sales agreements include property 
tax rebates and incentives to ensure that new homeowners renovate the 
houses within three years. 

 Buyers foresee a burgeoning rental housing market due to significant mine 
remediation work that is expected to bring jobs to Faro on and from 2019. 
New subdivision and zoning bylaws will also enable selling off single units of 
some multi-dwelling buildings. But with no prospect of selling all 170 units, 
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the town is pressing the federal government to fund demolition and 
cleanup costs as part of their mine remediation obligations. 

 

Case Study 12: Yellowknife, NWT 

Overview 

As the diamond mines have reached peak production, the full impact of the 
mine closures is unlikely to be felt within the next five years, which provides 
the City and others with a window of time in which to promote development. 
Working with its key partners, the City of Yellowknife has taken an aggressive 
approach to promoting economic development through Economic 
Development Strategy.  

Demographics and Key Results 

 2011 2016 
Population  19,234 19,569 

Per capita income (City)   
Location Northern shore of Great Slave Lake, about 400 km (250 mi) 

south of the Arctic Circle, on the west side of Yellowknife Bay 
near the outlet of the Yellowknife River. 

Primary employment sectors  
 

Background of the town- Connection to Norman Wells 

Situated on the northern shore of Great Slave Lake, Yellowknife is the capital 
of the Northwest Territories (NWT). The city is located in the traditional territory 
of the Yellowknives Dene First Nation. The three diamond mines in Yellowknife 
have reached peak production and, according to estimates provided by 
Conference Board of Canada, production will begin declining in 2021. 
According to the Conference Board’s 2019 Territorial Outlook Economic 
Forecast, Diavik’s operating life is scheduled to end in 2025, Gahcho Kué’s in 
2028, and Ekati well into the 2030s (contingent on developing the Jay pipe). 
The Conference Board projects that GDP associated with non-metal mining 
(i.e. diamond mining) in the NWT will decline from $1.8 billion in 2018 to $1.0 
billion in 2025, which will also impact on other economic sectors including 
government.  
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Yellowknife has similarities with Town of Norman Wells as Imperial Oil is also 
scaling down its operations in the town. The Town of Norman Wells can learn 
lessons from The City of Yellowknife Economic Development Strategy 
document in order to mitigate the impact of the anticipated oil and gas mine 
closures and to create a more diversified and integrated economy in 
Yellowknife. 

Key Strategies Adopted 

 Implement an effective governance structure for economic development 
and also advocate for developments and initiatives that strengthen the 
Yellowknife economy. The City should be active in supporting development 
projects (e.g. through filing letters of support) being reviewed by the 
Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board and the Mackenzie Valley 
Environmental Impact Review Board. 

 Implement a business retention and expansion (BRE) program and work 
with the GNWT and the business community, including developers, to 
review and revise, as needed, the municipal and territorial regulatory, 
licensing and permitting regimes. The city should make greater and more 
strategic use of business incentives and policies to promote the 
development or redevelopment of properties, particularly those in the 
downtown area. Examples of available incentives including tax reductions 
or subsidies, density bonuses, permissive zoning for parking, access to 
support for workforce training, networking, and infrastructure development. 

 Rather than developing distinct tourist, investment, and worker attraction 
strategies, it makes more sense for Yellowknife to develop an integrated 
strategy that includes separate components but incorporates some 
elements of common branding and positioning (perhaps building off the 
Extraordinary Yellowknife brand) and takes advantage of opportunities to 
leverage campaigns, coordinate promotional activities and share tools. 
The strategy should define the targets including key economic sectors (e.g. 
the mineral industry and tourism), the branding and positioning strategy, 
and the planned marketing tools and collateral. Also, develop an 
integrated, optimized website and supporting marketing collateral that 
promotes Yellowknife as a great place to visit, invest, work and live (and 
eventually to study as the polytechnic develops). 

 Examine the feasibility of establishing a business accelerator and/or 
incubator in Yellowknife. Similar facilities have proven effective in 
communities across Canada in facilitating early-stage development 
(incubation) of new businesses and accelerating the growth of existing 
businesses. The city should also support local supplier development 
programs and policies as a means to increase the market share held by 
Yellowknife businesses related to the purchase of goods and services by the 
City of Yellowknife, the GNWT, the Government of Canada (e.g. related to 
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the remediation of Giant Mine) and major businesses, including mines in the 
NWT and western Nunavut. 

 The City should promote further development and integration of key 
economic sectors and mitigate the negative economic and socio-
economic impacts of upcoming mine closures. It can be done through 
mineral industry development, tourism sector development, establishment 
od Post Secondary Institution, Downtown Revitalisation, Cold weather 
testing facilities and Agriculture development.  

 City of Yellowknife will benefit significantly from the development of major 
infrastructure projects such as all-season roads across the region; the further 
development of hydropower and construction of power transmission lines 
that will provide for lower energy costs and increase access to renewable 
energy; the development of the Slave Geological Province Corridor which 
will provide road access, hydro transmission lines and communications 
infrastructure into areas of significant mineral potential; and upgrades to 
the Yellowknife Airport. The city will also benefit from settling and 
implementing treaty, land, resources, and self-government agreements. 

 

Case Study 13: District of Lantzville, British Columbia 

Overview 

The District of Lantzville is a community of around 3,605 people situated on the 
eastern coast of Vancouver Island, British Columbia. It is part of the Regional 
District of Nanaimo. The District has developed an understanding of the 
economic goals of Lantzville, and a concrete set of community-supported 
actions to build an economy that works for Lantzville. 

Demographics and Key Results 

 1996 2011 
Population    

Per capita income (City)   
Location   

Primary employment sectors  
 

Background of the town- Connection to Norman Wells 

In some ways, the Lantzville economy is what other communities dream about 
- relatively high incomes, a diversified workforce and a steady tax base. But 
scratch a bit deeper and there are things which need attention and redressal: 
unemployment rate is rising; youth population has decreased by 14% in the 
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past 10 years; and businesses in the Village Core struggle to attract employees 
and customers. 

Town of Norman Wells is also facing the same challenges as its population has 
been decreasing significantly. It is also struggling to attract visitors, employees 
and investors in the town.  

 

Key Strategies Adopted 

The purpose of this Strategy is to guide the District of Lantzville and community 
partners to improve the local economy in the next 5-10 years. This Economic 
Development Strategy includes: 

 

 Villager Core Revitalization- The actions in Village Core Revitalization will 
make some progress towards making the Village Core a more inviting 
place for businesses, people, and visitors. However, ultimately, the 
Village Core will be more likely to thrive if there are more residents, visitors 
and support for businesses. 

 Business Development- This pillar relates to supporting Lantzville’s existing 
businesses to grow, and creating an economic ‘environment’ that is 
conducive to new businesses creation or business relocation. The ability 
to attract businesses will be greatly improved if Lantzville adopts a more 
business friendly and consistent attitude (Foundational Actions).  

 Transportation and Infrastructure- A thriving economy requires basic 
transportation and infrastructure services to ensure that goods and 
information can move efficiently, and that people can easily and safely 
access commercial services. Good condition roads, high speed internet 
availability and easy access to the highway are already in place in 
Lantzville, but there are other areas where transportation and 
infrastructure in Lantzville can be improved to enhance economic 
development.  

 Quality of Life and Tourism - The District of Lantzville has an important role 
to play in ensuring that Lantzville is a place where people want to live, 
work, and play. The actions in this Pillar will ensure that the quality of life 
in Lantzville remains high, with access to outdoor recreation and green 
space, safety, and things to do for all ages. At present there are limited 
amenities for tourists (and limited tourists) but this should change over 
time as the Village Core becomes more vibrant and more of a draw to 
visitors. Tourism in Lantzville will be primarily day trippers checking out the 
Village Core, beaches, and other outdoor amenities (at least in the short 
term). 
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6.5 Appendix 5: List of Documents Reviewed from the Town of 
Norman Wells 

(Listed in alphabetical order) 

 

• Advancement of Equity & Inclusion Committee, Town of Norman Wells – 
Meeting Minutes (2 meeting minutes for March 23, 2021 & April 1, 2021) 

• Asset Management Plan 2021, Town of Norman Wells, The Tesser Act 
Associates. (2021, May 01) 

• Delivering Community Sustainability: Economic Development Strategic 
Action Plan 2017, Town of Norman Wells, Steiner, Daniel. (2017, March 31). 

• Draft Community Plan 2021, Town of Norman Wells 
• Economic Development & Tourism Committee, Town of Norman Wells 

Meeting Minutes (5 meeting minutes for the period from October 13, 2020 
to March 15, 2021) 

• Final Zoning Maps, Town of Norman Wells 
• Recreation Master Plan 2020, Town of Norman Wells, Expedition 

Management Consulting Ltd. (2020, September 14). 
• Strategic Planning 2019, Town of Norman Wells 
• Town of Norman Wells Website – www.normanwells.com 
• Town of Norman Wells. (2021, April 7). Town of Norman Wells Community 

Plan, By-law # 21-07 
• Town Planning and Land Use Committee, Town of Norman Wells Meeting 

Minutes (3 meeting minutes for the period from January 20, 2021 to March 
25, 2021) 
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6.7 Appendix 7: Overview of Leading Economic Sectors and 
Economic Parameters 

 

Demographics of Town of Norman Wells 
This section gives us important statistical information and the demographical 
trends for the Town of Norman Wells. The assessment is based on categories 
such as population change, education attainment, changes in labour force, 
employment change, housing, and income. The data is based on the surveys 
conducted by the NWT Bureau of Statistics in 2019 (last survey results available) 
and Census 2016. The indicators presented below are broken down in three 
key indicators: economic, social, and environmental, which when taken 
together paints an overall picture of the current demographics of Norman 
Wells.  

 

Table 10:  Selected key indicators 

Economic Indicators  Social Indicator  

Tourism Education 

Household Disposable Income Population 

Median Income Age groups 

Infrastructure Sex Ratio 

Transportation Employment rate 

Consumer Price Index Unemployment Rate 

Real GDP by Industry Participation Rate 

Building Permits Labour Force 

Total Investment in Building Construction Income Inequality 

 

Economic Indicators  

Overall, 16 indicators related to economic dimension of town development 
were selected. These indicators help to judge the overall health of the 
economy. There is an emphasis on creation of high value-added 
enterprises, attractive business environment and tourism industry. In order to 
do so, income is considered as the foremost indicator to interpret current or 
future investment possibilities.  Several tourism indicators are also included 
among key indicators since tourism is an economically viable economy in the 
Town of Norman Wells having the capacity to increase the per capita income 
of the town. Moreover, community participation in the tourism sector helps to 
uphold the local culture, tradition and indigenous knowledge of the people 
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and therefore is a good indication of the potential entrepreneurship activities 
related to culture and arts.  
 
In addition to income and tourism, infrastructure and transportation related 
indicators are also included economic indicators. Transport and related 
infrastructure in connecting the town with other communities and regional 
hubs, play a pivotal role in economic growth and development. Often, 
transport infrastructure is considered one of the most important prerequisites 
for economic development, therefore supporting the maintenance and 
building of such infrastructure can prove to be an important engine for 
economic growth.   
 
Finally, housing indicators also serve as another key set of indicators in the 
economic indicator section. Indicators such as number of bedrooms, average 
number of rooms shared per person, and weather swellings have access to 
basic facilities are important indicators for understanding the living conditions, 
standard of living, and addressing capacity related issues related to housing. 
For example, the number of rooms in a dwelling, divided by the number of 
persons living in the dwelling, indicates whether residents are living under 
crowded conditions. Overcrowded housing may have a negative impact on 
physical and mental health, and impact relationships with other community 
members, a well as the proper development of children. Lastly, dense living 
conditions often signal inadequate water and sewage supply, indicating 
environmental concerns needing to be addressed.   
  
Social Indicators  

The social indicators are used to gauge into issues such as inequality, poverty, 
and educational levels of community being assets.  Among all the social 
indicators, education is considered as priority since in today’s knowledge-
driven economies, access to quality education is a fundamental driver of 
economic development. This is also precisely the reason for communities to 
target the quality and levels of education being provided within a community.  
In that effort, it is fundamental that the education sector is able to attract the 
required skilled labor it needs, so that the education systems are underpinned 
by qualified, professionally trained, motivated, and well-
supported individuals will be the cornerstone of such efforts.  
 
Other social indicators included in key assessment of the demographics are 
population, age ranges of population and sex ratio. Population and related 
indicators are often required to identify issues and community requirements, 
create goals and objectives, analyse alternative courses of action, allocate 
resources for plan execution, and evaluate the plan's capacity to accomplish 
goals and objectives. Furthermore, understanding the age groups in the 
population allows the community to understand what infrastructure needs are 
required. For example, a population with a high percentage of individuals 
under the age of 15 requires the provision of schools, basic health care, and 
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recreational opportunities. Gender is another key factor, where for example 
women are prone to have less political and economic resources, such as land, 
employment, and conventional positions of authority, compared to males 
indicating critical gender discrepancies in terms of socioeconomic 
development between the two genders.   
 
Finally, employment, unemployment rates, and income inequality are also 
considered in the study due to them being fundamental macroeconomic 
indicators that ultimately impact socioeconomic indicators.   The level of 
unemployment reflects the health of the economy since it ultimately indicates 
weather a community can utilize its workforce effectively and reach its full 
production capability. Finally, the last important indicator in this category is 
income inequality present within the community as it points to disparities 
existent within the community. 
 
The key statistics are presented in the following section.  
 
 

Key Statistics 
 
Population 

According to the NWT Bureau of Statistics, in 2020, Norman Wells, NT had a 
population of 735 people. Overall, the population of Norman Wells, NT is 
decreasing at a rate of 1.4% per year over the past 5 years from 2015 to 2020. 
In the last two surveys, its populations decreased by 20 people. Norman Wells, 
NT has a median age of 32 years old. 

 

Table 11 : Population figures for the Town of Norman Wells from 2001 to 2020 

Year 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 
Population 762 744 798 837 826 802 821 782 779 763 
%Change 
in 
Population 0.0% 

-
2.4% 7.3% 4.9% 

-
1.3% 

-
2.9% 2.4% 

-
4.8% 

-
0.4% 

-
2.1% 

Year 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 
Population 772 764 793 783 809 828 817 784 755 735 
% Change 
in 
Population 1.2% 

-
1.0% 3.8% 

-
1.3% 3.3% 2.3% 

-
1.3% 

-
4.0% 

-
3.7% 

-
2.6% 
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Figure 9 : Population, Town of Norman Wells, 2001 to 2020 

 
 

 

Figure 1.2: Percentage change in Population, Town of Norman Wells, 2001 to 
2020 

Age Groups Profile 

The largest population of Norman Wells, NT is the age group between 25 and 
44 years old (220 people), and the least populated age group is between 0 
and 4 years old (40). 79.31% of the population are in the working age group 
between 15 to 60 years old, while 20.69% make up the younger population 
which will be a part of labour force in less than 2 decades.  

 

Table 12 : Age Groups for Town of Norman Wells 

 

Year 
Total 0-4 5-9 

10-
14 

15-
24 

25-
44 

45-
59 60+ 

2020 735 40 57 55 100 220 161 102 

2019 755 47 50 63 103 226 162 104 

2018 784 50 49 59 117 230 180 99 

2017 817 60 44 67 108 258 183 97 

2016 828 58 54 63 108 281 171 93 

2015 809 43 64 56 102 266 199 79 

2014 783 50 57 54 107 255 189 71 
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Year 
Total 0-4 5-9 

10-
14 

15-
24 

25-
44 

45-
59 60+ 

2013 793 51 56 52 105 267 178 84 

2012 764 55 52 45 98 260 175 79 

2011 772 60 48 47 102 258 184 73 

2010 763 55 50 42 100 247 206 63 

2009 779 52 60 46 109 266 193 53 

2008 782 61 55 47 103 282 188 46 

2007 821 65 57 45 118 291 202 43 

2006 802 60 63 50 114 284 189 42 

2005 826 66 61 49 118 301 194 37 

2004 837 72 61 71 107 305 184 37 

2003 798 58 74 61 97 306 171 31 

2002 744 54 69 68 75 292 154 32 

2001 762 73 76 61 64 305 157 26 

 

Figure 10 : Age Groups, Town of Norman Wells 2001 to 2020 

The data shows that the proportion of youth in the population is quite low 
indicating concerns of future transitions of employment and community 
leadership roles of the community as well as maintenance of a sustainable 
population. 
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Gender 

Overall, there is significant difference between the numbers of men and 
women, but this gap has gradually decreased with some substantial 
fluctuations since 2005. As of July 1, 2020, population exhibits the discrepancy 
with a difference of 43 people between the sexes, compared to 54 in 2018. In 
2007, the gender gap was at its peak, with a difference of 105. 

 

Table 13 : Gender Profiles for Town of Norman Wells 

Years Males Females Difference 

2020 389 346 43 

2019 396 359 37 

2018 419 365 54 

2017 445 372 73 

2016 449 379 73 

2015 419 390 29 

2014 400 383 17 

2013 413 380 33 

2012 390 374 16 
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Years Males Females Difference 

2011 402 370 32 

2010 408 355 53 

2009 426 353 73 

2008 439 343 96 

2007 463 358 105 

2006 442 360 82 

2005 464 362 102 

2004 449 388 61 

2003 427 371 56 

2002 409 335 74 

2001 400 362 38 

 

Figure 11 : Gender Profile, Town of Norman Wells 2001 to 2020 

 

 

Education 

Data on highest level of schooling (HLOS, as shown in the table below, provides 
an indication of how many people have completed various levels of formal 
education. 
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Table 14 : Educational Qualification Profile for Town of Norman Wells 

Characteristics Total Males Females 

Highest certificate; diploma or degree for the 
population aged 15 years and over  590 305 280 

Secondary (high) school diploma or 
equivalency certificate 115 60 55 

No certificate; diploma or degree 105 45 60 

Architecture; engineering; and related 
technologies 110 95 15 

Business; management and public 
administration 65 15 50 

Education 35 10 20 

STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and 
Math) 125 110 15 

Location of study inside Canada 345 195 150 

Location of study in United States 10 0 10 

 

Most of the people are in in Engineering & related fields with 110 people 
practicing it in Norman Wells, NT. Business, Management & Public 
Administration is another popular field of expertise, as 20.83% of inhabitants are 
involved in it. The third group are those who are in Education, with 30 people 
responding that it is their line of work. STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, 
and Math) is expected to be a growing industry. Norman Wells, NT has 125 
people or 34.72% of workers in STEM industries, however not many women have 
adopted Physical and life sciences and technologies as their field of study.  

Majority of the population, which is around 94.52% of residents received their 
schooling from Canada, and the other majority acquiring their education from 
the United States. 
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Figure 12 : Educational Qualification Profile Town of Norman Wells 

 

 

 

According to the 2016 Census, the 115 residents in Norman Wells have 
graduated high school. It is what most of the residents have completed in 
Norman Wells. Residents who have not completed any credential are the 
second largest category, with 105 people responding. 
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Figure 13 : Higher Education for population aged over 15 years, Town of Norman Wells 

 

 
 

Labor Force and Employment Rate 

In 2009, 5.3% of the population was unemployed while this percentage 
dropped to 4.2% in 2019.  This indicates that the unemployment rate in Norman 
Wells is on a declining trend, which is good news. The participation rate in 
Norman Wells has shown some fluctuations since 2009 but overall, this also 
posses a growth as the rate was 85.8% in 2009 compared to 84.7% in 2009. The 
participation rate shows the percentage of people who are either employed 
or are actively looking for work. An increase in participation rate implies that 
higher proportions of people residing in Norman Wells are contributing to the 
labour force and the community's economy. 

Overall, the employment rate in Norman Wells, NT is growing. It has increased 
from 80.3% in 2009 to 82.2% in 2019. A growing employment rate reflects 
positive economic conditions in the community and implies that individuals 
looking for employment are being efficiently matched to employers who are 
looking for employees, an important measure of efficiency in the economy. 
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Table 15 : Population 15+, Labor force, Employment and Unemployment for 
Town of Norman Wells 

Year Population 
15+ 

Labour 
Force Employed 

Unempl
oyed 

Particip
ation 

Rate (%) 

Unemploy
ment Rate 

(%) 

Employm
ent Rate 

(%) 

2019 651 559 535 23 85.8 4.2 82.2 

2016 590 485 460 25 82.2 5.2 78.0 

2014 622 527 488 39 84.7 7.4 78.5 

2011 570 465 430 35 81.6 7.5 75.4 

2009 649 550 521 29 84.7 5.3 80.3 

2006 575 500 470 35 87.0 7.0 81.7 

2004 588 522 508 14 88.8 2.7 86.4 
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Figure 14 : Population 15 years and above, Labor force, Employed and Unemployed, 
Town of Norman Wells, 
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Figure 15 : Participation, Employment and Unemployment Rates, Town of Norman 
Wells, 

 

 

 

Income Distribution 

Most inhabitants at Norman Wells, NT are above the low-income cut-off, or the 
income a person must earn to be part of the low-income group. However, 
majority are also below the 2015 median income of $154,624 per year. In 
Norman Wells, NT, the median household income is $154,624 per year in 2015. 
The median household income in Norman Wells, NT is greater than the national 
household median income in 2015, which is $56,516. The significant reason 
behind the existence of income inequality is basically the educational 
attainment which further give rise to unemployment. As the gap widens 
between the education “haves” and “have-nots,” those with inadequate 
education are faced with reduced career opportunities in low-wage jobs. 
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Table 16: Income Groups for Town of Norman Wells, 2015 

Characteristics 
Total 

Counts 

Total - Household total income groups in 2015 for private 
households  315 

Under $5;000 5 

$5;000 to $49;999 30 

$50;000 to $99;999 45 

$100;000 to $200;000 120 

$200;000 and over 110 

Median total income of households in 2015 ($) $154,624 

 

Figure 16 : Income Groups for Town of Norman Wells, 2015 
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Figure 17 : Median Income of Town of Norman Wells and Canada, 2015 

 

The Town of Norman Wells has the highest median household income.  

Housing 

According to 2016 Census, 56.25%, which is majority of homes in Norman Wells, 
NT, have three bedrooms. Homes with two bedrooms are also very popular, 
with 70 homes built with this number of bedrooms. The third largest category of 
homes according to number of bedrooms are no bedroom or one bedroom 
representing 14.06 per cent of dwellings. 

 

 

Table 17 : Dwellings based on number of bedrooms, Town of Norman Wells, 
2016 

 

Characteristics 
Total 

Counts 

No bedrooms 0 

1 bedroom 45 

2 bedrooms 70 

3 bedrooms 180 

4 or more bedrooms 25 

Occupied private dwellings by number of 
bedrooms - 25% sample data 320 

One person or fewer per room 320 
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Characteristics 
Total 

Counts 

More than one person per room 0 

Only regular maintenance or minor repairs needed 255 

Major repairs needed 55 

 

The data on the persons per room depicts that the dwelling has enough 
bedrooms for the size and composition of the household. A household is 
deemed to be living in suitable accommodations if its dwelling has enough. It 
suggests that there is not any existence of crowdedness in the private dwelling 
in Town of Norman Wells.  

Major concern regarding the housing conditions is the condition of dwellings. 
According to the survey results, 55 dwellings need major repairs whereas 255 
need regular or minor repair.  
 

Figure 18 : Dwellings based on number of bedrooms, Town of Norman Wells, 2016 
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